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Abstract
Crystal structure prediction (CSP) has been a problem of great industrial interest
but also a fundamental challenge in condensed matter science. The problem in-
volves the identification of the stable and metastable crystals of a given compound
at certain temperature and pressure conditions.
Computational CSP methods based on the lattice energy minimization have been
successful in identifying experimentally observed crystals of an organic compound
as local minima of the lattice energy landscape but not always with the correct
relative stability. This is primarily controlled by the lattice energy model.
The lattice energy model adopted in this work is based on the assumption that
molecules are rigid, electrostatic interactions are modelled via distributed multipoles
derived from the ab initio charge density of the gas phase conformation and an em-
pirical pairwise exp-6 potential for the repulsion dispersion interactions. Based on
the fact that the reliability of all computational models is based on their agreement
with experimental evidence, the use of available experimental data for improving
the lattice energy model is the main focus of this work.
First the impact of different modelling choices – choice of level of theory for elec-
trostatics and parameters for the repulsion-dispersion term – in the modelling of
experimental structures, energies and relative stabilities is investigated. Results
suggest that a reestimation of the repulsion-dispersion parameters is expected to
produce parameters consistent with changes in the other lattice energy terms and
bring the model closer to experiment, consequently improving predictions.
An algorithm, CrystalEstimator, for fitting the exp-6 potential parameters by mini-
mizing the sum of squared deviations between experimental structures and energies
and the corresponding relaxed structures and energies is developed. The lattice en-
ergy of the experimental structures is minimized by the program DMACRYS. The
solution algorithm is based on the search of the parameter space using deterministic
low discrepancy sequences; and the use of an efficient local minimization algorithm.
The proposed method is applied to derive transferable exp-6 potential parameters
for hydrocarbons, organosulphur compounds, azahydrocarbons, oxohydrocarbons
and organosulphur compounds containing nitrogen. Three different sets of param-
eters are developed, suitable for use in conjunction with three different models of
electrostatics derived at the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31g(d,p)
levels. A good fit is achieved for all the new sets of parameters with a mean absolute
iii
error in sublimation enthalpies less than 3.5 kJ/mol and an average rmsd15 less than
0.35 A˚.
Prediction studies are performed for acetylene, tetracyanoethylene and blind test
molecule XXII and the generated lattice energy landscapes are refined with the new
models. The observed experimental structures are predicted with better structural
agreement but the same or higher ranking than those obtained by the previously
used FIT parameter set.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background & Motivation
Many of the organic molecular solids of commercial interest are obtained in crystalline
form, in which molecules are packed with a long range spatial order. This crystal
packing arrangement in solid state is related to many interesting phenomena such
as polymorphism. Polymorphism is the ability of a chemical compound to exist in
more than one crystal packing arrangement. Different polymorphs can be produced
depending on the crystallization conditions and their structures can have different
physical properties such as thermal conductivity, density, colour, morphology, dis-
solution and processing characteristics. As a result the prediction of the possible
crystal forms that a given organic compound can take is important across many in-
dustries including pharmaceuticals, healthcare, agrochemicals, pigments, dyestuffs
and foods.
The knowledge of the structure is the most important piece of information about
a crystalline material and its properties. However, crystals of a compound cannot
always be grown in order to be studied by experimental methods. Even if the struc-
ture is known, a method of predicting the possible polymorphs would help to avoid
problems in manufacturing and patenting a crystalline product. The example of
Ritanovir, a protease inhibitor for HIV virus [1, 2] for which only one polymorph
was known until a second polymorph appeared in the manufacturing line, under-
lines the necessity of such a method. The second polymorph was more stable and
less soluble leading to a shift in bioavailability of the drug, creating a crisis in the
market and large economic losses for the manufacturer.
1
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Computational methods for predicting the possible crystal forms of organic com-
pounds would have great practical benefits, avoiding possible manufacturing prob-
lems and allowing improvement of the properties of the stable structures [3]. Such
computational methods have been developed during the past years [4] and have
given reliable predictions for many organic molecules and flexible molecules of molec-
ular weight up to 500g/mol. The results of the sixth crystal structure blind test
CSP2016 [5], which are indicative of the progress in crystal structure prediction
showed that there are still parts of the computational methods that need to be
improved. However, while known polymorphs are usually found as low-energy min-
ima, there is evidence that in many cases the relative energy of the minima is not
in agreement with experimental data [6]. The development of more accurate lattice
energy models is thus necessary to enhance prediction capabilities, especially when
relative stabilities of different polymorphs differ by only a few kJ/mol.
1.2 Scope of this work
Our objective here is to improve the current abilities of our crystal structure pre-
diction method [7–9] by increasing the accuracy of the lattice energy model.
1. Investigate the impact of modelling choices: the level of theory for the quan-
tum mechanical calculations and the values of the repulsion-dispersion poten-
tial parameters in lattice energy, crystal structure and relative stabilities of
observed crystals.
2. Develop a method to parameterize the respulsion-dispersion potential param-
eters and produce sets of parameters consistent with changes in the lattice
energy model and to capture remaining errors and approximations elsewhere
in the model. Such a method will also give the ability to use experimental
information for improvement of the CSP approach and expand applicability
of the CSP to systems for which parameter sets are not available.
3. Generate parameter tables by fitting the parameters to experimental data
and validate parameters based on the structural and energetic description of
structures in the training set and extended sets of structures. Perform CSP
studies with new parameters to investigate predictive abilities.
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1.3 Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
A review of the CSP methods and their assessment through the international blind
tests are presented in Chapter 2. Lattice energy models used in crystal structure
modelling are categorised based on their underlying theories. Special focus is given
to empirical repulsion-dispersion potentials used in CSP and how they have been
parameterized for organic molecular crystal systems.
The lattice energy model used in the CSP approach developed at Imperial College
London is presented in Chapter 3. The impact of different QM levels of theory on
modelling of the whole lattice energy calculation is also examined by comparing
predicted crystal structures and energies produced by different level of theory with
experimental data. The impact of the repulsion-dispersion parameters is also ex-
amined by a sensitivity analysis performed on two molecules.
The need for a new parameterization of the exp-6 potential is stated and the pa-
rameter estimation problem is formulated in Chapter 4. The assumptions made
and the general rules for collecting the experimental data are also presented.
The parameter estimation procedure proposed in this work is described in Chapter
5. The optimization algorithm developed for the solution of the parameter estima-
tion problem is first discussed. Additional information on derivative calculations,
scaling of parameters is then presented. Due to the size of the problem, it is divided
to smaller problems and parameterization is carried out sequentially. The applica-
tion to a set of hydrocarbons is finally presented.
Detailed tables of experimental data used and the interaction parameters generated
are presented on Chapter 6. The performance of parameters is discussed based on
the ability to reproduce experimental sublimation enthalpies and crystal geometries.
Prediction studies performed for three molecules using the new parameters and re-
sults are summarized in Chapter 7.
Conclusions of this work and a number of suggestions for future work are summa-
rized in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Crystal Structure Representation
A crystal is a solid material whose constituent atoms, molecules or ions are packed
into a long-range ordered, repeating pattern extending in all three-spatial dimen-
sions. The crystal lattice is defined as an infinite periodic array of points. The region
in space associated with every lattice point is called unit cell and it is described by
three cell vectors a, b, c (fig.(2.1)). Predicting the structure of the crystal involves
the determination of the size and shape of the unit cell and the positions of atoms
in it. The unit cell geometry is determined by the magnitude of the cell vectors.
The fractional coordinates specify the positions of the atoms in the unit cell as a
linear combination of the cell vectors.
In the unit cell the arrangement of atoms may display internal symmetry (rotation,
Figure 2.1: Unit cell and cell vectors.
mirror, translational, screw, glide and inversion). In the case where no translational
4
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symmetry is present the cell is called primitive. The specific combination of symme-
try elements among the atoms in the unit cell defines the space group of the crystal.
There are 230 possible space groups but only few of them appear often in nature.
The subset of atoms in the unit cell which can be used to generate the complete
unit cell using symmetry operations is called asymmetric unit. By convention the
number of molecules in the unit cell is denoted Z, while the number of molecules
in the asymmetric unit by Z ′.
The same lattice can be described by different sets of parameters; therefore, the
choice of the cell parameters is not unique. Several algorithms have been devel-
oped to obtain the unique standard cell parameters of the reduced cell, which is the
standard primitive cell used to describe a given lattice [10].
2.2 Crystal Structure Prediction Methods
The approach followed to date has been based on the assumption that the crystal
structures likely to be observed at a given temperature T and pressure P are minima
of the free energy hypersurface ∆G.
∆G = ∆U + P∆V − T∆S (2.1)
where U is the internal energy of the system ( lattice energy ), V the volume, S the
entropy. At normal pressures the P∆V term for organic solids can be neglected.
Moreover, the calculation of the entropic term is still not straightforward and can
be avoided if 0 K temperature is assumed. The assumption is not always valid
when we want to know the relative stability at room-temperature, where entropic
contribution can be significant. In enantiotropic pairs of polymorphs the entropic
contribution can elucidate the relative stability of putative crystal structures. At
0K, the problem of minimizing the Gibbs energy in order to find the thermody-
namically stable structures, can be reduced to the minimization of lattice energy
U. This approach assumes that the low lattice energy structures are possible to be
found experimentally, since are those of low energy.
Several different methods have been used by the research groups involved in CSP
but all the methods involve three common stages:
i. Construction of the three-dimensional molecular structures from the chemical
bonding diagrams and conformational analysis.
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ii. Generation and search for crude initial crystal structures.
iii. Assessment of the generated structures by some criteria usually energy- to
rank them in order of likelihood of formation.
The steps are simplified in the above scheme and often do overlap. A more detailed
description of the programs and methods used by the participating research groups
so far can be found in the blind test papers[11–15].
2.2.1 Molecular model construction & Conformational anal-
ysis
In a crystal structure prediction study, atomic coordinates are not known and a 3D
model of the molecule must be built in order to generate potential crystal struc-
tures later on. Even if the molecular geometry is known from the crystal structure
is better to take a neutral starting point. So the molecular geometry is normally
the result of a geometry optimization of the isolated molecule using a force field
method or quantum mechanics for greater accuracy.
For small rigid molecules the global search for crystal structures is performed using
only one conformation. However for flexible molecules that demonstrate flexibility,
packing forces in the crystal can affect significantly their molecular conformation.
Here arises the issue of treating molecular flexibility both during the global search
and structure minimization.
Thus for flexible molecules the first stage involves exploring conformational flexibil-
ity. In methods that conformational flexibility cannot be taken into account during
structure generation, a set of starting rigid conformations are defined based on the
intramolecular energy landscape (generated by ab initio or force fields methods)
and Cambridge Structural Database information of conformational preferences. In
other methods the same information are used to define flexible degrees of freedom
and their limits that will be explored together with the unit cell.
Finally there are approaches that do not require such information, since they ex-
plore molecular degrees of freedom with or without limits during the search stage.
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2.2.2 Structure generation and minimization
In Crystal Structure Prediction we are interested in the most stable polymorph but
also to all the possible polymorphs. Therefore, it is important to find the lowest
of all minima, the global minimum, but also to sample a large set of local minima.
The lattice energy function is a multidimentional function with high complexity
such that the global optimization becomes a difficult task, the methods described
below are used to sample points in the multidimensional space combined with a
standard local minimization method to locate the closest minima.
Most crystal structure generation methods explore the multidimensional energy sur-
face either by systematically generating structures on a grid or by generating crystals
randomly. The PMC program performs a grid-based search in which intramolec-
ular degrees of freedom can also be defined. When considering high flexibility the
grid can increase in size and in this case a random search is preferable [16]. A pro-
gram both capable of random and grid-based searches is UPACK [17]. Grid based
searches require a priori definition of the grid points which might be impractical in
cases where the global search may involve a potentially varying number of processors
operating over several days. Programs such as CRYSCA [18] and MPA [19] perform
random searches, generating crystals with random values of the cell parameters and
molecular positions and orientations. Random searches do not guarantee a uniform
coverage of the space for a finite number of points.
A class of techniques designed to address the issues of grid based or random sam-
pling is that of low discrepancy sequences. Sobol’ is such a sequence that achieves
the best possible coverage of the space at each iteration. Crystal Predictor [7] and
Della Valle [20] make use of this sequence to generate crystal structures. Success of
all these approaches relies on the number of points generated and the good space
coverage of the generated points.
Materials Studio Polymorph Predictor uses a Monte Carlo simulated annealing algo-
rithm for generation of crystal structures [21, 22]. Monte Carlo search is performed
with the temperature as a guiding parameter for generating and accepting new ge-
ometries. Starting from a temperature the system goes through heating and cooling
steps in order to overcome energy barriers and reach local minima. The method is
dependent on the choice of the initial temperature, how many iterations are per-
formed at each temperature and how much the temperature is decremented at each
step as cooling proceeds.
A Monte Carlo parallel tempering algorithm is employed in the program GRACE
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[23]. The general idea of parallel tempering is to simulate many replicas of the orig-
inal system initialized at a different temperature. The method achieves sampling
by allowing replicas at different temperatures to swap configurations. Thus lower
temperature systems can access a representative set of low-temperature regions.
The method is not limited to exchanges between different temperatures but also
alternative swapping parameters. Debated issues of the method are the number of
replicas, the range of temperatures and how frequently swaps should be attempted.
Another standard global optimization method that is widely used in CSP are the
genetic algorithms. This class of algorithms starts with an initial population of
feasible solutions to the problem that are ranked based on their fitness function.
At every iteration, variation operations (crossover and mutation operations) are ap-
plied to the fittest solutions of the population to produce “offspring” for the next
iteration. Thus the space is searched focusing on promising regions. The methods
depend on the the size of the population and the rate of variation operations. A
major problem of genetic algorithms is that they face the risk of getting trapped in
local minima due to “genetic drift”. Such algorithms are implemented in USPEX
[24], a software used for CSP of both atomic and molecular crystals [25]. Special
characteristics of this implementation is the random generation of the initial popu-
lation of crystals within the 240 space groups and the special variation operations
developed to avoid genetic drift, softmutation and improved heredity [24].
Genetic algorithms are also implemented in the computer package MGAC, where
“Genes” contain lattice lengths, angles, orientations of the centres of mass and di-
hedrals. Starting from a randomly selected population of crystals typical crossover
and gaussian mutation operations are applied [26].
Another methodology applied in PROMET, is the search for stable clusters of
molecules applying symmetry operators to the molecular structure, then many ran-
dom structures are generated for each stable cluster [27]. Similar approach uses
FlexCryst but the stability of the clusters is decided using group-based interactions
instead of atom-atom potentials [28].
The CRYSTALG [29] program uses a Conformational family Monte Carlo optimiza-
tion method that assumes no symmetry constraints except the number of molecules
in the unit cell. This method maintains a database of low energy structures that are
clustered into families and the structures in this database are improved iteratively
by a Metropolis-type Monte Carlo procedure together with energy minimization, in
which the search is biased towards the regions of the lowest energy families.
In MOLPACK the coordination sphere geometry around a central molecule is used
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instead of the unit cell and this coordination geometry is varied in order to find the
structures with the densest packing [30]. The closest packing structures are then
refined with minimization using a more accurate energy model.
In general a global search method must ensure there are no parts of the space that
are not explored so that there are no missed lattice energy minima. The methods
described are combined with standard local minimization methods usually based
on derivatives. Quite often the lattice energy minimizations end up to the same
minimum and as a result, a clustering of any duplicates is necessary in order to
obtain the final lattice energy landscape.
2.2.3 The CSP blind tests
The state of the art in CSP is tested every few years in the crystal structure predic-
tion blind tests organised by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC).
There have been six blind test exercises [11–15] starting in 1999 with the results of
the sixth blind test being announced in 2014. The research groups participating in
the CCDC tests are allowed to submit their predictions, up to a hundred predictions
in CSP2016, for each one of the organic molecules that are chosen as targets and
of which the crystal structures are known to the test administrators but unknown
to the participants. The only information provided for the predictions is the 2D
diagram of the target compounds and crystallisation conditions.
Three categories of molecules were been used in the first three blind tests (CSP1999,
CSP2001 and CSP2004): small rigid molecules with only C, H, N, O atoms(1st cat-
egory); small rigid molecules with less common elements (2nd category) and mod-
erately flexible molecules with 2-4 internal degrees of freedom(3rd category). In the
first two blind tests the crystals where in Z ′=1 with no space group restrictions,
while in the third blind tests crystals with Z ′=2 were also placed. In CSP2007 a
new category was added for crystal structures with more than one molecule in the
asymmetric unit (4th category). The test evolved through the years to cover more
categories Table 2.1 with the fifth blind test (CSP2010) having together with the
previous categories the following: molecules with 4-8 internal degrees of freedom
(5th category) and molecules for which more than one polymorph is known (Table
2.1). The last blind test, CSP2014, included molecules that fall into all the above
mentioned categories except for the 1st category.
The overall results of the first three tests demonstrated that prediction of small
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Table 2.1: Diagrams of the target molecules in the CSP blind tests [11]
CSP1999 CSP2001 CSP2004 CSP2007 CSP2010 CSP2014
1st -
category
2nd
category
3rd
category
4th - - -
category
5th - - - -
category
Extra - - - - -
rigid molecules belonging to the 1st category is possible and the lower success rate
for the 2nd category of the molecules with challenging functional groups indicated
that problems with these molecules relate to the modelling of intermolecular inter-
actions involving halogen atoms. No successful predictions were made for the 3rd
category of flexible molecules until the fourth blind test [14] and the fifth blind test
[15] which showed that certain methods are able to handle even molecules with high
degree of flexibility [9, 31]. The CSP2007 and CSP2010 tests also revealed problems
in handling crystals with more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit, Z ′≥2, es-
pecially multicomponent crystal structures: salts, cocrystals and solvates. However
in the last blind test there were successful predictions for both systems of the 4th
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category. Moreover, several methods identified the small rigid molecule of the 1st
category in their landscape with many of them finding the experimental structure as
the global minimum. There was also notable improvement in predictions of flexible
molecules. The highly flexible molecule of the 5th category was found as the global
minimum by two methods, while the highly polymorphic flexible molecule of the 3rd
category appeared very challenging, with only one method achieving to identify all
experimentally observed polymorphs and other methods achieving to identify only
some of the polymorphs with highly varying rankings.
The results of the CSP tests have dictated the strong and weak features of the
methods used so far and point to the areas that need to be improved. In order for a
methodology to be successful the following requirements need to be fulfilled. First
of all, the optimization must be capable of locating all the possible minima. Finally
a thermodynamic model that reproduces accurately the free energy hypersurface
is needed. The conclusions of the latest Blind test (CSP2014) especially suggested
that sources of inconsistency in ranking of the predicted structures for the current
methods could be due to the inadequacy of the lattice energy models. In addition,
inclusion of the entropic contribution to the free energy for the enantiotropic pairs
of polymorphs can elucidate the relative stability of putative crystal structures. Fi-
nally beyond the requirement of having an adequate thermodynamic model in CSP,
there remains the role of kinetics in determining the experimentally observed solid
forms.
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2.3 Calculation of the Lattice energy
Many models have been used or developed to calculate lattice energies for molec-
ular organic crystals and the choice of the model is always a compromise between
accuracy and computational expense. In a molecular mechanics approach where
molecules are built by atoms (or coarse-grained particles), the lattice energy of a
crystal structure consisting of organic molecules is divided in to the intermolecular
atom-atom interactions between molecules and the intramolecular energies of the
constituent molecules [32] and modelled as a parametric function of the atomic po-
sitions (the nuclear positions), parameterized using experimental data or high level
computational data [33].
On the other hand in a quantum mechanical approach, electrons and nuclei are
considered as individual particles and the nuclear positions and electron densities
in the crystal are a result of solving the Schro¨dinger equation. A molecular me-
chanics approach is very efficient however not accurate while the ab initio methods
are much more accurate but not straightforward. Somewhere between the two ap-
proaches, in many computational studies lattice energy is subdivided into various
contributions that each one of them is calculated separately based on atom-atom
potentials derived by quantum mechanical calculations on isolated molecules [34].
2.3.1 Empirical Force-fields
The basic functional form of potential energy in molecular mechanics includes
bonded terms for interactions of atoms that are linked by covalent bonds, and non-
bonded (also called ”noncovalent”) terms that describe the long-range electrostatic
and van der Waals forces.
2.3.2 Intramolecular Energy
Intramolecular energy is the energy of the interactions within a molecule. The in-
tramolecular energy contribution, when molecules are treated as rigid, is identical
for all the different packings of the same molecule in a crystal. Therefore even if
it is removed from the calculation of lattice energy, the relative stability of struc-
tures the will not be affected. However it becomes important for molecules with
conformational flexibility because different packing arrangements favour different
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molecular conformations. The easiest way to employ is to use a standard force-field
such DREIDING [35], COMPASS [33], CHARMM[36].
Standard molecular mechanics calculate the intramolecular energy as the sum of
the bonded and nonbonded interaction energies. With the first being the bond
stretching energy, the torsional energy for rotation around a bond and the energy
of bending an angle. The second term includes van der Waals interactions and
electrostatic interactions between atoms of the same molecule and their functional
form is the same described in section 2.3.3
U = Ubonded + Unonbonded = Ustr + Ubend + Utors + Uelec + UvdW + Ucross (2.2)
The streching energy (Ustr) function in the simplest possible form is given usually
by the Taylor expansion around the equilibrium bond length between the two atoms
Rij0 . Around the equilibrium value the Taylor expansion has the form of a harmonic
oscillator:
Ustr(R
ij −Rij0 ) = kij(∆Rij)2 (2.3)
where Rij is the bond length between atoms i and j and ∆Rij is the displacement of
the bond length from the equilibrium distance while kij is the ”force constant” for
the bond between the two atoms, parameterized from experimental data or quan-
tum mechanical data. Force fields such as GAFF [37], CVFF [38, 39], OPLS [40]
that have been used in CSP use this form for the stretch energy. In strained and
crowded systems the harmonic approximation gives results different from experi-
mental values. In this case higher order terms are used in the Taylor expansion.
For example the COMPASS force field uses a Taylor expansion up to third order
with parameters derived by ab initio data and refined by gas phase experimental
data.The polynomial expansion does not have the correct limiting behaviour when
the bond is stretched to infinity. The Morse potential function (eq. 2.4) is employed
by force field methods such as DREIDING instead because it more accurate close
to the dissociation limit.
Estr(∆R
ij) = D(1− e−α∆Rij)2 (2.4)
where D is the dissociation energy and α =
√
kij
2D
is related to the force constant.
The bending energy Ubend, the same way like Ustr is expanded as a Taylor series
around an equilibrium bond angle and terminated at second order (eq. 2.5). The
harmonic expansion is adequate for most applications and the form that all of the
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above mentioned force fields use.
Ubend(θ
ijk − θijk0 ) = kijk(θijk − θijk0 )2 (2.5)
where θijk is the angle between three bonded atoms and θijk0 is the equilibrium value
of the bond angle.
Finally the torsional energy Utors, arising from the rotation around a bond is written
as a Fourier series:
Utors(φ) =
∑
n=1
Vn cos(nφ) (2.6)
If there is a four-atom sequence A-B-C-D, where A-B, B-C, C-D are bonded, the
angle φ is the angle defined by the planes A-B-C and B-C-D. The Vn constants de-
termine the size of the barrier for rotation around the B-C bond. The n is usually 1,
2 and/or 3, with n=1 describing a rotation that is periodic by 360o, the n=2 term
is periodic by 180o and n=3 periodic by 120o. It is also common to shift the zero
point of the potential by adding a factor of one to each term.
The differences among the different force fields, in addition to their functional form,
is their parameterization, how many different atom types are considered, and types
of data used for the parameter fitting.
As alternative way to improve intramolecular energy calculation and to allow flexi-
bility during the search, research groups that use very expensive periodic ab initio
calculations, employ a Tailor-Made Force Field (TMFF). The TMFF is a force field
that consists of the same energy terms used in standard force fields but it is param-
eterized by fitting to ab initio data derived for a particular system of study [41]. A
higher level of accuracy in the calculation of intramolecular energy is achieved by
performing quantum mechanical calculations on the single molecule. The energy of
the molecule is given by solving the Schro¨dinger equation using one of the accurate
computational methods that have been developed and they are called “levels of
theory”. The many different approximations and techniques used by these methods
can be found in textbooks [34]. A way to treat flexibility using ab initio calculations
is described in [8] where the molecule is modelled as a set of rigid fragments con-
nected by flexible torsion angles. The intramolecular energy is initially computed
using quantum mechanics over a grid in the space of flexible torsion angles and
the intramolecular energy is expressed as a continuous and differentiable function
of the torsion angles using multidimensional interpolants based on restricted cubic
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Hermite polynomials [8]. In [9] intramolecular energy is estimated using a local ap-
proximate model based on a quadratic Taylor expansion constructed around a base
point computed via an isolated-molecule wavefunction calculation. This method
gives intramolecular energy calculations of comparable accuracy with ab initio data
and allows the molecular geometry to relax during the lattice energy minimization.
2.3.3 Intermolecular Energy
Intermolecular energy arises from interactions between two molecules and can be
separated into two main types: the “long-range” and the “short-range”. The long-
range effects arise when molecules are sufficiently separated and their charge densi-
ties are separated and can be divided into the electrostatic, induction and dispersion
interactions. The electrostatic interactions arise from the classical interaction be-
tween the static charge distributions of the molecules, they are strictly pairwise
additive and may be either attractive or repulsive. Induction effects arise from the
distortion of a particular molecule in the electric field of all its neighbours, and are
always attractive. Because the fields of several neighbouring molecules may rein-
force each other or cancel out, induction is strongly non-additive. Dispersion is an
effect that arises because the charge distributions of the molecules are constantly
fluctuating as the electrons move. The electron motions in the two molecules be-
come correlated, in such a way that lower-energy configurations are favoured and
the higher-energy ones disfavoured. The average effect is a lowering of the energy
and since the correlation effect becomes stronger as the molecules approach each
other, the result is an attraction. The short-range effects arise at distances where
the molecular wavefunctions overlap significantly, the most important of which are
the exchange and repulsion often taken together as exchange-repulsion (resulting
from the Pauli Exclusion Principle that prevents the collapse of molecules). Other
remaining effects are penetration and charge transfer which are modifications of the
long range terms arising from the overlap of the wavefunctions [42].
2.3.3.1 Electrostatic Energy
When the molecules are sufficiently separated so that their charge densities do not
overlap the first order term which is dominant in most organic molecules is the
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electrostatic energy:
Uelec =
∫
ρA(r)ρB(r′)
4pi0 | r− r′ |drdr
′ (2.7)
where ρA(r) = ΨA∗ΨA is the ground state charge density of molecule A in isolation,
and the coordinates of the charge density in molecule A and in molecule B. In most
of the standard force fields and many of the studies in CSP electrostatic energy is
modelled by interactions of point charges usually located to atomic positions. The
atomic charges interact according to the Coulomb potential:
Uelec(rij) =
qiqj
4pie0rij
(2.8)
where the charges can be assigned according to empirical rules (Mulliken charges)
but more often they are fitted to the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) of
the isolated molecule derived by quantum mechanical methods. The electrostatic
potential φesp at a point r is given by the nuclear charges and electronic wavefunction
eq. 2.9.
φesp(r) =
Nnuc∑
a=1
Za(| Ra − r |)−1
∫
Ψ2(r′)/ | r′ − r | dr′ (2.9)
where Za are the charges of the Nnuc at locations Ra. The fitting of the point
charges is done by minimizing the function (eq. 2.10), under the constraint that
the sum of charges qi is equal to the molecular charge. The electrostatic potential
is sampled at a few thousand points in the vicinity of the molecule.
Npoints∑
r
(
φesp(r)−
∑Natoms
a=1
qa(Ra)
|Ra−r|
)
(2.10)
The electrostatic potential energy is the sum of all interactions given by eq. 2.8.
This sum is conditionally convergent and the Ewald summation technique is used to
improve the convergence properties of this [43]. A similar description to the point
charges is given by assigning to a bond, a bond dipole moment. At long distances
the bond dipole representation gives identical results with point charges.
The point charges localised at atomic positions give a crude representation of the
electrostatic potential surrounding the molecule, with errors being in the range
of 10-20 kJ/mol [34]. Adding charges distributed in non-nuclear positions in the
molecule can result in a better representation of the molecular electrostatic force
field.
Another approach is the representation of the charge distribution with a central
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multipole expansion. In this case the electrostatic potential due to the charge
distribution, at a point r outside the charge distribution can be represented by a
power series in 1/r:
U(r) = k1/r + k2/r
2 + k3/r
3 + ... (2.11)
where the coefficients k1, k2, k3 are the moments of the charge distribution. k1is the
net charge of the distribution, the next moment k2 is the component of the dipole
moment of the distribution in the direction of the selected point r (the dipole mo-
ment is a vector), k3 is related to the quadrupole moment of the distribution, and
so on. If the distribution has a net charge, then at sufficiently large distance only
the first term in the series is relevant, and the potential is that of a point charge at
the origin. If there is no net charge, then the potential is dominated by the second
term in the series, the dipole term k2, and if this is also zero, then it is the next
term, the component of the quadrupole moment k3, that determines the potential,
and so on. Since the electric field is the negative gradient of the potential, when we
are interested in the field at a large distance from the charge distribution, only the
first non-zero term in the multipole expansion is important. The dangers of using
central multipole moments to calculate intermolecular energies have been discussed
in detail by Fowler and Buckingham[44].
The representation of the electrostatic potential can be improved by including point
multipole moments localised at several positions in the molecule. Stone [42] devel-
oped developed the Distributed Multipole Analysis (DMA) that provides an exact
method for expanding the electrostatic potential in terms of multipole moments
distributed at a number of positions within the molecule, and these moments can
be derived directly from the wave function without a fitting procedure. An accurate
representation is possible by including up to quadrupole moments at each atomic
position. Based on DMA, the electrostatic energy is given by:
Uelec =
1
2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
QitT
ij
tuQ
j
u (2.12)
where Qit are the t multipoles on atomic sites i in molecule A and Q
j
u the multipoles
u on all atoms j in molecule B. T ijtu interaction functions that have been tabulated
in terms of the direction cosines of the local axis vectors [42].
The DMA derived multipoles have been shown to be successful in predicting the
highly anisotropic lone-pair interactions, pi-pi stacking in aromatic rings and hydro-
gen bond geometries in molecular organic crystals [45–47]. Finally, it is very impor-
tant to mention that for both the point charge models and distributed multipole
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models the redistribution of the charge density with changes in the conformation
does not allow transferability to different conformations of the molecule. Thus they
need to be derived for every new molecular conformation.
2.3.3.2 Induction Energy
Polarisation effects in organic crystal structure modelling, with the exception of
periodic ab initio methods, have almost always been neglected in the lattice energy
model partly because it is considered a minor contribution to the interaction energy
of nonpolar molecules and partly due to the difficulty to model them and the great
error introduced by approximate models. In cases of systems such as water or ionic
crystals, the induction energy becomes important.
One strategy used to model induction is to include molecular or atomic polarizabil-
ities in the atom-atom model, as it is done in fluctuating charge force fields [48, 49].
The polarisation contribution is given at the lowest order by a dipolar term arising
from the electric field (F) created by the electric moments at other sites multiplied
by the polarisability tensor (α):
Uind =
1
2
αF2 (2.13)
The theory for calculating induction energy has been presented by [42] and can be
evaluated by eq. 2.14.
Uind =
1
2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
∆QitT
ij
tuQ
j
u (2.14)
after the induced multipole moments ∆Qit have been determined as described in
[50]. Misquitta and Stone [51] developed a method of obtaining distributed polar-
isabilities for the description of molecular polarisation without charge-flow terms.
Another approach is to perform the molecular charge density calculation in an en-
vironment representative of the crystal. The bulk crystal environment during the
molecular QM calculation is modelled as a polarizable continuum (PCM) with di-
electric constants typical of molecular crystals. A crystal structure prediction study
on α-amino acid valine using a PCM with three different values for the dielectric
constant (=1, =3, =7) for deriving the DMA multipoles and the intramolecular
energy showed that the use of a polarisable continuum model can affect significantly
the relative stability of the experimental crystals [52]. Even though the method gives
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good results because it stabilizes the true crystal structures, the choice of dielectric
constant is arbitrary.
The two approaches have been compared over four different crystal structures
(naphthalene, oxalyl dihydrazide, 3-azabicyclo[3,3,1]nonane-2,4-dione and carba-
mazepine) and agreed that the induction energy is often 20 to 40% of the elec-
trostatic contribution to the lattice energy[53]. Moreover, it was found that in-
duction energy may improve the relative ranking of the structures to be more in
line with experimental observation. Addition also of the induction contribution to
lattice energies that use an empirically fitted repulsion-dispersion potential involves
high degree of double counting the contribution. In that case, parameterization of
the empirical potential is required because polarisation effects are “absorbed” by
the parameters when there is no separate term. The local polarisabilities model
can be applied to lattice energy models that use distributed multipole moments
but large molecules such as 3-azabicyclo[3,3,1]nonane-2,4-dione are a limit for the
method. For this case transferability of the polarisability models seemed possible
in the study.
2.3.3.3 Repulsion-Dispersion Energy
Dispersion is a long-range interaction while repulsion together with charge transfer
and penetration are short range interactions that appear due to the overlap of the
molecular charge densities. Most computational studies of the condensed phases of
organic molecules employ an isotropic atom-atom potential for the repulsion and
dispersion interactions. The two commonly used forms are the Lennard-Jones or
n-6
Uij = A
ijR−nij − CijR−6ij (2.15)
where n is most often chosen 12, and the Buckingham or exp-6 model
Uij = A
ije−Rij/B
ij − CijR−6ij (2.16)
where Rij is the separation between atom i (or atom of type i) and atom j (or
atom type j ) and the models depend on the parameters A, B and C to describe the
interaction between each type of atom pair. Both are empirical potentials and there
is no doubt that they cannot provide ultimate accuracy but they are widely used
because of their computational efficiency. Furthermore, the fitting of the parameters
to experimental data can absorb errors implicit in the assumed functional form and
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atom types. Even significant contributions to the intermolecular energy such as
induction can be absorbed by the parameters intending to represent other terms
[54].
Among the two functional forms eq. 2.15, eq. 2.16, the LJ’s advantage is its
computational speed, while the exp-6’s form is theoretically better justified for the
repulsive wall at short distances [42]. Crystal structure predictions for the same
compounds using these two force fields, led to comparable values for the energy of
the experimental structures with respect to the global energy minima [55]. Thus
the success of these simple models seems more dependent on the parameterization
of the model rather than the exact functional form.
This isotropic representation of the repulsion/dispersion interactions may not always
be adequate. There are atoms in crystals that can approach each other closer at
some orientations, such as structures of Cl2 and chlorinated hydrocarbons [56].
A non-empirical method to derive atom-atom repulsion parameters based on the
overlap model for the repulsion between polyatomic molecules [57] is presented
in studies [58, 59]. According to the overlap model the repulsion between two
molecules A and B is given by the overlap of the molecular charge densities ρA and
ρB, calculated by integrating over spatial coordinates r:
Urep = KS
ρ = K
∫
ρA(r)ρB(r)d
3r (2.17)
This gives an anisotropic atom-atom model:
Urep = K
∑
i∈A,k∈B
Sρij(Rij,Ωij) (2.18)
In a range of separations can be analysed to give an isotropic atom-atom model of
the known exponential form:
Urep = K
∑
Sρij(Rij,Ωij) = K
∑
sij exp(−AijRij) (2.19)
where s and A are constant parameters for atomic types i and j. Thus exchange-
repulsion is given by the ab initio charge densities of the isolated molecules and the
K scaling factor was fitted to perturbation theory calculations of repulsion energy.
An ab initio transferable potential has also been derived by Mooij and cowork-
ers [60, 61] for alkanes, ethers and alcohols from ab initio interaction energies of
methanol dimers and trimers. An atom-atom potential was constructed consisting
of the four contributions mentioned earlier (electrostatic, polarisation, dispersion,
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repulsion) and fitted to reproduce the SCF+MP2 interaction energies of ninety four
dimers and seventeen methanol trimers. The electrostatic interactions are repre-
sented by an atomic multipole model that was derived by fitting to the electrostatic
potential of the monomer. The polarisation energy was modelled by atomic dipole
polarizabilities derived by the energy nonadditivity in methanol trimers. The disper-
sion energy was described by a damped r−6 atom-atom potential, which was fitted
separately to MP2 correlation energy. The repulsion energy and remaining short
range terms were represented by an exponential term that included some anisotropic
features for interactions involving oxygen and was fitted to the remainder of the ab
initio energy after subtraction of the other contributions. Details on the repulsion
and dispersion terms parameterization are included in section 2.4. The potential
derived, combined with an MM3 force field for intramolecular interactions was ap-
plied to predict the structures of methanol, ethanol, 1,4-dioxane and propane. The
results indicated that this potential is accurate enough to predict the structures
of methanol and ethanol within an energy range of 0.4 kJ/mol. For dioxane the
performance was better than that of standard force fields however the ordering of
the polymorphs was not correct. For propane the experimental was found as the
most stable. The accuracy of the potential did not reduce the number of low energy
structures, but it limited the energy range of structures that have to be considered
as true candidates for experimental observation.
2.3.3.4 Semi-Classical Density Sums - Pixel method
In the SCDS-Pixel method QM calculated electron density is represented by a large
number (∼ 104) of interaction sites (pixels), instead of point charges at nuclear
positions. The electrostatic energy is calculated by numerical integration of eq. 2.7,
achieved by direct summation over pixel-pixel, pixel-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
Coulombic interactions. The method, except for the nonempirical Coulombic en-
ergy integral, includes a semi-empirical model for distributed polarisabilities, over-
lap repulsion and dispersion terms. The polarisation energy from the molecular
charge density is estimated by assigning a share of the nearest atom’s experimen-
tal polarisability to each pixel. Dispersion is evaluated from atomic polarisabilities
distributed over the electron density, using an average ionization potential taken
as the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital, in a London-type inverse
sixth-power formulation. Repulsion is evaluated from the overlap between electron
densities. Moreover, the method requires only four disposable numerical parameters
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and allows a complete evaluation of intermolecular interaction energies for a rather
wide range of molecular systems [62, 62, 63].
Pixel provides a better partitioning of the lattice energy than empirical potentials
but it is computationally more expensive than empirical potentials. In comparison
with atom-atom force field methods Pixel is better when calculating the energies
of small organic molecules, giving better ranking of the experimental crystal [63].
A comparison of interaction energies and lattice energies in molecular crystals of
Pixel with dispersion corrected DFT and Localized MP2 can be found in [64]. The
comparison of the lattice energies of 7 different molecules calculated with the three
methods and their sublimation enthalpies showed deviations of Pixel with the peri-
odic ab initio calculations of 10% but it was in better agreement with sublimation
enthalpies probably because of the parameterization procedure.
2.3.4 Periodic ab initio Lattice Energy Calculations
An alternative method for calculating the lattice energy is by performing quantum
mechanical calculations on the periodic lattice. These calculations do not rely on
the assumptions of the atom-atom approach described so far and also they over-
come problems that appear from single-molecule quantum mechanical calculations.
Electron density and nuclear positions are optimized together, thus molecular con-
formation can adjust to the crystalline environment. The electron distribution of
the molecules can change and it is not fixed from gas-phase calculations. For in-
stance atomic charges in periodic DFT calculations on the polymorphs of glycine
are different from the corresponding atomic charges in the gas phase [65].
However, the computational expense that comes with the ab initio calculations
has been a drawback for the method to be widely applied in CSP. Fully ab ini-
tio optimization of thousand generated structures even though very accurate, is
computationally-intensive with the computational cost increasing with the size and
the number of molecules in the crystal. Furthermore, ab initio calculations can be
made at many different levels and may give different results [66]. The size of the ba-
sis set of atomic orbitals and also to which degree electron correlation is taken into
account are very important for the results. Intermolecular dispersion for example
that depends on electron correlation cannot be calculated suitably by Hartee-Fock
which uses one electron orbitals. Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory at several
levels takes into account the electron correlation effects but at great computational
cost and when calculating interaction energies needs to be corrected for the basis-set
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superposition error (BSSE) [67].
Ab initio quantum chemical calculations for crystals can be carried out in the
periodic orbital approach, whereby all atomic orbitals are transformed into peri-
odic functions (Bloch functions) according to translational symmetry (CRYSTAL
software)[68]. The solution of these functions is computationally demanding and
the best results are obtained for metals, inorganic materials and ionic or highly
polar crystals. For molecular crystals, density functional theory (DFT) appeared
more promising because it provides a compromise between speed and accuracy and
has been used in bonding studies. Study on the polymorphs of glycine with DFT
though, [65] revealed problems of the method to reproduce the structures, and the
errors where sensitive to the exchange-correlation functional used. In [69] certain
functional used to study molecular crystals (PW91) underestimated densities. These
problems where arising due to the fact that DFT calculations use the independent
electron approximation and they could not incorporate the long-range dispersion
interactions.
This problem was overcome by introducing an empirical dispersion correction of
the form C6/R
6 .The empirically corrected DFT, named as DFT-D was successfully
applied to CSP by Neumann and Perrin[70]. The lattice energy in this method is
the sum of the DFT energy calculation and an the empirical van der Waals correc-
tion expressed in terms of a sum over damped, isotropic atom-atom pair potentials.
The C6 coefficients were fitted to reproduce molecular C6 coefficients and the whole
empirical term is damped at short distances with damping parameters fitted to re-
produce the unit cells molecular crystals. DFT calculations are time-consuming,
thus in the first stage of structure generation a tailor-made force field (TMFF) [41]
is used Monte Carlo parallel tempering algorithm. The structures within an energy
window are calculated with DFT-D using a PW91 functional. A limited number of
structures is then refined using DFT-D with the PBE functional and more accurate
convergence criteria. The results of the method in CSP2010 were impressive for
the rigid molecules since the experimental crystals were found as global minima of
the lattice energy. However, the flexible molecule (XX) was found higher than the
global minimum and also the method failed completely for the hydrates and salts,
giving experimental crystals very high in energy.
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2.4 Parameterization of the Repulsion-Dispersion
Potential
All methods in CSP need a repulsion/dispersion term. As soon as the functional
form of the term has been decided the problem is to assign values to the parameters
such as the results of the lattice energy calculations match the reference data. The
methods for deriving the values of repulsion dispersion coefficients can be categorised
according to the type of data used for the fitting, to methods based on experimental
data, methods based on ab initio calculations and methods that combine both. The
experimental data used for deriving the parameters for organic crystals are of three
main types: thermodynamic where the total lattice energy is compared with the
sublimation enthalpy of the crystal, structural data [71–74] where the model must
reproduce the observed crystal structure and vibrational and mechanical data where
the potential should reproduce the measured lattice vibrational frequencies and the
crystal strain and stress tensors. In ab initio methods the potential parameters
are fitted to reproduce the quantum mechanically calculated interaction energies
of dimers or trimers of various molecules (or the interaction energies between a
molecule of interest and a probe which is usually a rare gas atom)[75, 76]. Hybrid
methods combine both ab initio and experimental approaches for deriving the pa-
rameters. Rare-gas atoms are used as probes of the van der Waals potential energy
surfaces of model compounds in ab initio calculations. The ab initio data are used
to determine the relative values of the van der Waals parameters, whereas absolute
values are determined by reproducing experimental condensed-phase properties for
crystals of small organic molecules [77, 78] .
2.4.1 Parameterization of the repulsion-dispersion poten-
tial for organic molecular crystals
One of the first parameterizations for the repulsion-dispersion potential eq. 2.16
based on experimentally determined crystals and their heats of sublimation was
made by Williams. The parameter sets derived from these parameterizations are
still in use by the majority of the research groups involved in crystal structure predic-
tion. Even for simple molecules there are many parameters if we consider different
parameters for every atom in a molecule. To illustrate this, each kind of interaction
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requires three parameters so that the calculation for a molecule including N atoms
requires 3/2[N (N +1)] parameters. Due to the lack of fitting data the parameter
space must be reduced. Thus, atoms were categorised to atom types according to
atomic number or further classified by hybridization or bonding environment.
The parameterization process was done sequentially. A certain class of molecules,
more specifically hydrocarbons were parameterized first for the H...H, C...C non-
bonded interactions. These parameters were held fixed, and a new class of com-
pounds such as oxohydrocarbons, azahydrocarbons, perchlorohydrocarbons or per-
fluorocarbons was then parameterized. Thus only a small number of parameters
was fitted at a time. This sequential parameterization is in line with the basic as-
sumption of force field that the parameters are transferable. Further approximations
that were used to reduce the parameter space in the model were the geometric-mean
combining law used for the derivation of the dispersion Cij, between atom types i
and j, and the repulsion Aij coefficient of the heteroatomic interactions and the
arithmetic-mean combining law for Bij coefficient (eq. 2.16). In addition the Aij
and Bij parameters are highly correlated such that it is difficult to vary both simul-
taneously. Errors in the choice of Bij can be compensated by a shift in the value of
Aij. So Bij was estimated for every atom type and was held fixed. For example, for
carbon atoms it is obtained from the interlayer spacing, interlayer energy and com-
pressibility of crystalline graphite [79], the hydrogen from QM calculations of the
H2-H2 exchange repulsion energy, while for other compounds it was obtained from
literature. The electrostatic term of the intermolecular potential was modelled with
net atomic charges that were fitted to the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP),
derived at the HF/6-31G** level of theory. The fact that the parameterization was
made for an electrostatic term modelled this way is very important because the
values of the parameters may be consistent only with this electrostatic potential.
The reference data for the parameterization were chosen according to the following
criteria:
1. The molecules contain only atoms for which parameters will be derived.
2. No solvent molecules should be present.
3. The X-ray discrepancy factor (R) is less than 5%.
4. Hydrogen atoms should be observed and their parameters should be refined.
5. Neutron structures are preferred.
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6. Among several structures those with the lowest R-factor (agreement between
the crystallographic model and the experimental X-ray diffraction data) are
chosen.
7. High pressure and above room temperature structures are rejected.
Since the thermal effects were not included in the model, the force field was able
to predict cell edge lengths with accuracy not greater than 3%(cell edges in organic
crystals may increase around 3% over a temperature range of several hundred de-
grees). For rigid molecules the maximum number of data to be fitted are the six
lattice parameters, three molecular translations and three molecular rotations. The
molecular translations and rotations were combined into a single rotation and a
single translation. As a result for every experimental structure there are at least
8 observed quantities to be fitted that can be further reduced by symmetry. The
accuracy thresholds are of 1% for the lattice parameters, 2o in the molecular rota-
tion and 0.1A˚ in the molecular translation. Apart from the structural data, heats
of sublimation were also used for the fitting. The number of measured heats of
sublimation was less than that of experimental crystal structure and usually the
errors of these experimental measurements are up to 6%. Hence, the weights of
sublimation enthalpy residuals were set so as to tolerate as much as 6 % error in
either the experimental values or the inaccuracy of the energy model [80].
Lattice energies were compared with sublimation enthalpies, ∆Hs(T ), by the rela-
tion:
∆Hs(T ) = ∆Hs(0K) +
∫ T
0
∆Cp(T
′)dT ′ (2.20)
where the ∆Cp integral was further approximated by −2RT .
For the optimization of the potential parameters four different methods were tested
that differ mostly to the objective function minimized. In the first method tested,
the potential parameters qj were found by minimizing with Newton-Raphson the
following weighted least squares function (eq. 2.21):
Rp(qj) = [N
−1∑
i
wi(∆pi)
2]1/2 (2.21)
where ∆pi is the difference between the experimental structural parameters and
the calculated structural parameters of the ith crystal structure and weights w are
the inverse squares of the thresholds mentioned above. The calculated structural
parameters are those for which the lattice energy is minimum for a certain set of po-
tential parameters. Therefore, the difficulty is that for every new set of non bonded
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potential parameters during the fitting procedure a full lattice energy minimization
needs to be performed. Despite the fact that this method gave the best results, it
was rejected due to the computational cost for that time.
In order to avoid the computational cost, the difference ∆p in eq. 2.21 was approx-
imated by the Taylor expansion of the gradient vector of the lattice energy (with
elements Fi=
∂U
∂pi
):
F(pi,q
0
j ) = F(p
0
i ,q
0
j ) + H∆p + ... (2.22)
where H is the Hessian, or second-derivative matrix, of the energy with respect to
the structural parameters. At the lattice energy minimum F(pi,q
0
j ) = 0, therefore
an analytical expression ∆p = −H−1F(p0i ,q0j ) was derived that could be minimized
with respect to the potential parameters qj. This procedure provides higher speed
because instead of full lattice energy minimization for every new set of parameters,
the lattice energy and its derivatives are evaluated once at the experimental struc-
ture. However, there is loss of accuracy because higher order terms in the Taylor
expansion are neglected and also because of the numerical approximation of the
complex derivatives ∆pi with respect to qj.
Another way of solving the parameter estimation problem is by minimizing the mag-
nitude of the gradient vector mentioned above, which means that the components
of the gradient vector Fi must vanish at the experimental crystal. The objective
function minimized in this case was:
RFD =
∑
i
wii[Fi(pi, qj)]
2 (2.23)
where wii = V
−1
ii H
−2
ii with Vii = σ
2(pi) the variance or error threshold assigned to
the observed structural parameters. The derivatives of eq. 2.23 with respect to qi
are very easy to obtain.The first-order Taylor expansion of the gradient vector as a
function of the potential parameters:
Fi(p
0
i , qj) = Fi(p
0
i , q
0
i ) +
∑
j
[∂Fi(p
0
i , q
0
j )/∂qj]∆qj + ... (2.24)
If a matrix B is defined as Bij = ∂Fi/∂qj, by substitution to the above eq. 2.24:
BTwB∆q = −BTwF(p0i ,q0j ) (2.25)
(2.24) may be used to find ∆qj shifts towards the optimum values of qj.
Finally the most successful method with lower computational demands that has
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been followed in all Williams parameterizations, minimizes the objective function
RF :
RF =
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
wijkFjFk/E
2
i +
∑
i
w′i[−Ei(model)−∆Hsublimation i]2 (2.26)
where Ei is the lattice energy and i runs over crystal structures, j, k run over struc-
tural parameters. The weight matrix wijk is defined as wi = [H
T
i VHi]
−1. In this
case cross terms are included in the weight matrix to define RF . The weights w
′
are set as mentioned above.
In the results of Williams parameterization, the relaxed structures using the opti-
mized force field had a cell length shift from the experimental up to 3% . The first
method gave the best agreement with the experimental structure, but the calcu-
lated energy was 2.74 kJ/mol higher than the observed heat of sublimation. The
fourth method gave less good agreement with the experimental structure but the
best agreement with the observed heat of sublimation. The other two methods gave
poorer results than the previous two. Further information on the actual computa-
tional cost of every method were not provided.
Parameters of a nonbonded potential for specific interactions based on Williams’
work and using similar procedure has been derived in other works [81, 82]. An
intermolecular potential has also been derived for organic crystals containing C, H,
N, O, Cl and S without hydrogen bonds based on literature potentials [83–85] and a
distribution of atom atom distances of 1846 organic crystals. The interatomic sep-
arations were derived as the peaks of these distributions and the parameters were
optimized using 217 experimental crystal structures and 122 heats of sublimation
[86].
Another more recent derivation of nonbonded potential parameters for hydrocar-
bons, alcohols, amines, imidazoles, amines and carboxylic acids with a global-
optimization-based method that uses both experimental and ab initio quantum
mechanical data can be found in [77, 78, 87]. The first step of the method involves
the derivation of an initial set of potential parameters from quantum mechanical
interaction energies of dimers of small molecules. The monomers where geome-
try optimized in the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory and the interaction energies
where calculated at the MP2/6-31G** level of theory and corrected for the basis
set superposition error (BSSE) with the counterpoise method. The exp-6 potential
parameters were fitted to reproduce the nonbonded part of the ab initio interaction
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energy by minimizing the least squares function:
Ffit(a) =
∑
k
wk[E
k
abinitio(rk)− Eknonbonded(a; rk)]2 (2.27)
where Ekabinitio is the nonbonded ab initio energy of the dimer in conformation k and
Eknonbonded is the energy of the dimer calculated by the empirical repulsion-dispersion
potential of the dimer in k conformation , rk are the atomic coordinates and a the
vector of parameters of the potential. Finally the weight wk:
wk = exp[−(Ekabinitio(rk)− Emin)/c] (2.28)
where Emin is the minimal energy in the set of energy values for the dimer and
c a constant. The minimization algorithm for minimizing (eq. 2.27) was Secant
Unconstrained Minimization Solver (SUMSL). The initial parameters of this pro-
cedure were Williams parameters within a range -50 to 50% above and below their
nominal values. In order to explore a greater area of the parameter space local min-
imizations were carried out starting from parameter sets on the grid of potential
parameters. From the many minima found the most physically acceptable set was
used for the refinement step. In cases where ab initio calculations did not provide
a good starting set the method used by Williams (eq. 2.26) was used instead to
derive it.
In the second step the initial parameters were refined with the Vector Monte Carlo
(VMC) method [87] using experimental data. The structural data were chosen in
order to satisfy the criteria set in Williams’ parameterization. It must also be men-
tioned that parameters for the cross interactions were calculated by combining rules.
The function was formed so that the parameter sets will reproduce the experimental
structures and enthalpies and also the experimental will correspond to the global
minimum. The function minimized has 3n components for the n molecules that are
minimized independently:
F(a) =

f1
f2
...
f3n
 =

G(a)
P (a)
R(a)
 (2.29)
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The G(a) in (eq. 2.29) is the energy difference between the minimized experimental
structure Eim.e. and the lowest-energy minima minE
i
k found by the global optimiza-
tion.
Gi(a) = E
i
m.e.(a)−minEik(a) (2.30)
where k is a minimum in a set of minima found by global optimization. The second
component P (a) of eq. 2.29 is the deviation between the lattice energy from the
experimental heat of sublimation.
Pi(a) = (E
i
m.e.(a)−∆H isubl)2 (2.31)
The component R(a) (eq. 2.29) is a function of the structural deviations between
the minimized experimental with the experimental structure. By minimized experi-
mental we mean the local minimum found starting from the experimental structure.
Ri(a) = wcdiffc(a) + wadiffa(a) + wtdifft(a) (2.32)
where wc, wa, wt are empirical weights, diffc is the unit cell deviation, diffa is
a measure of the deviations of molecular orientations and difft the deviation of
translational positions. Specifically,
diffc = ‖z− ze‖ (2.33)
where ze is the vector of the experimental unit cell parameters.
diffa =
Z∑
i=1
Ωi/Z (2.34)
where Z is the number of molecules in the unit cell and Ωi characterizes the similar-
ities of molecular orientations in experimental and minimized experimental crystal
structures.
Ωi = arccos(w11 + w22 + w33 − 1)/2 (2.35)
where w11, w22, w33 are the diagonal elements of the matrix W = R
−1
1 R2 that re-
lates the rotation matrices of the R1 and R2 of the experimental and the minimized
experimental structure.
difft =
Z∑
i=1
(fri − frei )2/Z (2.36)
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and Z is the number of molecules in the unit cell, and fri the fractional coordinates
of the minimized experimental structures and (e) experimental structures that ex-
press deviations in translational positions between the two. The components of
(eq. 2.29) were minimized independently with VMC method. A method similar to
Metropolis Monte Carlo in which a parameters aj is perturbed by a random num-
ber, lattice energy is minimized for the new parameter values and function F (eq.
2.29) is calculated and the step is accepted with a probability of acceptance :
p = exp
[
fnewi −foldi
βif
avg
i
]
,wherefavgi =
| fnewi | + | f oldi |
2
(2.37)
More details about the method can be found in [87]. It must be also mentioned
that in the lattice energy calculation, electrostatic interactions were computed by
the Coulomb formula with a point charge representation of the molecular charge
density, but no information were provided for the level of theory used in order to
derive the charge density. This is important when parameters are transferred to
other energy models
The crystal structures reproduced with the derived parameters had average devi-
ations with the experimental structures 4% and the lattice energies agreed with
experimental sublimation enthalpies within the experimental error. The compu-
tational cost of this parameter estimation is not discussed in [87], lattice energy
minimizations though after every step are computationally expensive. The rank
of the minimized experimental structure with respect to the global minimum was
improved. However, this is because the minimized experimental was forced to get
closer to the global minimum.
Neumann and Perrin [70] used an atom-atom dispersion potential of the form:
Ui,j = di,j(r)
C6,i,j
r6
(2.38)
for the van der Waals correction. Where di,j(r) is a damping function that prevents
the divergence of the potential at short interatomic distances and the r−6 term
describes the asymptotic behaviour at large interatomic distances. The damping
function is a generalised form of the damping function first introduced by Mooij
[60] eq. 2.39.
di,j(r) = (1− exp[−( r
Ri,j
)3/n])2n (2.39)
where n is the form factor and Ri,j is the crossover distance close to which occurs
the crossover from the asymptotic long-range to the constant short-range behaviour.
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The atomic C6 coefficients of the asymptotic term were fitted to molecular C6 coeffi-
cients derived from dipole oscillator strength distribution by Meath and co-workers
[88, 89]. The homoatomic C6 coefficients were adjusted so to minimize the least-
squares function:
F =
∑
i
(
C6,calc,i−C6,exp,i
C6,exp,i
)
(2.40)
To limit the independent empirical parameters the Slater-Kirkwood formula was
used for the cross interactions:
C6,i,j =
2(C26,i,iC
2
6,j,jNeff,iNeff,j)
1/3
(C6,i,iN2eff,j)
1/3 + (C6,j,jN2eff,i)
1/3
(2.41)
where Neff are the effective electron numbers which may be taken as the number
of valence electrons or treated as a fitting parameter. The parameters derived were
for the atom types H1, C2(sp-hybridization), C3, C4, O1 (sp2-hybridization) and
O2. For nitrogen one atom type was used, F1, C11 and Br1 were used for fluorine,
chlorine and bromine as well as S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 for sulphur.
The form factor and crossover distance of the damping function do not represent
measurable quantities and the adjustment was performed with a different process.
The damping function is supposed to give the right balance between the DFT com-
ponent of the energy and the van der Waals energy. For this reason the empirical
parameters are adjusted in order to obtain the best possible agreement between unit
cells of low temperature (in the range 0-50 K) experimental crystals and the unit
cells obtained with lattice energy minimization with the hybrid method. The DFT
component depends highly on the functional and the basis set and for the parame-
terization only PW91 functional was used with basis set of plane waves, plane waves
cut-off energy of 520 eV and a k-point spacing of 0.7 A˚−1. The set of parameters
derived is only valid in conjunction with the particular DFT approach. During the
refinement approach the molecular geometries were assumed rigid. Furthermore,
the data set used for the fitting of the 8 adjustable parameters (1 form factor and
7 homoatomic crossover distances) contained 31 structures with 109 independent
lattice parameters. The crossover distances Ri,j was calculated by the arithmetic
combination rule of the pure component crossover distances.
For the optimization of the parameters the deviation between the experimental and
the theoretical unit cell was minimized. The overall difference was characterised in
terms of an anisotropic expansion/compression along three mutually perpendicular
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axes. The objective function that expresses this deviation is:
F =
∑
i
∆˜i (2.42)
where i runs over all the pairs experimental and calculated data while ∆˜ unit cell
deformation is derived by the singular value decomposition of the transformation
matrix between the two unit cells. Specifically, if
Lj = (
−→aj ,−→bj ,−→cj ) (2.43)
is the matrix that describes the transformation of each, experimental or calculated,
unit cell from fractional coordinates to Cartesian coordinates, the transformation
from the experimental to the calculated (or the inverse) unit cell is expressed by
the transformation matrix:
T1→2 = L2L−11 (2.44)
The singular value decomposition of the transformation matrix gives the transfor-
mation matrix as the product of a diagonal matrix D containing the singular values
of T1→2, an orthonormal matrix Q and an orthonormal matrix U :
T1→2 = QDU (2.45)
When the diagonal elements of D, d1, d2, d3 are equal to 1, the two unit cells are
identical. A measure of the deviation between the unit cells can be defined by
∆ =
1
2
(∑3
j=1 | dj − 1 | +
∑3
j=1 | 1dj − 1 |
)
(2.46)
To avoid the discontinuities of the first derivatives of eq. 2.46, eq. 2.47 is used
instead.
∆˜ =
1
2
(∑3
j=1(dj − 1)2 +
∑3
j=1(
1
dj
− 1)2
)
(2.47)
Eq. 2.42 was optimized with Powell’s algorithm that does not require derivatives
with respect to the adjustable parameters. Again the challenge was to reduce the
computational time needed for the full lattice energy minimization of all the crys-
tals for every new set of adjustable parameters. In this work the fact that the DFT
energy component remains unchanged throughout the refinement and only the van
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der Waals correction changes was exploited. Every iteration started with a full lat-
tice energy minimization of the crystals. Before the beginning of the next iteration
a set of points for every crystal was chosen around the minimum of the lattice en-
ergy hypersurface such that the Hessian matrix could be constructed from energy
gradients at these points. Then the parameters were refined by Powell’s algorithm.
Whenever a full minimization was needed for a new set of parameters, only the
energy gradients of the empirical component were calculated at the minimum and
the surrounding points and combined with the DFT gradients. Thus, the Hessian
matrix, H, was constructed and the new lattice energy minimum was found using
the harmonic approximation:
x¯new = ~xold +H
−1~g (2.48)
where x¯new, ~xold are coordinate vectors of the lattice changes and ~g is the total
lattice energy gradient.
The resulting optimized crystal structures with this method demonstrated unit cell
deformations of 3% compared with the experimental crystals. Six small molecules
that are dominated by van der Waals interactions were then used to test the energy
accuracy. The experimental structure was ranked first in every case except for
ethylene that ranked second.
Chapter 3
Sensitivity analysis of the lattice
energy model
In the current CSP approach experimental structures are usually found in the lat-
tice energy landscape but the relative energy order of observed structures is not
always consistent with experiment and often the experimental structures appear at
energies beyond the presumed range of polymorphism. These results can be mainly
attributed to the lattice energy model used in CSP.
The use of accurate periodic ab initio models in CSP is computationally demanding
and as a result possible improvements on the current lattice model should be inves-
tigated. The review on the parameterizations of the repulsion-dispersion potential
revealed that the parameters used so far are not consistent with the current model.
A reparameterization of the repulsion-dispersion potential is expected to produce
optimized parameters consistent with changes in the lattice energy model. Prior
to any reparameterization, the impact of different modelling choices in conjunction
with the current repulsion-dispersion parameters as well as the impact of changes
in the parameters to the lattice energy calculations need to be investigated. The
lattice energy model used in our CSP approach and throughout the thesis is in-
troduced in Section 3.1. The main assumptions considered in the model are also
discussed. In Section 3.2 the performance of the current repulsion-dispersion pa-
rameters combined with multipole electrostatics derived at different levels of theory
on a benchmark set of crystals is presented. Then a sensitivity analysis of the lattice
energy, crystal structure and relative stability to the repulsion-dispersion parame-
ters is performed for benzoic acid and Roy molecule and results are presented in
35
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Section 3.3.
3.1 The lattice energy model
In our computational approach, based on CrystalOptimizer algorithm for final crys-
tal refinement, lattice energy is partitioned into intramolecular and intermolecular
contributions; the latter is further partitioned into repulsion-dispersion and elec-
trostatic terms. The intramolecular energy calculation is based on local approxi-
mate models (LAMs) of the isolated molecule ab initio intramolecular energy and
conformationally dependent charge density. This method of intramolecular energy
calculation allows different degrees of molecular flexibility to be taken into account
at the accuracy of the level of theory used for the quantum mechanical calcula-
tions [9, 90]. Electrostatics in the same algorithm are modelled through distributed
multipole moments derived from the ab initio conformationally dependent charge
density [42] and known to be far more accurate than point charges [81]. Lastly,
repulsive-dispersive energy is modelled by an empirical exp-6 potential eq. 2.16
with parameters taken from various literature sources [11, 72, 73, 81, 82, 91, 92]
also known as FIT.
The lattice energy minimization problem solved by CrystalOptimizer can be written
as:
min
a
[U solidintra(a)− U gasintra + Uinter(a)] (3.1)
The vector a =
[
a b c α β γ rij
]T
in eq. 3.1 is the vector of all the unit cell
variables that fully describe a crystal structure:
• the lattice lengths and angles a, b, c, α, β, γ
• the normalized positions of all the atoms in the unit cell with respect to the
crystallographic frame rij, where i = 1, ..., Nasym are the atoms in the asym-
metric unit and j = 2, ..., Z the number of symmetry operations associated
with the asymmetric unit in order to get all the atoms in the unit cell.
However, throughout this work molecules were assumed to be rigid and the in-
tramolecular energy contribution was neglected. DMACRYS which is based on the
same intermolecular energy model as CrystalOptimizer, was used for lattice energy
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minimization. DMACRYS does not allow molecular flexibility during minimization
and as a result the problem solved in this case given by eq. 3.2.
min
a
[Uinter(a)] (3.2)
3.1.1 The rigid molecular model
Assuming a relatively rigid molecule with no flexible torsions, intermolecular in-
teractions within the solid will not distort significantly the conformation of the
molecule. In this case the intramolecular energy difference ∆Uintra between the in-
tramolecular energy of the solid conformation U solidintra and the energy of the gas phase
conformation U gasintra will be approximately zero eq. 3.3.
∆Uintra = U
solid
intra − U gasintra ≈ 0 (3.3)
A series of calculations to assess the validity of the rigidity assumption was per-
formed. Geometry optimizations of the experimental conformations for a set of
twenty five hydrocarbons given in Table 3.1 were performed at the M06/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory using Gaussian09 [93].
The ∆Uintra for rigid molecules such as phenanthrene (PHENAN08) was found to
be 29 kJ/mol and for congressane (CONGRS) 349 kJ/mol. These large ∆Uintra
energies are a result of hydrogen atom displacements after geometry optimization.
These hydrogen atom displacements are a result of the well known difficulty of X-ray
diffraction methods to determine hydrogen positions [77]. To assess the validity of
this, geometry optimizations of the experimental conformations with fixed carbon
positions were performed for the same set of hydrocarbons at the M06/6-31G(d,p)
level. The calculated intramolecular energy differences between the experimental
conformations with optimized hydrogen positions and the gas phase conformations
are reported in Table 3.1. After adjustment of the hydrogen positions, the ∆Uintra
dropped significantly to less than 1 kJ/mol for the majority of molecules. Especially
for congressane ∆Uintra dropped from 349 kJ/mol to 2 kJ/mol.
However, the ∆Uintra did not drop for all the molecules below 1 kJ/mol and for
a few cases of clearly rigid aromatics such as anthracene (ANTCEN16), chrysene
(CRYSEN), phenanthrene, remained significantly high. These high energies ap-
peared due to displacements of carbon positions.
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Table 3.1: ∆Uintra between the experimental conformations and the gas phase
minima calculated at the M06/6-31G(d,p)level. Fourth column corresponds to
the intramolecular energy difference between the experimental conformation and
the gas phase conformation. Fifth column corresponds to the intramolecular en-
ergy difference between the experimental conformation with optimized hydrogen
positions and the gas phase conformation.
∆Uintra(kJ/mol)
Refcode Molecular formula R-factor U solid − Ugas U solidoptH − Ugas
BENZEN06 C6H6 3.6 0.688 0.538
NAPHTA31 C10H8 2.34 1.165 0.909
ANTCEN16 C14H10 3.2 7.437 6.936
PHENAN08 C14H10 4.3 29.510 10.184
PYRENE03 C16H10 6.3 3.037 0.989
CRYSEN C18H12 8 13.264 6.040
TRIPHE13 C18H12 3.75 3.067 2.272
PERLEN06 C20H12 5 18.415 5.592
PENTAN01 C5H12 4.02 5.966 0.135
HEXANE01 C6H14 3.42 5.277 0.030
OCTANE01 C8H18 4.62 5.899 0.111
CUBANE C8H8 7 3.942 1.575
ADAMAN08 C10H16 2.4 14.538 0.203
BCPROP02 C6H10 1.94 1.882 0.077
BAPOCM10 C18H30 4 5.002 0.649
BADAMN10 C20H30 5.2 9.156 0.245
ACETYL05 C2H2 3.67 3.804 3.491
MEYCEY C11H10 4.9 17.052 8.430
MEYCIC C5H6 4.84 6.193 2.698
CONGRS C14H20 11 349.277 1.731
AYOJED C9H8 4.65 7.478 4.106
BCYBUE01 C10H10 3.72 9.985 0.496
TSCPCP01 C9H12 8 2.899 2.355
BULVAL03 C10H10 2.4 1.530 0.888
QQQCIS01 C3H6 1.98 0.821 0.028
Figure 3.1: The molecule of cyanogen
Additional geometry optimizations performed for a small set of rigid nitriles pre-
sented in Table 3.2, led to similar results for intramolecular energies with ∆Uintra
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Table 3.2: ∆Uintra between the experimental conformation and the gas phase
minimum for a small set of azacarbons calculated at three different levels of
theory.
∆Uintra(kJ/mol)
Molecular
Refcode Formula R-factor HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
CYNGEN C2N2 8.65 2.461 16.164 39.585
DCYANM C4N2 13 4.307 22.175 52.024
TCYETY01 C6N4 4.8 0.593 18.891 57.637
TCYETY C6N4 8.3 4.030 35.426 81.135
Table 3.3: Internal degrees of freedom of cyanogen (CYNGEN) in experimental
conformation and the gas phase minimum confirmation.
Model
Degrees of freedom
Bond lengths (A˚) Bond angles(o) Torsions (o)
C1 N1 C2 C1 N2 C2 C2 C1 N1 N2 C2 C1 N2 C2 C1 N1
Experimental 1.127 1.371 1.127 179.617 179.617 180.000
HF/6-31G(d,p) 1.134 1.397 1.134 179.854 179.854 180.000
M06/6-31G(d,p) 1.162 1.384 1.162 179.914 179.914 180.000
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 1.187 1.383 1.187 179.937 179.937 180.000
being more than 30 kJ/mol for these systems. The large intramolecular energies
appear due to the elongation of carbon carbon and carbon nitrogen bond lengths
after geometry optimization. Cyanogen (CYNGEN) given in Figure 3.1 is used as
an example to illustrate this. The experimental and optimized internal degrees of
freedom of cyanogen are presented in Table 3.3. The changes in cyanogen bond
lengths are characteristic of the changes in the other four nitriles and have also
been reported in literature for tetracyanoethylene (TCYETY & TCYETY01) [94].
The differences between bond lengths obtained from the ab initio calculations and
XRD experiments can be explained by the fact that the first correspond to distances
between atomic nuclei and the latter to distances between electron densities. These
distances may not coincide in cases where polar and high order bonds are involved
[95, 96].
To sum up, very large intramolecular energies differences between solid and gas
conformations are observed for relatively strained molecules. Small changes in in-
ternal degrees, quite unlikely to change in the solid, such as bond lengths and angles
result in large energy changes. These shifts occur due to unreliable experimental
conformations and we can say that ∆Uintra ≈ 0 is a good approximation for rigid
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molecules. In order to overcome the problems of wrong hydrogen positions and
short C≡N, C=C, C≡C bonds, experimental conformations in the observed struc-
tures were replaced by their gas phase conformations.
3.1.2 Calculated crystal structures and lattice energies
In order to validate a model or adjust it to experimental information it is necessary
to associate experimentally observed quantities with calculated quantities. The
experimentally observed quantities that can be associated with calculated quantities
are the crystal structures as they are determined by different diffraction methods
and sublimation enthalpies. The experimental crystal structure can be compared
with the calculated crystal structure that comes as the solution of the lattice energy
minimization problem eq. 3.2. The calculated crystal is the solution to the local
lattice energy minimization problem, starting from the given experimental crystal
with respect to the unit cell variables eq. 3.4.
acalc = argmin
a
[Ulatt(a;θ)] (3.4)
The calculated lattice energy U calclatt corresponds to the lattice energy of the relaxed
experimental crystal structure (eq. 3.5).
U calclatt (θ) = min
a
[Ulatt(a;θ)] (3.5)
In both expressions eq. 3.4 and eq. 3.5, θ refers to the vector of parameters of the
lattice energy model, which in this case are the Buckingham potential parameters for
all the interactions between the atom types considered. There are three coefficients
in Buckingham potential for every interaction, the pre exponential coefficient Aij,
the exponential parameter Bij and attraction coefficient Cij. It is clear that the size
of this vector depends on the number of interactions involved in the system studied.
3.1.3 Lattice energy and sublimation enthalpy relation
Lattice energies cannot be directly compared to the observed sublimation enthalpies
and is necessary to derive the relation between them. The molar sublimation en-
thalpy of a crystal ∆Hsub is the difference between the enthalpy of the gas phase
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Hg, and the enthalpy of the solid phase Hs, assuming there is no other phase tran-
sition between the two phases. At temperature T and pressure P , the sublimation
enthalpy is
∆Hsub(T, P ) = H
g(T, P )−Hs(T, P ) (3.6)
The enthalpy of the gas at temperature T and pressure P can be written as the
sum of the internal energy of the gas at zero Kelvin, the work done by the system
against an external pressure P and the heat involved in a temperature change (from
0 K to T) at constant pressure.Thus:
Hg(T, P ) = Hg(T = 0K,P ) +
∫ T
0
Cgp (T )dT
= U g(T = 0K,P ) + PV g +
∫ T
0
Cgp (T )dT
(3.7)
where Cgp is the molar heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure. The enthalpy
of the crystal at temperature T and pressure P is
Hs(T, P ) = Hs(T = 0K,P ) +
∫ T
0
Csp(T )dT
= U s(T = 0K,P ) + PV s +
∫ T
0
Csp(T )dT
(3.8)
where Csp is the molar heat capacity of the crystal at constant pressure. Substituting
eq. 3.7 , eq. 3.8 to eq. 3.6 and since the lattice energy is the energy of formation of
the crystal from the gas Ulatt = U
s − U g we get the relation:
∆Hsub(T, P ) = −Ulatt(T = 0K,P ) + PV g − PV s
+
∫ T
0
Cgp (T )dT −
∫ T
0
Csp(T )dT
(3.9)
Due to the lack of experimental Cp data, especially for the gas phase, one can
assume that intramolecular vibrations are not influenced by the crystal packing
and can approximate the remaining contributions to the specific heat by 6R for the
crystal and 4R for the gas. If we further assume that the PV s term is negligible,
we obtain the following commonly used relation [64, 97, 98]:
∆Hsub(T, P ) = −Ulatt(T = 0K,P )−PV s+4RT−6RT = −Ulatt(T = 0K,P )−2RT
(3.10)
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Associated with the lattice energy there is also the zero-point energy, the crystal
vibrational energy at zero Kelvin. It is known to be important for molecules of
small moments of inertia (N2,O2,CO) or held together by weak H-bonds. In this
work it was neglected since it is reported to be small (< 0.8kJ/mol) [99].
3.2 The impact of the QM level of theory on lat-
tice energy
Here we test whether the use of different, higher accuracy levels of theory, for
the charge density calculation and derivation of distributed multipole electrostatic
models combined with FIT parameters can improve our ability to model molecu-
lar crystals. Eighteen structures of a benchmark set for non-covalent interactions
in solids consisting of 21 molecular crystals (C21) proposed by Johnson [66, 97]
were used to explore the ability of the electrostatics models and FIT parameters to
predict reference properties of molecular crystals.The list includes smalls molecules
whose crystal structures and sublimation enthalpies are known with considerable
precision.
The uncertainty of sublimation enthalpy data is estimated to be 4.9 kJ/mol [100].
The sublimation enthalpies were related to predicted lattice energies by eq. 3.10 as
explained in Section 3.1.3. Mostly low R-factor crystals are contained in C21 but
an uncertainty for unit cell variables was not specified. For reasons explained in
Section 3.1.1 hydrogen atoms are not taken into account in comparisons between
experimental and calculated structures. A source of error in structural data can
come from thermal effects. Typically, unit cell edges in organic crystals may in-
crease around 3% over a temperature range of several hundred degrees [80]. The
unit cell parameters of relaxed structures that refer to 0 K are expected to differ
form the experimental room temperature structures. However FIT parameters were
fitted mostly to room temperature structures, thereby including to some extent the
thermal effects.
The lattice energy calculations were performed by DMACRYS based on the assump-
tions mentioned in previous sections. Distributed multipoles were derived form the
ab initio charge density, for the calculation of which three different methods were
used. The following three different levels of theory, representative of three different
electronic structure methods, were used :
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• HF, an independent particle method, well known to neglect the correlation
between electrons.
• A DFT method, used with a hybrid meta exchange correlation functional
called M06 [101] that can be considered an improvement of HF even though
it is an independent particle model.
• MP2 based on Møller-Plesset correlation energy correction to the HF energy
truncated at second order. MP2 typically accounts for 80-90% of the correla-
tion energy and is relatively cheap method for including electron correlation[34].
The three methods were combined with 6-31G(d,p) basis set of functions. The FIT
parameters were used for the exp-6 potential and are listed in Table 6.1. To sum-
marize, the three models used are denoted HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT.
Figure 3.2 and Table 3.4 show the energetic performance of the three models on
the set of crystals studied. Figure 3.2a shows the correlation between sublimation
enthalpies and predicted values with HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT models.
All models fail to hit the uncertainty limit, given in grey shading for all the sys-
tems studied. The best results are obtained with HF+FIT but energies are mostly
underestimated by this model. This is consistent with the fact that charge density
is known to be overestimated by HF due to the neglect of electron correlation [81].
The models MP2+FIT and M06+FIT are of comparable accuracy and mostly over-
estimate sublimation enthalpies in contrary with HF+FIT.
Figure 3.2b shows the sublimation enthalpy error relative to the reference value for
each crystal in the set. The experimental uncertainty range is between the black
lines. The figure allows to draw conclusions relative to the specific systems studied.
All models give results of comparable accuracy for dispersion dominated systems
not relying so much on electrostatics such as adamantane, benzene, naphtalene and
anthracene. Moreover, sublimation enthalpies of hydrogen bonded systems, such as
cyanamide, acetic acid, pyrazole, are mostly overestimated by all models, especially
by M06+FIT and MP2+FIT.
The list of sublimation enthalpy errors calculated with HF+FIT, M06+FIT and
MP2+FIT for every crystal in the set is given in Table 3.4. The best results are ob-
tained with HF+FIT for which the mean absolute error (MAE) is 5.7 kJ/mol (6.9%)
and its accuracy is approximately double the accuracy of M06+FIT and MP2+FIT.
For M06+FIT the MAE is 9.7 kJ/mol (11.5%) very close to the MAE of MP2+FIT
that is 10.08 kJ/mol(11.8%). The maximum absolute error of MP2+FIT is 31.5
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kJ/mol calculated for cytosine, followed by M06+FIT for which the maximum ab-
solute error is 29.9 kJ/mol for the same crystal. Lastly the maximum absolute error
calculated with HF+FIT (22.14 kJ/mol) is for the β form of oxalic acid. Errors
in many cases are more than 10 kJ/mol larger than the precision sought and the
inconsistencies between different models are striking. For systems such formamide
or β-oxalic acid deviations between the three different models can be more than
10 kJ/mol. Finally, relative stability between the two polymorphs of oxalic acid is
poorly predicted by all the models, with β-oxalic acid form appearing to be more
stable than α-oxalic acid in every case.
Table 3.4: Error between experimental sublimation enthalpies corrected to room
temperature (∆Hexpsub (T=298.15 K))and calculated sublimation enthalpies of C21
crystals. Calculated energies refer to the HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT
models.
Absolute sublimation enthalpy error(kJ/mol)
Name CSD Code HF+FIT M06+FIT MP2+FIT
1,4-cyclohexanedione CYHEXO -2.27 7.15 11.29
acetic acid ACETAC07 7.26 15.20 16.88
adamantane ADAMAN08 -5.40 -5.62 -5.54
athracene ANTCEN09 -6.73 -2.52 -2.12
benzene BENZEN01 -0.61 1.97 2.24
cyanamide CYANAM01 11.25 16.22 17.52
cytosine CYTSIN01 6.19 29.85 31.51
ethyl carbamate ECARBM01 0.32 9.43 10.45
formamide FORMAM02 2.83 14.11 16.12
imidazole IMAZOL04 -2.57 8.93 4.53
naphtalene NAPHTA23 -5.89 -2.55 -2.16
oxalic acid (α) OXALAC03 -10.33 4.77 7.94
oxalic acid (β) OXALAC04 -22.14 -4.47 -1.69
pyrazine PYRAZI01 1.69 6.70 5.51
pyrazole PYRZOL05 2.49 10.75 7.99
triazine TRIZIN01 0.28 7.80 8.87
trioxane TROXAN -5.99 1.57 0.59
uracil URACIL 8.43 24.51 28.49
MAEa 5.70 9.67 10.08
Max.Abs.Eb 22.14 29.85 31.51
MA%E c 6.9 11.5 11.8
aMean Absolute Error
bMaximum Absolute Error
cMean Absolute Relative Error
The structural performance of the models is compared based on the root mean
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Figure 3.2: Energy performance of different models of electrostatics with FIT
parameters. a)Correlation between experimental and sublimation enthalpy com-
puted with HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT. The grey shading along the
diagonal line denotes the experimental error interval. b) Relative sublimation
enthalpy errors for all models used. Black lines mark the relative experimental
error of sublimation enthalpy.
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square deviation of the fifteen molecule coordination sphere (rmsd15) between ex-
perimental and computed crystals calculated by Compack [102]. The rmsd15 of the
C21 crystals is given in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.5. Despite the poor results on energy
performance all geometries are calculated with a rmsd15 <1 A˚ which is considered
acceptable. In contrast with energy results, geometry results are of comparable ac-
curacy and less inconsistent between different levels of theory. The average rmsd15
calculated for HF+FIT is slightly higher than the average rmsd15 for M06+FIT
and MP2+FIT. The highest rmsd15 for all models is obtained for naphthalene, a
structure observed at 10 K, significantly lower than all other structures in the set.
This result is in agreement with the fact that FIT parameters were fitted mostly
to room temperature structures, thereby giving poorer predictions for low tem-
perature structures. The list of rmsd15 calculated with HF+FIT, M06+FIT and
MP2+FIT for every crystal in the set is given in Table 3.5. The smallest average
rmsd15 is calculated with M06+FIT, 0.22 A˚, followed by MP2+FIT for which the
average rmsd15 is 0.23 A˚. Finally the average rmsd15 obtained with HF+FIT is 0.26
A˚. The maximum rmsd15 is calculated for naphtalene, 0.85 A˚ with HF+FIT, 0.84
A˚ with MP2+FIT and 0.82 A˚ for M06+FIT. There is a general better structural
performance of all the models on non-hydrogen bonded systems. Finally the mean
absolute percentage error MA%E on lattice lengths and lattice angles was computed
and found to be approximately 3% for lattice lengths and 0.5% for lattice angles.
More specifically, a MA%E 2.9% for lattice lengths and 0.5% for lattice angles was
obtained for HF+FIT. M06+FIT resulted in a MA%E 2.5% for lattice length and
0.4% for lattice angles and MP2+FIT in MA%E 2.6% for lattice lengths and 0.4 %
for lattice angles.
To sum up, higher levels of theory used for the calculation of the molecular charge
distribution when combined with the current FIT potential do not necessarily re-
sult in a better energetic description for many of the systems studied and especially
for systems dominated by electrostatics. The errors obtained with higher levels of
theory in many cases were by far larger than estimated experimental uncertainty.
Furthermore relative stability of a polymorphic compound is wrongly predicted.
Geometries were predicted with better accuracy and comparable results were ob-
tained with all the models. Thus it is clear that good agreement with experimental
geometries does not ensure good agreement in energies. Acetic acid is an example of
such behaviour, for which the best structural agreement is obtained with M06+FIT
but the energy is 15 kJ/mol higher than the reference value. The existence of acetic
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acid in monomer-dimer equilibrium [103] and the energy required for the dissoci-
ation of the dimer could also explain the disparity in the energy observed. There
is a paradox in obtaining poorer results with higher levels of theory that could be
attributed to the parameterization of the repulsion-dispersion term and possibly
better predictions could be realised by readjusting the parameters to any changes
elsewhere in the model. What remains is to investigate if repulsion-dispersion pa-
rameters can have a significant impact on the lattice energy, geometry calculation
and if there are sets of parameters for which energies and geometries can get closer
to the experimental. A sensitivity analysis addressing these issues is carried out
and results are presented in the next section.
Figure 3.3: Structural performance of different models of electrostatics with
FIT parameters. Rmsd15 between experimental and computed C21 structures
with HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT models.
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Table 3.5: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of C21 crys-
tals. Geometries refer to HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT models.
rmsd15(A˚)
Name CSD Code HF+FIT M06+FIT MP2+FIT
14-cyclohexanedione CYHEXO 0.108 0.137 0.153
Acetic acid ACETAC07 0.250 0.146 0.191
Adamantane ADAMAN08 0.086 0.084 0.088
Anthracene ANTCEN09 0.297 0.214 0.206
Benzene BENZEN01 0.306 0.221 0.225
Cyanamide CYANAM01 0.168 0.155 0.158
Cytosine CYTSIN01 0.373 0.286 0.315
Ethylcarbamate ECARBM01 0.288 0.271 0.276
Formamide FORMAM02 0.291 0.145 0.131
Imidazole IMAZOL04 0.229 0.127 0.141
Naphthalene NAPHTA23 0.851 0.824 0.848
Oxalic acid (β) OXALAC03 0.075 0.092 0.092
Oxalic acid (α) OXALAC04 0.479 0.497 0.504
Pyrazine PYRAZI01 0.214 0.194 0.190
Pyrazole PYRZOL05 0.336 0.303 0.324
Triazine TRIZIN01 0.106 0.108 0.102
Trioxane TROXAN 0.061 0.056 0.059
Uracil URACIL 0.180 0.165 0.178
Average 0.261 0.224 0.232
Max. 0.851 0.824 0.848
3.3 Sensitivity of the lattice energy to repulsion-
dispersion parameters
A sensitivity analysis was carried out for the small organic molecule, benzoic acid
C7H6O2, that involves only four different atom types according to the FIT potential.
The functional form of the potential is given by eq. 2.16 and there are twelve pa-
rameters for this system listed in the Table 6.1. The heteroatomic interactions are
given by the geometric mean combining rule (Aij and Bij) and the arithmetic mean
combining rule (Cij). During the study, even though benzoic acid has one flexible
torsion (Figure 3.4), it is kept rigid to the experimental value so that we have clearer
picture of the changes in intermolecular energy. The crystal structure used for the
sensitivity analysis is formed in the space group P21/c with four molecules in the
unit cell and has reference code BENZAC02 in the CSD. In general we want to
see the lattice energy changes and the changes of the local minimum of the lattice
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Figure 3.4: The molecular diagram of benzoic acid.
energy after the addition of a small random perturbation to the potential param-
eters. We also want to examine the effect of the quality of quantum mechanical
calculations for the charge density. Thus, the charge density of benzoic acid was
derived using five different levels of theory, HF, BPW91, B3LYP, PBE0, and M06
with 6-31G(d,p) basis set.
The experimental crystal structure was then minimized using the local minimization
program DMACRYS and keeping the parameters of the repulsion-dispersion poten-
tial at their nominal values. The charge density calculated at the HF/6-31G(d,p)
level was used for the sensitivity analysis with respect to the exp-6 parameters. At
each step, one of the twelve parameters is multiplied by a uniformly distributed
random number r ∈ (0,1] so that they change in a range [0.9 θ,1.1θ] of the initial
values θ. The energy of the experimental crystal structure is evaluated at each step
and then minimized.Three thousand minimizations were performed and the results
for initial and final lattice energy are presented in the histograms in Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.6 respectively. The results obtained for the different levels of theory are
displayed in comparison with distributions obtained from the sensitivity analysis.
Changes of the potential parameters by ±10 % give lattice energies for the experi-
mental structures within a range of 57.2 kJ/mol. The same change of the parameters
can give a range of lattice energy minima of 57.2 kJ/mol. The choice of the level
of theory also has a big effect on the results, and shifts the lattice energy mini-
mum from -90.02 kJ/mol (HF/6-31G(d,p)) to -78.23 kJ/mol (BPW91/6-31G(d,p)).
Levels of theory with similar accuracy give results close in energy. The effect of
the changes in the minimized crystal structure are shown in Figure 3.7, where the
rmsd15 of the minimized experimental with the experimental structure is depicted.
The HF/6-31G(d,p) gives a structure closer to the experimental which is in line
with Williams’ parameterizations using this level of theory for the calculation of
the molecular electrostatic potential. The changes in the lattice parameters, cell
lengths and angles, are presented in the histograms Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.5: Lattice energy evaluation of the experimental crystal structure of
benzoic acid (BENZAC02) with charge density derived from HF/6-31G(d,p) when
repulsion-dispersion parameters are perturbed by ±10 % of the nominal FIT val-
ues. The histogram consists of 100 bins of 0.6 kJ/mol. The dashed lines indicate
energy evaluations using distributed multipoles from molecular charge density
derived at different levels of theory using the nominal values of FIT parameters.
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Figure 3.6: Lattice energy of the minimized experimental crystal structure
of benzoic acid (BENZAC02) with charge density derived from HF/6-31G(d,p)
when repulsion-dispersion parameters are perturbed by ±10 % of the nominal
FIT values. The histogram consists of 100 bins of 0.6 kJ/mol. The dashed lines
indicate lattice energy minima found using distributed multipoles from molecular
charge density derived at different levels of theory using the nominal values of
FIT parameters.
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Figure 3.7: The rmsd15 of the minimized experimental with the experimental
crystal structure of benzoic acid (BENZAC02) with charge density derived from
HF/6-31G(d,p) when repulsion-dispersion parameters are perturbed by ±10 %
of the nominal FIT values. The histogram consists of 40 bins of 0.01 A˚. The
dashed lines indicate the rmsd15 of the minimized experimental using distributed
multipoles from molecular charge density derived at different levels of theory
using the nominal values of FIT parameters.
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Figure 3.8: Cell parameter changes in benzoic acid (BENZAC02) unit cell with
charge density derived from the HF/6-31G(d,p) when repulsion-dispersion pa-
rameters are perturbed by ±10 % of the nominal FIT values. The dashed lines
indicate energy evaluations using distributed multipoles from molecular charge
density derived at different levels of theory using the nominal values of FIT pa-
rameters.
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Of high importance is the impact of the parameters on the relative stability of
predicted structures. For this reason the relative stability of the ON and Y poly-
morphs of the ROY molecule at 0 K is examined. Relative stability is calculated as
the lattice energy difference at 0K between the two polymorphs. ROY, named 5-
Methyl-2-((2-nitrophenyl)amino)-3-thiophenecorbonitrile, is a flexible molecule that
demonstrates a high degree of polymorphism (Figure 3.9). The ON polymorph of
ROY has a value of -52.57 o for the main torsion appearing in Figure 3.9 and be-
longs to the P21/c space group. The Y polymorph has a value of the same torsion
of -104.73 o and belongs to the P21/n space group.
A similar procedure as above was followed for the ROY molecule. At each step the
parameters Aij and Cij for all the homoatomic interactions of ROY were changed
by a random number and the energy of the experimental crystal was minimized
with DMACRYS and the relative stability was calculated. The parameters took
values of ± 5% of the initial values. The molecular geometry and charge density
were obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory for both Y and ON.
The lattice energy was minimized for 1479 different sets of parameters that were
generated randomly. Among the results only the 1333 of the 1479 minimized struc-
tures met the requirement for an rmsd15 ≤ 0.3 A˚ and these were included in the
histogram in Figure 3.10, which shows the intermolecular energy differences of the
ON and Y polymorphs. The ON and Y have different conformations and as a
result different intramolecular energy, which must be calculated and added to the
intermolecular energy in order to derive the relative stability of the two polymorphs.
The intramolecular energy difference between the conformation in the solid and the
gas phase conformation ∆Uintra is calculated for every polymorph and added to the
Figure 3.9: The molecular diagram of ROY molecule and the flexible torsion
that is different in polymorphs ON and Y.
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Figure 3.10: Intermolecular energy difference of the ON and Y polymorphs
with changes in the repulsion dispersion parameters.
intermolecular energy. Thus the relative stabilities are given in Figure 3.11. Ac-
cording to the results changes in the parameters of ± 5 % give a range of different
relative stabilities of the two polymorphs of 6.4 kJ/mol. If we take into account
that even differences of less than 1 kJ/mol can be important in the correct ranking
of the structures, the parameters have a big effect in results we obtain. The exper-
imental relative stability of 2.6 kJ/mol is not in the range of the relative stabilities
calculated. However the same analysis combined with another level of theory for the
charge density calculation could shift the peak of the distribution from -2.2 kJ/mol
to higher or lower energy differences.
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Figure 3.11: Changes of the relative stability of ON and Y polymorphs.
3.4 Conclusions
The results of the sensitivity analysis have shown that the values of the potential
parameters can have a large effect on the calculations of lattice energy calculations
and relative stability of putative polymorphs. The quality of the ab initio calcula-
tions can also give large deviations in the results. From the sensitivity analysis it
seems that there are sets of parameters that can give structures and energies closer
to the experimental structures and energies. Therefore a methodology to derive new
parameters taking into account available reference data has been developed and is
presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Formulation of the Parameter
Estimation problem
Any lattice energy model incorporates a number of assumptions and is an approxi-
mation of the real lattice energy. If experimentally observed crystal structures are
minima of the real lattice energy hypersurface, predicted structures are minima
of an approximate lattice energy hypersurface. An improved model would be one
that reproduces best the real lattice energy hypersurface. This could be achieved
by fitting model parameters to experimentally observed quantities. In this work
repulsion-dispersion potential parameters are refitted to experimentally observed
structures and energies.
In this chapter we describe the mathematical formulation of the parameter estima-
tion problem. In Section 4.1 a way of comparing calculated and observed crystal
structures is presented. In Section 4.2 the deviations between the structures and
energies are quantified in the form of the objective function. Decisions regarding
the weights of the different terms of the objective are presented in Section 4.2.1.
Finally, the general criteria used for the selection of experimental data are discussed
in Section 4.3.
4.1 Crystal structure comparison
In order to compare experimental and calculated structures it necessary to define a
metric or set of metrics. A crystal structure, as mentioned earlier, is fully defined
by its unit cell, the smallest group of atoms or molecules whose repetition in three
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dimensions produces the whole infinite structure of a crystal. However it is not
unambiguously defined because of the infinite different ways a crystal structure can
be “cut”. Comparing lattice lengths, angles and fractional coordinates of atomic
positions of two equivalent unit cells defined in similar ways could lead to large
discrepancies. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.1, where assuming a “2-
dimensional” lattice, the black points represent the lattice points and the coloured
parallelograms in blue, green and red the different unit cells that can be defined for
this crystal.
In the literature there are some proposed methods for solving this problem. An
Figure 4.1: Equivalent unit cells in a “2-dimensional lattice”
overview of existing methods that focus on calculating some form of distance metric
between two structures can be found in the work of Hundt et al [104]. Some of the
methods use symmetry criteria or some form of structure standardization in the
comparison phase [105–111]. For application in our optimization problem they are
not very robust. Other methods based on powder diffraction patterns [112] are not
applicable in this work. A final class of methods is based on calculating atom-atom
distances of a large cluster of molecules that contains probably many unit cells,
resulting in a direct space approximation of the Radial distribution function of the
crystal [102]. The clusters are aligned and and then the difference between the
RDFs is taken as a measure of similarity. This approach appeared to be the most
suitable for comparing crystal structures.
Following the procedure above, an algorithm to compare the 15 molecule coordi-
nation sphere of the experimental and calculated crystals was implemented. The
main difference between COMPACK [102] and the implemented algorithm is the
procedure for identification of similarities between two given structures that makes
COMPACK suitable for a wider range of structural comparisons, such as compar-
isons of structures of different compounds that show some degree of similarity. The
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implemented algorithm is restricted to comparisons of two crystals of the same com-
pound. This method of comparison was not preferred in the end because of the large
discontinuities that were introduced to the objective function. Mostly because of
the poor alignment of the two clusters and the large number of molecules involved
in the comparison.
The approach finally followed was the direct comparison of the two unit cells, exper-
imental and relaxed. Having ensured that the origins of the two coordinate systems
(unit cells) are the same, the symmetry is preserved during minimization and that
there is one to one correspondence of atoms in the two asymmetric units, unit cells
can be compared directly.
Thus as measure of similarity a measure of the difference between the unit unit cell
parameters together with the deviations in the interatomic distances within the two
asymmetric units was used. Since symmetry is constrained, comparing only the
asymmetric units is sufficient. The positions of the remaining atoms or molecules
in the unit cells are related to the asymmetric units with the same symmetry oper-
ations.
For reasons of scaling of the different terms (unit cell parameters and inter atomic
distances) that differ by some orders of magnitude, the final form of the structural
deviation function S is given in eq. 4.1.
S =
1
Nl
Nl∑
j=1
( lexpj − lcalcj
lexpj
)2
+
1
3Nasym − 3
3Nasym−3∑
j=1
(δaexpj − δacalcj )2 (4.1)
The first term is the average of the relative squared deviations of unit cell parameters
lj of the experimental and relaxed crystals and the second term the average squared
deviations between interatomic distances of every atom with respect to a reference
atom, δaj = aj − aref , at each axis a ∈ {x, y, z} in the two asymmetric units.
Where the Nl is the number of unit cell parameters not fixed during lattice energy
minimization and Nasym is the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit. Basically
division with the number of terms ensures that structures with different number of
atoms are equally weighted in the objective function.
The S metric was incorporated in the objective function of the parameter estimation
problem while the rmsd15 was used for a posteriori comparisons of experimental and
relaxed structures throughout this work.
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4.2 Objective function
Optimization variables of the parameter estimation problem are the repulsion-
dispersion potential coefficients for every interaction in the system. The vector
θ will be used to denote the vector of all parameters involved. It is important
to define bounds for the variables such that the objective function is well defined
within these limits. There are also physical restrictions on the possible values of the
potential. These coefficients have some physical significance such that Aij should
maintain the attraction between the interacting atom types i, j and Cij the repul-
sion. As a result values of the repulsion coefficient Cij below zero would distort
geometries of the crystal and cause atoms to overlap. Even though we can roughly
set some bounds for these coefficients, it is difficult to define very precisely feasible
regions, especially for Bij, which is very important for the shape of the potential
and interactions are very sensitive to even small changes of this parameter. So Bij
will be kept fixed in every case. For Aij and Cij we define different lower and upper
limits for different interaction limits usually around the initial FIT values. In view
of the above the parameter estimation problem can be formulated as follows:
min
θ
Nstr∑
i=1
1
Nl
Nl∑
j=1
wsij
(
lexpij −lcalcij (θ)
lexpij
)2
+
1
3Nasym − 3
3Nasym−3∑
j=1
wsij
(
δaexpij − δacalcij (θ)
)2
+wei
(
∆Hexpsub,i−∆Hcalcsub,i(θ)
∆Hexpsub,i
)2
(4.2)
s.t. lcalcij = argmin
a,b,c,α,β,γ,r
[Ui(a, b, c, α, β, γ, r;θ)]
δacalcij = argmin
a,b,c,α,β,γ,r
[Ui(a, b, c, α, β, γ, r;θ)]
∆Hcalcsub,i(θ) = −U calci (θ)− 2RTi i = 1, ..., Nstr
θ ∈ [l,u]
where i runs over the number Nstr of experimental crystal structures and w
s
ij, w
e
ij
refer to user defined weights assigned to the geometry and energy terms respectively.
4.2.1 Objective function weights
Having formulated the problem in the form of the objective function eq. 4.2, the
scope is to match the experimental data as close as possible. The experimental data
are of different types and accuracy, containing atomic coordinates, lattice lengths,
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lattice angles and energies and a decision must be made on how they should be
weighted. How much weight should be put on reproducing a lattice length of 2
A˚, an interatomic distance deviation of 0.5 A˚to an energy difference of 10 kJ/mol?
Should the same weight be used for lattice lengths, lattice angles and sublimation
enthalpies? Should the same weight be used for all the different systems?
To deal with the problem of different scales of quantities in the objective, we use
relative deviations so that deviations of larger scales will not dominate over devi-
ations of smaller scales. In addition structures containing more atoms or crystals
with fixed lattice angles for the reservation of symmetry during lattice relaxation,
could dominate over structures with less atoms and different symmetry. To avoid
this we divide by the number of residual terms per structure.
Another issue that needs to be addressed is the different errors of experimentally
observed data. Thus further weights, wsij, w
e
ij are assigned to geometry and en-
ergy terms in the objective function eq. 4.2. Experimental errors for sublimation
enthalpies and crystallographic data that could be used as weights are not always
available. Instead we assign user defined weights. In this study only the same values
of weights wsij were assigned to all geometry terms and the same values of weights
weij to all energy terms. A list of 15 different combinations of weights w
s and we
was used to find optimal parameters for a given training set.
For a set of hydrocarbons listed in Appendix A.1, gas phase calculations and
charge density calculations at the M06/6-31(d,p) were performed by GAUSSIAN09
and distributed multipoles were derived by DMA. A thousand points were generated
within 40 % of the nominal FIT values for AC...C , BC...C , AHC ...HC , BHC ...HC , AC...HC ,
BC...HC parameters by means of a Sobol’ sequence. The objective function was eval-
uated and the best solution based on the lowest value of the objective function
was chosen. The procedure was repeated for all the 15 different objective functions
corresponding to different combination of weights ws and we. The solutions are
compared in Figure 4.2 based on the average relative squared error in geometry and
energy. The solution resulting in the best trade off between geometry and energy
reproduction was chosen.
In Figure 4.2 many objective function weights lead to the same solution. The ratio
of ws = 1/ we = 1 gives a solution with the best trade off between the geometry
and energy errors and a small variation of errors between different structures in the
training set. Therefore these weights were chosen as appropriate for all the work in
this thesis.
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Figure 4.2: Optimal points of objective function using different weights ratio
wsij/w
e
ij . The average relative squared deviation in energy of each solution is
plotted against the average relative squared deviation in geometry, along with
the minimum and maximum relative squared deviation for geometry (horizontal
line segments) and the sublimation enthalpy (vertical line segments).
4.3 General criteria for choice of experimental
data
There are two kinds of experimental data used to fit the parameters. Crystallo-
graphic data and experimental sublimation enthalpies of crystals. The quality of
crystallographic data can depend both on the diffraction technique and the quality
of the sample.
Crystallographic techniques can be grouped based on the source of radiation diffracted
to X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction, with X-ray known to be reliable only for
heavy atoms and neutron diffraction reliable in the determination of hydrogens.
The samples receiving radiation can be single crystals or powders of micro crys-
talline samples, with powder diffraction being a powerful technique for analysing
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mixed phases but single crystal diffraction being far more powerful for structure res-
olution. R-factor, a measure of the agreement between the crystallographic model
and the observed data, is commonly used as a measure of reliability of an observed
crystal. Details, restrictions and abilities of different crystallographic techniques
based on the radiation sources, detectors and methods to measure and analyse the
diffraction patterns are reviewed by Monaco et al. [99].
Sublimation enthalpies are very important for validation of lattice energy calcu-
lations in crystals. However their uncertainties can be very large and a careful
choice of measurements needs to be made. Specifically, based on 451 measurements
of 80 compounds an uncertainty of ±6.7 kJ/mol was estimated by Chickos et al.
[100], a number that dropped to ± 4.9kJ/mol after removing data with variance of
more than 18 kJ/mol. Further errors can be introduced in the measurements by
adjustment to a reference temperature, which is often necessary when comparing
different measurements. The large uncertainties are related to different factors such
as polymorphism, the lack of standards for compounds with low vapour pressures,
chirality and systematic error associated with the techniques. There are numerous
techniques, more than 43, and can be categorised to equilibrium vapour pressure
measurements conducted over a range of temperatures, to direct isothermal calori-
metric measurements of the enthalpy of necessary to transport a fixed amount of
material and indirect measurements obtained by combining fusion and vaporisation
enthalpies. A review and assessment of the techniques together with the factors
that can affect the measurement errors are presented in the work by Chickos et
al.[100].
In view of the above some general criteria in which the choice of the training set
can be based were set. Once the atom types considered in the potential and the set
of parameters to be fitted has been selected, the compounds are collected based on
following the criteria:
1. Compounds must contain all the atoms types for which parameters will be
derived.
2. Compounds with a diversity of bonding conditions of the atom types consid-
ered should be present.
3. Compounds with available sublimation enthalpy data are included.
The crystallographic data are chosen from the Crystal Structure Database (CSD)
[113] based on the following rules:
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3. Low X-ray discrepancy factor (R) structures are preferred compared to struc-
tures with higher values of R. A threshold of R=5% is used for rejecting
structures but with flexibility when sublimation enthalpies or other criteria
were met.
4. No solvent molecules should be present.
5. Neutron structures are preferred when available.
7. Structures at high pressure and above room temperature are rejected.
8. Single crystal diffraction data are preferred over powder diffraction data.
Finally sublimation enthalpy data are taken from NIST [114] or DETHERM [115].
In general all available sublimation measurements for the chosen compounds are
used unless there were very large errors reported. When multiple measurements are
available the choice is based on the following criteria:
9. Measurements with smaller variance from the mean of all available measure-
ments are preferred.
10. Knudsen or mass effusion and conduction calorimetry measurements are pre-
ferred.
11. More recent measurements with the same techniques are preferred.
Of course in many cases not all requirements can be met for the compounds included
in the training set. For example in training sets for which there was a lack of
sublimation enthalpy data, compounds with available sublimation enthalpies were
included even when a sacrifice on the accuracy of crystallographic data had to be
made.
Chapter 5
Crystal Estimator for rigid
molecules
In this chapter the solution approach to the problem stated in Chapter 4 is pre-
sented. The implemented algorithm for solving the parameter estimation problem
was named CrystalEstimator.
The characteristics of the objective function described in Section 5.1 and the fact
that a global solution is desired for the problem, led to the choice of a global op-
timization method presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The method involves two
stages; the generation of points in the parameter space and function evaluation at
the generated points and the local minimization of the objective function starting
form the most promising points generated in the first stage. The first derivatives
calculation and the required scaling of the variables that are important for the per-
formance of the local minimization routine are discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5,
respectively. The variables of the problem are specified and the solution strategy
followed in order to tackle the size of the problem is discussed in Section 5.6. Finally
the method is applied and tested on a set of hydrocarbons presented in Section 5.7.
5.1 Discontinuities of the objective function
Once the form of the objective function has been decided, the fitting process can
begin. The problem needs to be solved to global optimality. In other words, the
best set of parameters corresponds the global solution of the problem in eq. 4.2. In
order to decide upon the optimization algorithm there are certain facts that need
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to be taken into account.
The only information given is the value of the function at a given set of potential
parameters. The values of the lattice variables, atomic coordinates and the energy,
needed to calculate objective function values, are a solution of an inner minimization
problem. The objective function is discontinuous, as is illustrated in Figure 5.1 in
the example of the orthorhombic structure of benzene (BENZEN06) with respect to
the parameter CC...C in the region [15.17,35.40] eVA˚
6 while the rest of C...C, C...HC ,
HC ...HC interaction parameters are kept fixed to the FIT values given in Table 6.1.
The breakdown of the objective function in the sum of relative squared errors in
geometry and energy in Figure 5.2 reveals that the abrupt drop of the objective
function value between 19.06 eVA˚6 and 19.08 eVA˚6 is due to abrupt changes in the
unit cell and atomic coordinates. Benzene is an example of a behaviour observed
in many structures, where a small change in the potential parameters can lead to
significant shifts of the lattice energy minimum. An important implication of
Figure 5.1: Objective function for the orthorhombic structure of benzene, BEN-
ZEN06, with respect to dispersive coefficient CC...C ∈[15.17,35.40] eVA˚6
discontinuities is that local optimization algorithms designed for smooth, i.e. twice
differentiable functions and use derivatives to determine the direction of descent
would fail to minimize the function. An alternative method that could be more
effective for such a function must be used. The approach followed comprises two
main steps:
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Figure 5.2: Breakdown of the objective function in the relative squared error
in energy and the relative squared error in geometry for BENZEN06 with respect
to the dispersive coefficient CC...C ∈[15.17,35.40] eVA˚6
1. Generation of initial points in the parameter space, function evaluation at
these points and ranking of the points based on the objective function value.
2. Local minimization with bound constraints, starting from the most promising
points generated in step 1.
5.2 Global search of the parameter space
Even though there are ways to tackle non-differentiable functions that are a com-
posite of smooth functions with discontinuities that have a special structure [116], in
this problem it is not known when discontinuities occur. Thus a multistart approach
based on generation of many trial points and nonlinear local optimization would be
suitable to overcome discontinuities. Assuming that, in the near neighbourhood of
the points generated, discontinuities are insignificant and the function is smooth,
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gradient based local minimization algorithm can be used. The use of gradients may
mean that we fail to identify the minimum. However in this work we accept this
risk and settle for a good enough answer even if it not the minimum.
For an N -dimensional vector of variables, the multi variable N-dimensional domain
lying within the given bounds is searched by means of a Sobol’ sequence [117] as
implemented in [118].
There are a number of alternative ways of searching a multi variable domain, from
Monte Carlo sampling to uniform grids as reviewed in [119]. The first have the
disadvantage of not guaranteeing the uniform coverage of the space and the second
require a priori determination of the number of points to be examined.
Sobol’ belongs to a class of techniques, known as low discrepancy sequences that
are designed to address the above issues. More specifically, in the Sobol’ sequence
N numbers are generated simultaneously as binary fractions of length w bits from
a set of w special binary fractions, Vi, i = 1, ...N , called direction numbers.
The method ensures good coverage of the domain. Projection of each Sobol’ point
to each dimension corresponds to a unique point. Generation of 1000 points for N
variables means that each parameter takes 1000 distinct values.
Once values for all variables have been created, the function is evaluated and the
points are ranked based on the value of the objective function. A number of the
most promising points corresponding to the lowest objective function values are
used as starting points for local minimization.
5.3 Local minimization subject to bound constraints
In this step the objective function is minimized starting from the initial points de-
fined in step 1 subject to bound constraints on the variables. A sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) algorithm, as implemented in routine E04UCF of the Nag Li-
brary [120] was used for this purpose. The algorithm uses an approximation of the
Hessian matrix of the objective R(θ) with respect to the variables θ. At the start
of the minimization, this Hessian approximation is initialized to the unit matrix
and at every subsequent iteration, it is updated via the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno method (BFGS). The use of the BFGS approximation avoids the evaluation
of the second order derivatives of the objective and uses only values of R(θ) and
the first-order derivatives with respect to the variables. The search direction for
the next step is computed by solving the (QP) subproblem and step α is computed
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0. Initialize
Specify initial θ0
Set iteration counter k = 0 and Hessian Bk = I
WHILE k < kmax DO
1. Evaluate objective function and gradients at θk
R(θk)
∇R(θk)
2. Solve the QP subproblem and obtain search direction pk
min
p
∇R(θk)Tp + 1
2
pTBkp
3. Perform line search
4. Check convergence on sequence of iterates
IF α‖pk‖ ≤ √r(1 + ‖θk‖), go to 9
5. Calculate ‖∇R(θk+1)‖
6. Check convergence on gradients
IF ‖∇R(θk+1)‖ ≤ √r(1 + max(1 + |R(θk+1)|, ‖∇R(θk+1)‖)), go to 9
7. BFGS update to Hessian matrix
8. Set k = k + 1, go to 2
ENDDO, go to 9
9. Solution found
Figure 5.3: Local minimization algorithm E04UCF
from the line search. The algorithm is presented in Figure 5.3.
The computation of the objective function for given θk in every iteration k in-
volves solving the inner lattice energy minimization problem for each structure in
the training set.
The partial derivatives of the objective function are computed numerically, a cal-
culation that is very important for the progress of the algorithm to local minima.
In Figure 5.3, r is the convergence tolerance that is set to 10−10 based on the order
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of magnitude of the gradients and the objective function. According to the conver-
gence criterion, that is also given in Figure 5.3, gradients of the order of 10−3 and
a tolerance of 10−3 would lead to an early termination of the algorithm.
5.4 Derivatives
In cases where the function is only known only at isolated points, in order to calcu-
late function derivatives, a solution is to use approximate methods of differentiation.
The basic idea is to evaluate the function at a few points and use the derivative of
the polynomial approximation of the function at these points as an approximation
of the function derivative. The technique also allows to keep track of the so-called
truncation error, the error incurred by differentiating the polynomial instead of the
function.
In general, accuracy of the derivatives increases with the increasing order of the poly-
nomial approximation of the function, but the polynomial approximation should
also be combined with the appropriate step, the distance between points that will
be interpolated. Higher order approximations require function evaluations at more
points, increasing in this way the computational cost of derivative calculations. To
avoid the computational cost a lower order approximation combined with the ap-
propriate step can lead to comparable results with a higher order method.
Here, two methods were compared. The central-difference approximation to the
derivative ∂R
∂θj
of the function R(θ) with respect to variable θj, which is the deriva-
tive of a quadratic polynomial p2(θj) that interpolate between two points and is
given by the following formula:
∂R
∂θj
≈ p′2(θj) =
R(θj + δθj)−R(θj − δθj)
2δθj
(5.1)
where δθj is known as finite-difference interval.
And the approximation of the function derivative by the derivative of a cubic poly-
nomial p3(θj) that interpolate four points and is given by :
∂R
∂θj
≈ p′3(θj) =
R(θj − 2δθj)− 8R(θj − δθj) + 8R(θj + δθj)−R(θj + 2δθj)
12δθj
(5.2)
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Since derivatives cannot be calculated analytically for comparison with numerical
methods, in order to decide on a suitable method, the different methods were com-
pared based on the following one dimensional example. Using only the structure
of benzene, BENZEN06, objective function R is evaluated at 800 values of variable
CC...C ∈ [19.10, 35.38] eVA˚6 and a 3rd order polynomial is fitted to the points as
shown in Figure 5.4. The fitted polynomial has the form of eq. 5.3 and R-square
=1, indicating very little variation between function values and the predicted values
by the polynomial approximation.
p3,fit(θj) = 1.00E − 05θ3j + 0.0002θ2j − 0.0323θj + 0.5345 (5.3)
As a result the p3,fit can serve as a very good approximation of R in this region of
CC...C and its analytical derivatives as a good approximation of the derivatives of R.
They can then be compared with the derivatives calculated with the finite-difference
methods in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Figure 5.4: Objective function of the orthorhombic structure of benzene, BEN-
ZEN06, with respect to dispersive coefficient CC...C ∈[19.09,35.40] eVA˚6. The
blue line corresponds to a 3rd order polynomial fitted to 800 points and the
square symbols correspond to points for which derivatives of the objective were
evaluated with different methods.
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Table 5.1: Derivatives of R with respect to CC...C calculated at five different
points as indicated in Figure 5.4 with the central difference method. Eleven
different steps were used and results were compared with the derivatives of a third
order polynomial p3,fit fitted to 800 points in the region [19.10, 35.38] eVA˚
6.
Percentage step
A B C D E
θj=19.20 θj=22.43 θj=25.67 θj=28.91 θj=32.14
1 10−6θj -1.569 10−2 -7.963 10−3 -1.696 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.284 10−2
5 10−6θj -1.561 10−2 -7.900 10−3 -1.659 10−3 5.235 10−3 1.295 10−2
1 10−5θj -1.560 10−2 -7.910 10−3 -1.689 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.299 10−2
5 10−5θj -1.563 10−2 -7.903 10−3 -1.681 10−3 5.236 10−3 1.298 10−2
1 10−4θj -1.561 10−2 -7.903 10−3 -1.682 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.299 10−2
5 10−4θj -1.571 10−2 -7.905 10−3 -1.682 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.299 10−2
1 10−3θj -1.577 10−2 -7.904 10−3 -1.682 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.301 10−2
5 10−3θj -1.619 10−2 -7.919 10−3 -1.686 10−3 5.242 10−3 1.306 10−2
1 10−2θj -6.263 10−2 -7.934 10−3 -1.684 10−3 5.244 10−3 1.306 10−2
5 10−2θj -2.329 10−2 -7.924 10−3 -1.670 10−3 5.275 10−3 1.307 10−2
1 10−1θj -1.818 10−2 -7.926 10−3 -1.623 10−3 5.362 10−3 1.318 10−2
p′3,fit -1.356 10
−2 -8.227 10−3 -2.261 10−3 4.333 10−3 1.156 10−2
Table 5.2: Calculations of Table 5.1 repeated with cubic interpolation method.
Percentage step
A B C D E
θj=19.20 θj=22.43 θj=25.67 θj=28.91 θj=32.14
1 10−6θj -1.567 10−2 -7.993 10−3 -1.703 10−3 5.222 10−3 1.279 10−2
5 10−6θj -1.561 10−2 -7.897 10−3 -1.650 10−3 5.234 10−3 1.294 10−2
1 10−5θj -1.560 10−2 -7.913 10−3 -1.693 10−3 5.241 10−3 1.299 10−2
5 10−5θj -1.563 10−2 -7.903 10−3 -1.681 10−3 5.234 10−3 1.298 10−2
1 10−4θj -1.561 10−2 -7.902 10−3 -1.682 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.299 10−2
5 10−4θj -1.569 10−2 -7.905 10−3 -1.682 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.298 10−2
1 10−3θj -1.560 10−2 -7.895 10−3 -1.681 10−3 5.239 10−3 1.301 10−2
5 10−3θj -7.087 10−4 -7.914 10−3 -1.687 10−3 5.242 10−3 1.306 10−2
1 10−2θj -7.078 10−2 -7.934 10−3 -1.684 10−3 5.243 10−3 1.306 10−2
5 10−2θj -2.499 10−2 -7.923 10−3 -1.685 10−3 5.246 10−3 1.303 10−2
1 10−1θj -1.911 10−2 -7.298 10−3 -1.695 10−3 5.253 10−3 1.276 10−2
p′3,fit -1.356 10
−2 -8.227 10−3 -2.261 10−3 4.333 10−3 1.156 10−2
The results of the different methods agree in order of magnitude and suggest that
there are no significant gains from using the cubic interpolation approximation.
Based on studies of other systems and calculations performed for the pre-exponential
parameter AC...C , the central-difference method with 5% step was chosen as suitable.
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5.5 Scaling of parameters and derivatives
Within optimization routines convergence tolerance is necessarily based upon an
implicit definition of “small” and “large” and thus variables with different orders
of magnitude may cause difficulties for some algorithms [116]. The pre-exponential
parameter A, the exponential parameter Bij and the attraction parameter Cij are
of different units and magnitude, with A ≈ 103eV, C ≈10 eVA˚6, that reflect the
physical nature of the problem. In order for them to display desirable properties
during the minimization process, they should be transformed to be of the same
order of magnitude.
In this work linear transformations of the variables were used to rescale eq. 5.4.
θ = Dy (5.4)
where θ are the original variables and, y the transformed variables and D is a con-
stant diagonal matrix.
For the variables A and C involved in the problem, we set dj, the jth diagonal
element of D, to a typical value of the order of magnitude of the jth variable. For
a variable of type A, dj is set to 10
3 and for C variable, dj is set to 10.
For the scaled variable y = D−1θ, the objective function R′(y) expressed in terms
of the scaled variables is equal to the objective function R(θ) expressed in terms of
the unscaled variables at each point, eq. 5.5.
R′(y) = R(θ) (5.5)
Applying the chain rule, the derivatives of R with respect to the scaled variables
y are linear transformations of the derivatives of the objective function R(θ) with
respect to the unscaled variables, eq. 5.6.
∂R′(y)
∂yj
=
∂R(θ)
∂θj
dθj
dyj
=
∂R(θ)
∂θj
dj (5.6)
Where dj is the jth element of the transformation matrix D that corresponds to the
parameter θj.
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5.6 Variables and size of the problem
For a pairwise Buckingham potential there are three coefficients for each interaction
between two sites. If every site in the system was considered unique there would be
a large number of different coefficients needed to be estimated. These interacting
sites can be classified based on chemical intuition. A straightforward classification
is based on different elements. Each element should be considered as a different in-
teraction site but there are also further classifications based in hybridization states.
Apart from chemical intuition there are also other reasons to introduce or restrict
the use of new atom types. When it comes to parameterization of the potential,
increasing the number of atom types increases exponentially the size of the problem.
On the other hand, the use of more parameters may offer a better description of
the reference data.
Following Williams’ work, one atom type was considered per element with the excep-
tion of hydrogen for which we have considered three atom types, hydrogen bonded
to carbon HC , hydrogen bonded to carbon HN , hydrogen bonded to carbon HO. Self
interaction parameters for the most common atom types C, N, O, S, Cl, F are given
by Williams’ older parameterizations in Table 5.3, also known as FIT parameters.
There is a total number of forty five possible interactions between these atom types
and as a result a hundred and thirty five parameters that need to be fitted. For
reasons mentioned earlier in Section 4.2, Bij is kept fixed and the total number of
potential parameters reduces to ninety.
Ninety variables makes the problem difficult and computationally expensive to solve.
Ways to narrow down the problem are either by reducing the number of parameters
or by splitting the problem into smaller problems fitting a few parameters each time.
A common way to reduce the parameter space is to use combining rules for cross
interaction parameters between different atom types. Another way is based on the
fundamental assumption of force fields that parameters are transferable between
different molecules. Thus the parameterization process may be done sequentially
instead of in a combined fashion, fitting all parameters to one large enough training
set. In a sequential manner, a certain class of compounds is parameterized first.
The parameters are held fixed and a new class of compounds with additional param-
eters, are then parameterized. This has the advantage that the objective function
objective function is a relatively low dimensional function and a fairly small amount
of parameters are fitted at a time. However the final set of parameters is expected
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to lead to a poorer overall fit than if all the parameters were fitted simultaneously.
Table 5.3: FIT repulsion dispersion parameters for self interactions of the most
common atom types
Atom type Aij Bij Cij Reference
i j (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6)
C C 3832.147 0.278 25.287 [73]
HC HC 124.072 0.267 1.414 [73]
N N 2638.029 0.265 14.286 [73]
HN HN 52.129 0.215 0.223 [81]
O O 2384.466 0.253 11.645 [72]
HO HO 23.457 0.215 0.223 [82]
S S 4156.415 0.303 60.016 [11]
Cl Cl 9583.583 0.285 80.224 [91]
F F 3769.745 0.240 8.747 [92]
The aim here in this work is to fit all the fifty six parameters for interactions
between C, N, O, S, HC , HN and HO atom types without using combining rules
for cross interactions. Parameterization is done in a sequential manner in order
to make the problem computationally manageable and ensure compatibility and
transferability of the parameters. A path of parameterization as sketched in Figure
5.5 is followed. FIT potential parameters are used as initial guess for the refinement.
The compounds and experimental data used in the training sets of Figure 5.5 are
given in Appendices A, B and C.
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Figure 5.5: Parameterization tree. Starting form the top, parameters for inter-
actions in hydrocarbons are determined first and fixed to the next steps were new
interaction parameters are introduced.* refers to interactions that are re-adjusted
in consecutive steps.
5.7 Application of CrystalEstimator to a set of
hydrocarbons
The objective function was constructed in a way that it is zero for a perfect match
and greater than zero otherwise. The requirement for the optimization algorithm,
tested through this application is to reach a value closer to zero than the initial
guess.
5.7.1 Initialisation
First step is the collection of experimental data following the general rules described
in Section 4.3. The experimental crystallographic data and energetic data collected
for this application on hydrocarbons are listed in Appendix A.1 and Appendix C.1
respectively. Second step is the choice of QM-model for the gas phase and charge
density calculations, followed by fitting of the multipoles to the ab initio charge
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density using DMACRYS. The M06/6-31G(d,p) level of theory was chosen for this
application. Local lattice energy minimizations of the experimental crystals are
performed with DMACRYS assuming 0 Pa pressure. A 15 kJ/mol cutoff was found
suitable for the summation of intermolecular interactions and was used for all the
lattice energy minimizations.
New parameters for carbon-carbon, carbon-hydrogen and hydrogen-hydrogen inter-
actions need to be estimated for this training set. The FIT parameters in Table 5.4
are used as initial guess, θ0, the objective function R(θ0) is evaluated in order to
serve as a reference point against which to evaluate new parameters and its value
is given in Table 5.5.
5.7.2 Search for improved points
After an initial guess θ0 has been provided, bounds on the parameters need to be
set. For the six parameters Aij and Bij bounds are set to 40% above and below
the initial guess and the three Bij parameters are kept fixed. A thousand Sobol’
points are generated within a range of ± 40 % of the FIT values and function
R(θ) is evaluated for all these points, resulting in the landscape of Figure 5.6. The
number of points generated must ensure good coverage of the search space. In
this application the generation of a thousand Sobol’ points was judged sufficient.
The initial guess was within the lowest hundred points, suggesting that the FIT
parameters are already a good point for this training set, a result that was expected
since a similar training set has been used in this work and [73]. A cutoff for local
minimization was set to 250 lowest points, slightly above the initial objective value
R(θ0).
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Figure 5.6: Objective function R(θ) against the norm of the generated Sobol’
points
5.7.3 Local minimization
The 250 points resulting in the lowest objective function values were considered as
more promising and were used as initial points for local minimization of the objec-
tive. The objective function value against the parameters norm is given in Figure
5.7a. As both Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.7b indicate, the local optimizer success-
fully minimizes the objective function. Many of the initial points are attracted by
the same minima and clustering is necessary in order to identify the unique local
minima. However, in this problem only the best point is of interest and as a result
clustering is not carried out. The best solution is found in comparison with all other
solutions. The solution resulting in the lowest objective function value is taken as
the best solution R(θ∗) and is given in Table 5.5.
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(a) Objective function value vs. repulsion-dispersion parameters norm before
and after local minimization (best solution marked with red).
(b) Initial objective value vs. final objective value for each local minimization.
Figure 5.7: Local minimization results of the 250 initial Sobol’ points.
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Table 5.4: Repulsion dispersion parameters for interactions in hydrocarbons
before and after minimization.
FIT parameters Optimized parametes
i j Aij Bij Cij Aij Bij Cij
(eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6) (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6)
C C 3832.147 0.278 25.287 2419.415 0.278 18.535
C HC 689.537 0.272 5.979 430.906 0.272 6.027
HC HC 124.072 0.267 1.414 171.739 0.267 1.979
5.7.4 Analysis of new parameters
The optimized set of parameters given in Table 5.4 is the one resulting in the lowest
objective function value. Final parameter values are very different from the initial
FIT values, with some of them being very close to the bounds. Local minimization
in an extended region resulted in non physical interaction potentials and as a result
the parameter values presented in Table 5.4 were accepted as the best possible.
The overall performance of the old and the new parameters based on the objective
function value is presented in Table 5.5.
A 63 % reduction of the initial objective function value is achieved through the
Table 5.5: Objective function value and breakdown of the objective in geometry
and energy terms evaluated at initial and final points.
Average Relative Squared Error
Objective function Geometry Sublimation Enthalpy
FIT parameters θ0 0.098 0.035 0.063
Optimized parameters θ∗ 0.037 0.027 0.010
minimization process. The quality of the solution is further investigated by break-
ing down the objective function sum in the averaged relative squared error sums
corresponding to each structure in the training set (Figure 5.8) and in the geometric
and energetic sums in Figure 5.9. There is a 23% reduction in the sum of relative
squared errors in geometry and 72 % reduction the sum of relative squared errors
in energy.
In Figure 5.8 structures showing initially large discrepancies are improved after
minimization, with six out the nineteen structures getting worse. Such behaviour
is expected in any fitting process, especially when having reference data of varying
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Figure 5.8: Initial and final objective function breakdown for each structure in
the training set.
accuracy. The six structures, listed in Appendix B.1, correspond to three aromatics,
PHENAN08, PYRENE03 and CRYSEN, a large molecule with one flexible torsion,
BAPOCM10 and two structures containing sp3 hybridised carbons, MEYCEY and
MEYCIC. For structures MEYCEY, MEYCIC, BAPOCM10, and CRYSEN this is
due to a poor geometry fit, that could be explained by the high observation tem-
peratures of these crystals and particularly for CRYSEN by the high R-factor of
8. For PHENAN08 there is a poor fit both in geometry and energy. The structure
was measured at room temperature and also, as was presented in Table 3.1, even
though the molecule is quite rigid it has a very high ∆Uintra indicating a possible
error in experimental data. Structures that do not demonstrate a significantly bet-
ter agreement in geometry reproduction after parameter refinement is mostly due
to significant improvements achieved in their energetic reproduction.
As an additional validation, we compare the performance of old and new parameters
based on different metrics. More specifically, energy performance is compared based
on the absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation enthalpies
with the two sets of parameters in Table 5.6. Geometry performance of FIT and
optimized parameters are compared based on the root mean square deviation of
the 15 molecule coordination sphere (rmsd15) between experimental and calculated
structures in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.10. These results are in agreement with the ob-
jective function breakdown. There is a 1.2 kJ/mol reduction of the average absolute
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(a) Relative squared error between experimental ∆Hexpsub and calculated ∆H
calc
sub
for every structure in the training set.
(b) Average squared error of lattice lengths, angles and intra molecular distances
for every structure in the training set.
Figure 5.9: Structure per structure performance of FIT parameters (in blue)
and optimized parameters (in red).
error in sublimation enthalpy and 0.5 kJ/mol reduction of the maximum absolute
error with new parameters. A 17 % reduction in the average rmsd15 is also achieved
with the optimized parameters.
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(a) Correlation between experimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT
parameters and new parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes
the experimental error interval.
(b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
Figure 5.10: Energy and structural performance of FIT parameters and opti-
mized parameters.
The target average absolute error in sublimation enthalpy should be within the
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estimated general uncertainty of 4.9 kJ/mol, which was estimated based on a sta-
tistical assessment of experimental deviations [100]. Other broad estimates taking
into account assumptions embedded in eq. 3.10 are ± 13-17 kJ/mol [33]. For a few
systems, such as anthracene and naphthalene there are established thermochemical
standards with well defined uncertainties around 1-2 kJ/mol [121]. In Figure 5.10
the grey zone refers to 4.9 kJ/mol experimental error interval and the black line
to the best possible fit. Both FIT and optimized parameter result in acceptable
energies, but the optimized parameters give a better agreement with experimental
energies.
The target rmsd15 should be within 1 A˚. The uncertainty in general uncertainty in
geometry comes from both the experimental measurements error and and also the
expansion of the unit cell above 0 K. It is not straightforward to estimate an over-
all uncertainty in geometry and any parameter set resulting in better reproduction
than FIT is considered acceptable.
Table 5.6: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies with FIT parameters and optimized parameters.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
FIT parameters Optimized parameters
BENZEN06 1.61 0.60
NAPHTA31 3.44 0.29
ANTCEN16 2.26 0.58
PHENAN08 0.51 3.35
PYRENE03 1.33 3.13
CRYSEN 2.83 0.63
TRIPHE13 2.74 4.35
PERLEN06 1.34 0.65
PENTAN01 3.79 1.71
HEXANE01 1.82 0.32
OCTANE01 2.74 0.37
CUBANE 4.83 2.11
ADAMAN08 3.80 1.98
ACETYL05 4.35 0.86
MAD 2.67 1.49
Max.D 4.83 4.35
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Table 5.7: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures with FIT
parameters and optimized parameters.
rmsd15(A˚)
FIT parameters Optimized parameters
BENZEN06 0.268 0.117
NAPHTA31 0.922 0.980
ANTCEN16 0.241 0.297
PHENAN08 0.189 0.407
PYRENE03 0.700 0.704
CRYSEN 0.114 0.325
TRIPHE13 0.307 0.184
PERLEN06 0.838 0.227
PENTAN01 0.132 0.093
HEXANE01 0.262 0.259
OCTANE01 0.309 0.340
CUBANE 0.301 0.124
ADAMAN08 0.122 0.090
BCPROP02 0.134 0.131
BAPOCM10 0.100 0.114
BADAMN10 0.453 0.188
ACETYL05 0.566 0.193
MEYCEY 0.276 0.290
MEYCIC 0.403 0.395
Average 0.349 0.287
Max. 0.922 0.980
5.7.5 Conclusions
A specific procedure and algorithm, CrystalEstimator, for solving the problem that
was stated in Chapter 4 was implemented. The behaviour of the objective function
led to the choice of a multistart approach. Thus the implemented algorithm consists
of two steps; the generation of points in the parameter space by means of a Sobol’
sequence and evaluation of the objective function and the local minimization of the
objective function starting from the most promising points. CrystalEstimator was
applied to a set of hydrocarbons and results were promising.
A better match between calculated quantities with the reference data has been
achieved with the new parameters. Moreover, the new parameters reproduce better
both the geometry and energy of the crystals in the training set. The result indi-
cates that the optimization approach applied to hydrocarbons is reliable for fitting
repulsion-dispersion parameters to experimental data. However, the accuracy of the
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new parameters is limited by the accuracy of the experimental data as well as the
known errors and assumptions in the model.
Chapter 6
Values and performance of new
parameters
Repulsion-dispersion parameters are refitted for the three different multipole elec-
trostatics models, derived at the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-
31G(d,p) levels and thus three repulsion-dispersion parameter tables are obtained
that match the corresponding electrostatic models. The performance of the old
FIT parameters and the new optimized parameters sets is compared based on how
well they reproduce two properties:(1) experimental sublimation enthalpies and (2)
crystal structures given by diffraction. The absolute error between experimental
and calculated sublimation enthalpies is used as a measure for the first property
and the root mean squared deviation of the fifteen molecule coordination sphere
(rmsd15) between experimental and computed crystals (calculated by COMPACK
[102]) as a measure for the second.
In Section 6.1 the parameterization procedure is summarized and the FIT and new
parameter tables are presented. The performance of old and new force fields is
presented for each training set, starting with hydrocarbons in Section 6.2. Then
the performance for the training set of azahydrocarbons is presented in Section 6.3
and oxohydrocarbons in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5 the performance of old and
new force fields is presented for a training set of organosulphur compounds and
in Section 6.6 for a set of organosulphur compounds containing nitrogen. Finally
the overall performance for the three models HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and
MP2/6-31G(d,p) is summarized in Section 6.7, results are discussed and the differ-
ent models are compared.
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6.1 Tables of Parameters
The interactions for which parameters were refitted for each model of electrostatics
are given in Table 6.1 along with the values of the FIT parameter set. Following
the parameterization tree of Figure 5.5, parameters for interactions in hydrocarbons,
azahydrocarbons, oxohydrocarbons and organosulphur compounds were refitted for
all models of electrostatics. However, parameters for interactions in organosulphur
compounds containing nitrogen were refitted only for the M06/6-31G(d,p) electro-
statics model.
First, repulsion dispersion parameters Aij and Cij for interactions between C and
HC are fitted to a training set of hydrocarbons. A thousand initial points were
generated within ±40% of the FIT parameter values given in Table 6.1 and the two
hundred fifty lowest objective function value points were used as starting points
for local minimization. The same procedure was followed for all three electrostatic
models and the best sets of parameters found for each electrostatic model are listed
in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 for HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p)
electrostatics respectively.
Next step was the reparameterization of Aij and Cij for N...N, N...C and N...HC
interactions on a set of azahydrocarbons containing only C, HC and N. The search
range was set to ±40% of the initial FIT values given in Table 6.1. The optimized
sets for each electrostatic model are presented in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
O...O, O...C, O...HC interaction parameters were fitted to a set of oxohydrocarbons.
For this parameterization Sobol’ points were generated within ±60% range of the
initial FIT values. The best parameters found are displayed in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and
6.4.
Parameter for S...S, C...S and HC ...S interactions were fitted to a training set of
organosulphur compounds containing C, HC and S. Sobol’ points were generated
within ±50% of the nominal FIT values. The optimized sets are listed in Tables 6.2
and 6.4. The optimized parameters of Table 6.3 were derived in a consecutive step.
Finally the training set of organosulphur compounds was combined with a set of
organosulphur compounds containing N in order to derive parameters for N...S in-
teractions. S...S, C...S and HC ...S interaction parameters were allowed to vary along
with N...S in order to avoid overparameterization and to ensure more transferability.
Parameters were optimized within ±60% of the initial refinement values for S...S,
C...S and HC ...S and of FIT parameter values for S...N but only for M06/6-31G(d,p)
electrostatics. The optimized parameters are given in Table 6.3.
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From the values in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 it can be concluded that a different
set of parameters is optimal for each electrostatic model and only in a few cases the
optimized parameters took similar values between different electrostatic models.
Regarding changes between FIT parameters and optimized parameters, for C...C,
C...HC , HC ...HC interactions, there is the same direction of change among all op-
timized sets except for the C...HC attraction that increases in the HF/6-31G(d,p)
set and decreases in the M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) sets. The degree
of change is different for each set with M06 and MP2 parameters being very close.
Such behaviour could be explained by similar electrostatics among the two levels of
theory. A similar direction of change is also observed among optimized parameter
sets both for azahydrocarbons and oxohydrocarbons, with only the HC ...N attrac-
tion increasing in the HF/6-31G(d,p) set and decreasing in the M06/6-31G(d,p) and
MP2/6-31G(d,p) sets. Again the degree of change among the optimized parameters
varies. The largest changes in parameters values among the four tables are observed
for S..S, C...S, HC ...S and S...N interactions, a behaviour that is explained by the
fact that sulphur interaction parameters were not derived together with other pa-
rameters in the FIT set but rather taken from literature [11]. Thus the optimized
parameters are very far from the FIT set.
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Table 6.1: FIT repulsion-dispersion parameters for self and cross interactions
of the most common atom types C, HC , N, HN , O, S, Cl and F. The interactions
whose parameters were refitted are also shown.
Atom type Aij Bij Cij Reference
Refitted interactions
i j (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6) HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
C C 3832.147 0.278 25.287 [73] ! ! !
C HC 689.537 0.272 5.979 ! ! !
C N 3179.515 0.271 19.007 ! ! !
C HN 446.952 0.242 2.374
C S 3990.989 0.29 38.957 ! ! !
C O 3022.85 0.265 17.16 ! ! !
C Cl 6060.173 0.281 45.04
C F 3800.818 0.258 14.872
HC HC 124.072 0.267 1.414 [73] ! ! !
HC N 572.105 0.266 4.494 ! ! !
HC HN 80.422 0.238 0.561
HC O 543.916 0.26 4.057 ! ! !
HC S 718.118 0.284 9.211 ! ! !
HC Cl 1090.436 0.276 10.65
HC F 683.9 0.253 3.516
N N 2638.029 0.265 14.286 [73] ! ! !
N HN 370.834 0.237 1.784
N O 2508.045 0.258 12.898
N S 3311.305 0.282 29.281 !
N Cl 5028.098 0.274 33.854
N F 3153.521 0.252 11.179
HN HN 52.129 0.215 0.223 [81]
HN O 352.562 0.232 1.611
HN S 465.478 0.251 3.657
HN Cl 706.812 0.245 4.228
HN F 443.298 0.227 1.396
O O 2384.466 0.253 11.645 [72] ! ! !
O S 3148.147 0.275 26.437
O Cl 4780.348 0.268 30.565
O F 2998.137 0.246 10.093
S S 4156.415 0.303 60.016 [11] ! ! !
S Cl 6311.367 0.294 69.388
S F 3958.361 0.268 22.912
Cl Cl 9583.583 0.285 80.224 [91]
Cl F 6010.629 0.261 26.49
F F 3769.745 0.24 8.747 [92]
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Table 6.2: New repulsion dispersion parameters for self and cross interactions
refitted for distributed multipoles electrostatics obtained by the HF/6-31G(d,p)
charge density
Atom type Percentage change from FIT
Aij Bij Cij Aij Bij
i j (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6) % %
C C 2672.673 0.278 21.36 30.3 15.5
C HC 695.199 0.272 6.589 -0.8 -10.2
C N 3263.692 0.271 22.046 -2.6 -16.0
C S 5869.995 0.29 58.421 -47.1 -50.0
C O 1859.811 0.265 8.58 38.5 50.0
HC HC 173.7 0.267 1.944 -40.0 -37.5
HC N 656.247 0.266 3.14 -14.7 30.1
HC O 390.531 0.26 2.955 28.2 27.2
HC S 1067.432 0.284 12.673 -48.6 -37.6
N N 3956.946 0.265 14.98 -50.0 -4.9
O O 1192.233 0.253 17.468 50.0 -50.0
S S 3211.393 0.268 85.264 22.7 -42.1
Table 6.3: New repulsion dispersion parameters for self and cross interactions
refitted for distributed multipoles electrostatics obtained by the M06/6-31G(d,p)
charge density
Atom type Percentage change from FIT
Aij Bij Cij Aij Bij
i j (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6) % %
C C 2419.415 0.278 18.535 36.9 26.7
C HC 430.906 0.272 6.027 37.5 -0.8
C N 3718.398 0.271 25.563 -16.9 -34.5
C S 4481.922 0.29 56.89 -12.3 -46.0
C O 1511.425 0.265 11.418 50.0 33.5
HC HC 171.739 0.267 1.979 -38.4 -40.0
HC N 416.924 0.266 1.444 27.1 67.9
HC O 301.723 0.26 2.347 44.5 42.1
HC S 359.166 0.284 4.8 50.0 47.9
N N 4484.539 0.265 19.883 -70.0 -39.2
N S 4375.588 0.282 46.85 -32.1 -60.0
O O 1192.233 0.253 17.468 50.0 -50.0
S S 4447.155 0.303 110.731 -7.0 -84.5
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Table 6.4: New repulsion dispersion parameters for self and cross interactions
refitted for distributed multipoles electrostatics obtained by the MP2/6-31G(d,p)
charge density
Atom type Percentage change from FIT
Aij Bij Cij Aij Bij
i j (eV) (A˚) (eVA˚6) % %
C C 2311.218 0.278 18.309 39.7 27.6
C HC 428.779 0.272 6.025 37.8 -0.8
C N 3339.623 0.271 24.265 -5.0 -27.7
C S 4540.703 0.29 58.435 -13.8 -50.0
C O 1511.425 0.265 12.516 50.0 27.1
HC HC 173.636 0.267 1.979 -39.9 -40.0
HC N 556.018 0.266 1.383 2.8 69.2
HC O 303.227 0.26 2.029 44.3 50.0
HC S 502.694 0.284 4.606 30.0 50.0
N N 4022.776 0.265 14.594 -52.5 -2.2
O O 1511.425 0.253 12.516 36.6 -7.5
S S 2690.007 0.303 90.024 35.3 -50.0
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6.2 New intermolecular force fields for crystalline
hydrocarbons
The most abundant elements in organic molecular crystals are carbon and hydrogen
and within the context of the defined atom types these correspond to carbon, C and
hydrogen bonded to carbon, HC types. It is thus sensible to begin the parameter-
ization by fitting interaction parameters between C and HC to a training set that
contains only these atom types, such as hydrocarbons.
6.2.1 Selection of training set data for hydrocarbons
The training set of nineteen hydrocarbons chosen, shown in Figure B.1, contains
alkanes and cycloalkanes with sp3 hybridised carbons that form single bonds, aro-
matics with sp2 hybridised carbons known for sigma bonds and the delocalisation
of electrons between the ring carbons and hydrocarbons with alkynyl group of sp
hybridesed carbons that form triple bonds.
Regarding the intramolecular properties of molecules in the set, rigidity of the
molecules is highly desired so that our assumption of rigidity holds. However, this
cannot always be achieved. In order to have a picture of how much the molecular
conformation changes between the experimental and the gas phase minimum, the
root mean squared deviation between the two conformations (rmsd1) is measured
for each compound and presented in Table 6.5.
The average rmsd1 deviation between experimental and gas phase conformations is
of order 10−2 A˚. The highest average rmsd1, shown in Table 6.5, is observed for the
gas phase conformation calculated at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level (0.016 A˚) and the
lowest at the M06/6-31G(d,p) (0.014 A˚). Among the structures with highest rmsd1,
are the structures of 7,7-Diethynyldispiro(2.0.2.1)heptane (MEYCEY), ethynylcy-
clopropane (MEYCIC), anthracene (ANTCEN16), phenathrene (PHENAN08) and
triphenylene (TRIPHE13).
Of the nineteen hydrocarbon crystals in the training set, presented in the ta-
ble of crystallographic data A.1, PYRENE03, CRYSEN, PERLEN06, CUBANE,
BADAMN10 have R-factors above the threshold value 5 which indicates there is
higher uncertainty for these structures. In addition, most structures in the set were
measured at temperature higher than 100K and their unit cells are expected to be
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Table 6.5: Rmd1between solid and gas phase conformations for hydrocarbons
in the training set calculated at three different levels
rmsd1(A˚)
HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
BENZEN06 0.011 0.006 0.002
NAPHTA31 0.013 0.007 0.003
ANTCEN16 0.029 0.024 0.022
PHENAN08 0.025 0.027 0.033
PYRENE03 0.015 0.011 0.021
CRYSEN 0.012 0.011 0.021
TRIPHE13 0.034 0.033 0.038
PERLEN06 0.015 0.013 0.024
PENTAN01 0.015 0.011 0.012
HEXANE01 0.007 0.002 0.004
OCTANE01 0.011 0.005 0.008
CUBANE 0.011 0.011 0.015
ADAMAN08 0.009 0.003 0.005
BCPROP02 0.008 0.004 0.004
BAPOCM10 0.008 0.006 0.004
BADAMN10 0.006 0.003 0.003
ACETYL05 0.000 0.012 0.019
MEYCEY 0.037 0.056 0.047
MEYCIC 0.016 0.013 0.022
Average 0.015 0.014 0.016
expanded from unit cells measured at lower temperature or predicted at 0 K even
with a perfect model.
Among the compounds included in the set, benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, phen-
athrene, pyrene and perylene exhibit polymorphism. Benzene demonstrates only
higher pressure polymorphism. At ambient temperatures and pressures exists in
an orthorhombic phase [form (I)] and undergoes phase transitions at room temper-
ature and 2.6 GPa to the monoclinic form (II) and to the monoclinic form (III)
at 590 K and around 4 GPa [122]. For benzene only the orthrorhombic phase,
BENZEN06, was included in the set. Similar behaviour with benzene is observed
for naphthalene and anthracene that undergo transitions to monoclinic phases at
elevated pressures [122]. For anthracene there are two further metastable struc-
tures reported by Marciniak et al. [123]. Both for naphthalene and anthracene, the
ambient temperature and pressure stable structures NAPHTA31 and ANTCEN16
were included in the set. Phenanthrene at ambient-temperature crystallizes in a
monoclinic, space group P21 phase [form (II)], and undergoes a reversible phase
transition at 339-344 K to the high-temperature, monoclinic phase in space group
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P21/a [form (I)] [124]. Phenathrene also undergoes a high pressure transition to
a monoclinic space phase in group P21/n [form (III)]. Only form II, PHENAN08,
as the most stable at low temperatures and ambient pressures, was included in the
training set. At conditions of ambient temperature and pressure, pyrene exists in
two solid modifications, a stable form(I) and a metastable form (II), both crystal-
lizing in space group P21/a [125]. At higher pressure, 0.3 GPa to 0.5 GPa, takes the
form (III) reported in the work of Fabbiani et al. [125]. Only form I, PYRENE03,
was included in the training set. The last polymorphic crystal in the set, perylene,
has two polymorphs, α-perylene observed at temperature greater than 413 K [EII-α]
and β-perylene [EI-β], PERLEN06, observed at temperature less than 413 K [126].
In the training set only form EI-β is present as more stable at low temperatures
and pressures.
Sublimation enthalpies were available for seventeen of the compounds in the training
set and are listed in Table C.1. In most cases several measurements were reported
for each compound allowing to measure the mean and standard deviation of the
measurements for each compound. The final choice was based on the reliability of
the experimental method and the mean value of all measurements. Sublimation
enthalpies diverging from the mean were avoided. In the case of pentane, hexane,
octane, cubane there was only one measurement available and therefore higher un-
certainty was expected. The remaining sublimation enthalpies were measured with
mass effusion techniques expected to be reliable, except for the sublimation enthalpy
of phenathrene which was measured with DSC, a method with higher uncertainty.
The calculated standard deviations based on the experimental measurements of
each compound were mostly within the predefined uncertainty of 4.9 kJ/mol with
the exception of perylene and triphenylene.
6.2.2 HF/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The energetic performance of the FIT and optimized parameters is presented in
Table 6.6 and Figure 6.1a, whereas the geometric performance is presented in Table
6.7 and Figure 6.1b. By energetic performance we refer to the ability of the models
to reproduce experimental sublimation enthalpies and by geometric performance we
refer to the ability of the models to reproduce experimental structures. The first is
measured by the absolute deviation between experimental and predicted sublima-
tion enthalpies while the second by the rmsd15 between experimental and predicted
structures.
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Figure 6.1a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated energies with FIT parameters and optimized parameters combined with
electrostatics modelled by multipoles fitted to the HF/6-31G(d,p) charge density.
In Figure 6.1a, all energies calculated with FIT parameters and represented by the
empty circles are within experimental uncertainty given in gray shading. The ener-
gies calculated with optimized parameters represented by blue circles, in the same
plot, are also with the experimental error interval. All systems are described well
both by initial FIT parameters and optimized parameters and clear conclusions
cannot be drawn for the quality of new parameters by the plot of Figure 6.1.
In Table 6.6, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) for energies calculated with FIT
is seen to be 2.56 kJ/mol and the standard deviation (SD) is 1.77 kJ/mol. The
maximum error found with FIT is 5.69 kJ/mol and corresponds to the cubane crys-
tal (CUBANE) while the minimum absolute error is 0.16 kJ/mol for triphenylene
(TRIPHE13). After parameter optimization, the MAD is reduced by approximately
1 kJ/mol to 1.62 kJ/mol and the SD decreases slightly to 1.38 kJ/mol. The max-
imum observed error calculated for adamantane (ADAMAN08), reduces to 3.73
kJ/mol. All sublimation enthalpy errors calculated with optimized parameters are
smaller than initial errors calculated with FIT parameters, except for the case of
pyrene (PYRENE03) that the error increases from 1.45 to 3.09 kJ/mol. Signifi-
cant improvements were not observed for the new model of HF/6-31G(d,p) derived
multipoles and optimized parameters. The FIT parameter set [73] is a very good
starting point for hydrocarbons, since the electrostatic model used by Williams was
point charges fitted to the HF/6-31G(d,p) ab initio charge density and the majority
of the training set structures used in this work were also present in Williams’ train-
ing set. Moreover, the electrostatic contribution for repulsion-dispersion dominated
systems such as hydrocarbons is small and the electrostatic model, point charges or
multipoles, does not make a significant difference.
In order to evaluate the ability of the two models to reproduce experimental struc-
tures, in Figure 6.9b the rmsd15 between experimental crystals and computed crys-
tals is computed and presented for FIT parameters in blue and for optimized pa-
rameters in orange. The average rmsd15 is also given in Figure 6.9b. The mean
rmsd15 decreases with optimized parameters. However there is poorer structural
reproduction after parameter refinement for twelve of the structures, especially for
CRYSEN, PHENAN08 and CUBANE.
In Table 6.7, the mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parame-
ters is 0.38 A˚ and the SD is 0.26 A˚. The structures BENZEN06, NAPHTA31,
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PYRENE03, BADAMN10, ACETYL05 and MEYCIC are above the mean rmsd15
with NAPHTA31 having the highest value of 0.94 A˚. After optimization, the mean
rmsd15 decreases by 6% to 0.35 A˚ and the SD to 0.22 A˚. However the new parameters
fail to improve the structural description of NAPHTA31, PHENAN08, CUBANE
and MEYCIC while the structural reproduction of BADAMN10, PERLEN06 and
OCTANE01 remains the same.
Table 6.6: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of hydrocarbons. Energies refer to HF+FIT and HF+optimized pa-
rameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
BENZEN06 1.33 0.87
NAPHTA31 0.21 0.75
ANTCEN16 2.37 0.08
PHENAN08 4.60 3.48
PYRENE03 1.45 3.09
CRYSEN 2.36 0.31
TRIPHE13 0.16 0.10
PERLEN06 5.08 2.52
PENTAN01 3.46 1.69
HEXANE01 1.04 0.89
OCTANE01 1.76 0.44
CUBANE 5.69 3.61
ADAMAN08 4.12 3.73
ACETYL05 2.22 1.14
MAD 2.56 1.62
SD 1.77 1.38
Max.D 5.69 3.73
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Figure 6.1: Energy and structural performance of HF+FIT parameters and
HF+optimized parameters for hydrocarbons. a) Correlation between experimen-
tal and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new parameters.
The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental error interval.
b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.7: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of hydro-
carbons. Geometries refer to HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters models.
rmsd15(A˚)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
BENZEN06 0.912 0.424
NAPHTA31 0.938 1.006
ANTCEN16 0.316 0.276
PHENAN08 0.276 0.460
PYRENE03 0.729 0.399
CRYSEN 0.186 0.320
TRIPHE13 0.242 0.216
PERLEN06 0.614 0.671
PENTAN01 0.140 0.160
HEXANE01 0.258 0.287
OCTANE01 0.317 0.318
CUBANE 0.296 0.476
ADAMAN08 0.121 0.146
BCPROP02 0.127 0.155
BAPOCM10 0.096 0.122
BADAMN10 0.442 0.487
ACETYL05 0.551 0.187
MEYCEY 0.167 0.172
MEYCIC 0.396 0.432
Average 0.375 0.353
SD 0.260 0.217
Max. 0.938 1.006
6.2.3 M06/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
Results of the energetic and structural performance on hydrocarbons for FIT and
optimized parameters combined with electrostatics modelled by multipoles fitted to
the M06/6-31G(d,p) charge density were presented in Section 5.7.4.
6.2.4 MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The energetic performance of the MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters mod-
els is presented in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.2a, whereas the geometric performance is
presented in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.2b.
Figure 6.2a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with MP2+FIT parameters and MP2+optimized parameters mod-
els. In Figure 6.2a, the majority of the calculated energies with FIT parameters are
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within the experimental error range given in gray shading. The energies calculated
with optimized parameters represented by blue circles, in the same plot, are also in
the experimental error range. All systems are sufficiently described both by initial
FIT parameters and optimized parameters.
In Table 6.8, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is 2.73 kJ/mol, and the
SD is 1.47 kJ/mol. The maximum error found with FIT is 5.54 kJ/mol and cor-
responds again to cubane crystal (CUBANE) while the minimum absolute error is
0.36 kJ/mol for chrysene (CRYSEN). After refinement, the MAD reduces to 1.65
kJ/mol and the SD increases slightly to 1.60 kJ/mol. The maximum energy error
is calculated for pyrene (PYRENE03) and is equal to 5.37 kJ/mol. All sublimation
enthalpy errors calculated with optimized parameters are smaller than initial errors
calculated with FIT parameters, except for the case of pyrene whose error increases
from 1.94 to 5.37 kJ/mol and in the case of TRIPHE13 for which error increases
form 3.03 to 4.03 kJ/mol. Starting from a good energetic performance, optimized
parameters achieved a small reduction of the energy error and as a result an im-
provement of the energetic performance.
The quality of reproduction of experimental structures in terms of their rmsd15 with
computed crystals is presented in Figure 6.11b. The average rmsd15 produced with
the two models is also given in the last columns of Figure 6.11b. The mean rmsd15
decreases with optimized parameters. However there is poorer structural reproduc-
tion after parameter refinement for five of the structures. NAPHTA31 is a difficult
system for all the models so far, as well as PHENAN08. Poorer structural repro-
duction is also observed for CRYSEN, ANTCEN16, OCTANE01 and MEYCEY.
In Table 6.9, the mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parame-
ters is 0.34 A˚ and the SD is 0.24 A˚. The structures of NAPHTA31, PYRENE03,
PERLEN06, BADAMN10, ACETYL05 and MEYCIC are above the mean rmsd15
with NAPHTA31 having the highest value of 0.94 A˚. After optimization, the mean
rmsd15 decreases by 17% to 0.28 A˚ and the SD reduces slightly to 0.21 A˚. After
parameter refinement there is significantly better structural description of the crys-
tals of PYRENE03, PERLEN06, BADAMN10, ACETYL05 and MEYCIC while
slightly poorer structural reproduction of NAPHTA31, ANTCEN16, PHENAN08,
CRYSEN, OCTANE01 and MEYCEY. An overall improvement of the geometric
performance was achieved with optimized parameters.
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Figure 6.2: Energy and structural performance of MP2+FIT parameters and
MP2+optimized parameters for hydrocarbons. a) Correlation between experi-
mental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new pa-
rameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.8: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of hydrocarbons. Energies refer to MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized
parameters models
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
BENZEN06 1.73 0.38
NAPHTA31 3.59 0.41
ANTCEN16 2.30 0.66
PHENAN08 0.36 3.43
PYRENE03 1.94 5.37
CRYSEN 3.06 0.56
TRIPHE13 3.03 4.03
PERLEN06 1.10 0.67
PENTAN01 3.58 1.73
HEXANE01 1.25 0.63
OCTANE01 2.00 0.04
CUBANE 5.54 2.30
ADAMAN08 4.03 1.71
ACETYL05 4.71 1.14
MAD 2.73 1.65
SD 1.47 1.60
Max.D 5.54 5.37
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Table 6.9: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of hydro-
carbons. Geometries refer to MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters models
rmsd15(A˚)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
BENZEN06 0.280 0.135
NAPHTA31 0.937 1.001
ANTCEN16 0.263 0.330
PHENAN08 0.190 0.420
PYRENE03 0.696 0.474
CRYSEN 0.082 0.313
TRIPHE13 0.279 0.188
PERLEN06 0.774 0.274
PENTAN01 0.136 0.103
HEXANE01 0.263 0.265
OCTANE01 0.320 0.355
CUBANE 0.306 0.151
ADAMAN08 0.123 0.091
BCPROP02 0.134 0.101
BAPOCM10 0.101 0.119
BADAMN10 0.445 0.170
ACETYL05 0.478 0.196
MEYCEY 0.240 0.253
MEYCIC 0.409 0.402
Average 0.340 0.281
SD 0.237 0.210
Max. 0.937 1.001
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6.2.5 Conclusions
A training set of nineteen hydrocarbons was chosen in order to derive three new
intermolecular force fields for hydrocarbons, HF+optimized parameters, M06+opti-
mized parameters and MP2+optimized parameters. The energetic and geometric
performance of the new models was compared with the performance of the same
models of electrostatics with FIT parameters (HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT).
A reduction of approximately 1 kJ/mol in the MAD of sublimation enthalpies was
achieved for all the models with optimized parameters. The final MAD for all
the optimized models was close to 1.6 kJ/mol. Moreover, a 6% reduction in the
average rmsd15 with experimental structures was achieved with HF+optimized pa-
rameters, a 17% reduction with M06+optimized parameters and a 17% reduction
with MP2+optimized parameters. Overall, the results showed that average subli-
mation enthalpy errors and average rmsd15 calculated with optimized models are
very small and smaller that those calculated with the FIT models.
However, there were systems in the training set of hydrocarbons that consistently
showed large errors for all the models used. Naphthalene (NAPHTA31) is such a
system that demonstrated large structural deviations from the experimental struc-
ture. NAPHTA31 was determined at 5 K which is the lowest temperature structure
in the training set and by far lower than the average temperature of the set which
is close to room temperature. As a result the unit cell for this structure is predicted
too large. Other compounds with large structural errors are CRYSEN, PHENAN08,
CUBANE, MEYCEY and MEYCIC. These large errors may occur due to different
factors such as the large discrepancy factors in the case of CUBANE and CRY-
SEN, or flexibility, polymorphism and dominant electrostatic energy in the case of
PHENAN08. For MEYCEY and MEYCIC there are conformational changes as
suggested by Table 6.5 but also dominant electrostatics. Large energy errors are
observed for PYRENE03 which can be due to the fact that the energy of the least
stable polymorph was fitted to the experimental sublimation enthalpy.
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6.3 New intermolecular force fields for azahydro-
carbons
Once new parameters for C...C, C...HC and HC ...HC interactions have been de-
rived for a training set of hydrocarbons, new atom types can be introduced. In
this section N is introduced and thus repulsion dispersion parameters for N...N,
C...N, and N...HC interactions were obtained by fitting to a training set of fourteen
azahydrocarbons not exhibiting hydrogen bonding.
6.3.1 Selection of training set data for azahydrocarbons
The molecular diagrams of the chosen compounds are depicted in Figure B.2. The
set was chosen so that it contains N atoms in as many hybridisation states as
possible, including nitriles with R-C≡H functional groups, imines with R-C=N-R
functional groups and other hydrocarbons containing nitrogen.
Further crystallographic information for the training set is given in Table A.2.
Mostly low R-factor structures were added in the set, except for four structures
being above the threshold value. These structures were included nevertheless be-
cause they satisfied other requirements for availability of sublimation enthalpy data
and diversity of hybridisation states for N. Regarding the experimental diffraction
temperatures of the training set crystals, there were mostly above 100 K with only
hexamethylenetetramine (HXMTAM10) being measured at 15 K.
The average rmsd1 values between experimental and optimized conformations cal-
culated at the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) levels, pre-
sented in Table 6.10, are larger than those calculated for hydrocarbons. The largest
average rmsd1 was calculated at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level, 0.028 A˚, followed by
HF/6-31G(d,p), 0.026 A˚ and finally the smallest was calculated for M06/6-31G(d,p),
0.022 A˚. Particularly large deviations between experimental and gas phase con-
formations were calculated for the systems of cis-1,2,3-tricyanocyclopropane (CY-
CYPR), 1,1,2,2-tetracyanocyclopropane (TCYCPR01), 1,8-naphthyridine (NAP-
TYR11), tetracyanoethylene (TCYETY), dicyanoacetylene (DCYANM) and cyano-
gen (CYNGEN). The changes in conformations of the fairly rigid molecules of the
nitriles TCYETY, DCYANM and CYNGEN were unexpectedly large. A possi-
ble explanation for the large deviations of these three systems could be the high
experimental uncertainty of the crystal structures with R-factors above 8.
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Table 6.10: Rmsd1between solid and gas phase conformations of azahydrocar-
bons calculated at three different levels
rmsd1(A˚)
HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
CYNGEN 0.016 0.029 0.047
DCYANM 0.024 0.035 0.056
TCYETY01 0.001 0.001 0.001
TCYTEY 0.035 0.029 0.042
CYCYPR 0.117 0.073 0.069
TCYCPR01 0.071 0.045 0.048
TETDAM03 0.018 0.016 0.019
HXMTAM10 0.014 0.008 0.030
PRMDIN01 0.014 0.006 0.008
PYRAZI01 0.010 0.030 0.011
NAPTYR11 0.029 0.025 0.027
TELPIJ 0.016 0.010 0.013
TRIZIN01 0.007 0.015 0.024
PHENAZ04 0.015 0.006 0.011
BIPYRL04 0.010 0.006 0.011
Average 0.026 0.022 0.028
Five of the molecules in the set are known to exhibit polymorphism. One of the
first molecules in Table A.2, tetracyanoethylene, is know have a rich polymorphic
landscape [95, 127]. The structure of two polymorphs are reported: the cubic form
(TCYETY01) [95] and the monoclinic (TCYETY) [127], both included in the train-
ing set. The cubic form is supposed to be more stable at low temperatures than the
monoclinic form. Another two polymorphs are reported, one observed at pressures
above 3 GPa [form (III)] [128] and the other grown from chloride/ethyl-acetate solu-
tion are room temperature [94], however their existence is questioned [129, 130]. At
atmospheric pressure, triethylenediamine, undergoes a solid-state structural phase
transition at 351 K; the so-called phase I is stable between 433 K and 351 K, phase
II below 351 K [131]. The crystal structure of phase II, TETDAM03, determined
at room temperature from neutron diffraction data was included in the training set
[131]. Two phases are known for s-triazine; a room temperature phase, TRIZIN01,
[132] that is included in the training set and a low temperature phase [133]. The
room temperature polymorph undergoes a phase transition at 198 K to the low
temperature monoclinic phase [133]. Finally, two forms are reported for phenazine,
α-phenazine [134, 135] and β-phenazine [136]. The α-phenazine form, PHENAZ04,
used in this work is more stable at low temperatures [135].
As far as energetic data are concerned, sublimation enthalpies have been reported
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for nine compounds , cyanogen, dicyanoacetylene, tetracyanothylene, triethylenedi-
amine, hexamethylenetetramine, pyrazine, s-triasine, phenazine and 2,2’-bipyridyl.
Multiple measurements adjusted to 298.15 K were available for triethylenediamine,
hexamethylenetetramine, s-triasine and 2,2’-bipyridyl. The standard deviation of
sublimation enthalpy measurements for these compounds was below 4 kJ/mol. A
variety of techniques was used for the measurement of the sublimation enthalpies
given in Table C.2. Most methods were based on vapour pressure measurements
measured with different techniques, from the McLeod gauge technique used for
tetracyanoethylene [137] to piston-manometry for phenazine [138]. It should also
be mentioned that for the particular case of the polymorphic tetracyanoethylene,
the sublimation enthalpy was compared with the lattice energy of the most stable
cubic polymorph, TCYETY01.
6.3.2 HF/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
Similarly to the preceding section for hydrocarbons, here energetic and structural
performance of optimized parameters and FIT parameters for azahydrocarbons is
presented.
Figure 6.3a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with FIT parameters and optimized parameters both sets com-
bined with multipole electrostatics fitted to the HF/6-31G(d,p) charge density. In
Figure 6.3a, calculated energies with FIT parameters, represented by the empty
circles, are within the experimental uncertainty range except for one point. The
energies calculated with optimized parameters represented by blue circles, in the
same plot, are all within the experimental error interval given in gray shading.
Both models, HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters, seem to give a good ener-
getic description of all azahydrocarbon systems.
In Table 6.11, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is within experimental er-
ror at 2.06 kJ/mol, and the SD is 1.37 kJ/mol. The maximum error found with FIT
is 5.40 kJ/mol and corresponds to hexamethylenetetramine crystal (HXMTAM10)
while the minimum absolute error is 0.74 kJ/mol for dicyanoacetylene (DCYANM).
After parameter optimization, MAD reduces by less than 1 kJ/mol to 1.39 kJ/mol
and SD to 1 kJ/mol. The maximum observed error is calculated for HXMTAM10
and it is equal to 2.80 kJ/mol, approximately 2 kJ/mol lower than error calculated
with FIT parameters. All sublimation enthalpy errors calculated with optimized
parameters are smaller than initial errors calculated with FIT, except for the case
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of triethylenediamine (TETDAM03) that the error increases form 1.62 to 2.74 kJ/-
mol and the case of pyrazine (PYRAZI01) for which the error increases form 1.01
to 2.42 kJ/mol. The similarities between the training set structures of this work
and the work of Williams [73], as well as the use of the same level of theory for the
calculation of electrostatics render the initial FIT parameters a very good parame-
ter set for these systems.
The quality of reproduction of experimental structures in terms of their rmsd15 with
computed crystals is presented in Figure 6.3b. The average rmsd15 produced with
the two models is also given in the last columns of Figure 6.3b. The mean rmsd15 is
slightly higher for optimized parameters with poorer structural reproduction after
parameter refinement for seven of the structures. In Table 6.12, the mean rmsd15
of the structures computed with FIT parameters is 0.22 A˚ and the SD is 0.22 A˚.
The structures of CYNGEN, NAPTYR11 and PHENAZ04 are above the mean
rmsd15 with PHENAZ04 having the highest value of 0.86 A˚. After optimization,
the mean rmsd15 increases by 3% to 0.28 A˚ and the SD reduces slightly to 0.20 A˚.
The maximum rmsd15 calculated for PHENAZ04, is 0.81 A˚, slightly smaller than
the maximum rmsd15 calculated with FIT of 0.86 A˚.
Table 6.11: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of azahydrocarbons. Energies refer to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized
parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 1.69 0.64
DCYANM 0.74 1.55
TCYETY01 2.22 0.44
TETDAM03 1.62 2.74
HXMTAM10 5.40 2.80
PYRAZI01 1.01 2.42
TRIZIN01 2.48 0.57
PHENAZ04 2.01 0.80
BIPYRL04 1.38 0.60
MAD 2.06 1.39
SD 1.37 1.00
Max. 5.40 2.80
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Figure 6.3: Energy and structural performance of HF+FIT parameters and
HF+optimized parameters for azahydrocarbons. a) Correlation between exper-
imental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new pa-
rameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.12: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of aza-
hydrocarbons. Geometries refer to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters
models.
rmsd15(A˚)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 0.512 0.499
DCYANM 0.215 0.180
TCYETY01 0.011 0.015
TCYTEY 0.280 0.265
CYCYPR 0.151 0.136
TCYCPR01 0.092 0.105
TETDAM03 0.125 0.133
HXMTAM10 0.028 0.071
PRMDIN01 0.107 0.143
PYRAZI01 0.191 0.199
NAPTYR11 0.332 0.345
TELPIJ 0.158 0.218
TRIZIN01 0.109 0.136
PHENAZ04 0.859 0.806
BIPYRL04 0.175 0.217
Average 0.223 0.231
SD 0.216 0.197
Max. 0.859 0.806
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6.3.3 M06/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The FIT and optimized parameters performance combined with electrostatics fitted
to the M06/6-31G(d,p) charge density is presented in this section.
Figure 6.4a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with the two models. In Figure 6.4a, sublimation enthalpies cal-
culated with FIT parameters, represented by the empty circles, are underestimated
with three systems being out of the experimental uncertainty range. The ener-
gies calculated with optimized parameters represented by blue circles, in the same
plot, are all within the experimental error range given in gray shading. It can be
concluded that there is an improved energy reproduction with M06+optimized pa-
rameters model compared to the M06+FIT parameters model.
In Table 6.13, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is within experimental er-
ror at 3.64 kJ/mol, and the SD is 2.16 kJ/mol. The maximum error found with FIT
is 6.80 kJ/mol and corresponds to tetracyanoethylene (TCYETY01) crystal while
the minimum absolute error is 0.67 kJ/mol for phenazine (PHENAZ04). After the
parameter optimization, the MAD reduces by more than 2 kJ/mol to 1.03 kJ/mol
and the SD to 1.1 kJ/mol. The maximum error calculated for HXMTAM10, is equal
to 2.69 kJ/mol and it is smaller than the maximum calculated error with M06+FIT.
All sublimation enthalpy errors calculated with optimized parameters are smaller
than the initial errors calculated with FIT parameters, except for the case of HXM-
TAM10 that the error increases by more than 1kJ/mol. An excellent fit of zero is
achieved for tetracyanothylene (TCYETY01) and phenazine (PHENAZ04).
The quality of reproduction of experimental structures in terms of their rmsd15
with computed crystals is presented in Figure 6.4b. The average rmsd15 produced
with the two models is also given in the last columns of Figure 6.4b with blue for
M06+FIT and orange for M06+optimized parameters. The mean rmsd15 is slightly
improved for optimized parameters with most systems improving or maintaining
the same rmsd15 as with M06+FIT.
In Table 6.14, the mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters is
0.22 A˚ and the SD is 0.18 A˚. The structures of CYNGEN, NAPTYR11, PHENAZ04
and TCYETY are above the mean rmsd15 with PHENAZ04 having the highest
rmsd15 0.73 A˚. The parameter refinement results in a 7% drop of the mean rmsd15
to 0.21 A˚ and the drop of SD to 0.17 A˚. The maximum rmsd15 calculated for
PHENAZ04 is 0.63 A˚, smaller than the maximum rmsd15 calculated with FIT.
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Figure 6.4: Energy and structural performance of M06+FIT parameters and
M06+optimized parameters for azahydrocarbons. a) Correlation between ex-
perimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new
parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.13: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation en-
thalpies of azahydrocarbons. Energies refer to the M06+FIT and M06+optimized
parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 4.25 0.10
DCYANM 3.36 0.84
TCYETY01 6.80 0.00
TETDAM03 3.34 2.18
HXMTAM10 1.04 2.69
PYRAZI01 6.07 2.29
TRIZIN01 5.21 0.01
PHENAZ04 0.67 0.00
BIPYRL04 1.98 1.19
MAD 3.64 1.03
SD 2.16 1.10
Max.D 6.80 2.69
Table 6.14: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of azahy-
drocarbons. Geometries refer to the M06+FIT and M06+optimized parameters
models.
rmsd15(A˚)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 0.515 0.506
DCYANM 0.215 0.159
TCYETY01 0.034 0.057
TCYTEY 0.289 0.261
CYCYPR 0.152 0.162
TCYCPR01 0.115 0.102
TETDAM03 0.142 0.072
HXMTAM10 0.061 0.001
PRMDIN01 0.121 0.110
PYRAZI01 0.170 0.201
NAPTYR11 0.313 0.308
TELPIJ 0.191 0.181
TRIZIN01 0.121 0.121
PHENAZ04 0.733 0.629
BIPYRL04 0.170 0.229
Average 0.223 0.207
SD 0.183 0.168
Max. 0.733 0.629
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6.3.4 MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
Finally in this section, the performance of FIT and optimized parameters combined
with electrostatics fitted to the MP2/6-31G(d,p) charge density is presented.
Figure 6.5a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with the two models. In Figure 6.5a, calculated energies with FIT
parameters, represented by the empty circles, are within experimental uncertainty
except for one system. The energies calculated with optimized parameters repre-
sented by blue circles, in the same plot, are all within the experimental error range
given in gray shading. Both models, MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters,
seem to give a sufficient energetic description of all azahydrocarbon systems.
In Table 6.15, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is 2.57 kJ/mol and the SD
is 1.65 kJ/mol. The maximum error found with FIT is 5.92 kJ/mol and corresponds
again to hexamethylenetetramine crystal (HXMTAM10) while the minimum abso-
lute error is 0.49 kJ/mol for pyrazine (PYRAZI01). After parameter optimization,
the MAD reduces by less than 1 kJ/mol to 1.71 kJ/mol and the SD to 1.05 kJ/mol.
The maximum observed error is calculated for TETDAM03 and is equal to 3.76
kJ/mol, approximately 2 kJ/mol higher than error calculated with FIT parameters.
The errors calculated with optimized parameters are smaller than the initial errors
calculated with FIT parameters, except for the structures TETDAM03, PYRAZI01
and BIPYRL04 for which the errors increased by up to 2 kJ/mol.
The quality of reproduction of experimental structures with the two models is pre-
sented in Figure 6.5b. The average rmsd15 of the two models is also given in the
last columns of Figure 6.5b. The mean rmsd15 remains the same for optimized
parameters and there is poorer structural reproduction after parameter refinement
for seven of the structures.
In Table 6.16, mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters is
0.22 A˚ and SD is 0.21 A˚. As in the case of HF/6-31G(d,p) and M06/6-31G(d,p)
electrostatics, the structure of phenazine (PHENAZ04) is poorly predicted with the
MP2+FIT parameters and has the highest rmsd15 of 0.85 A˚. Structures with high
rmsd15 above the mean of the set are CYNGEN, NAPTYR11 and TCYETY. After
optimization, the mean rmsd15 remains to 0.22 A˚ and the SD reduces by 30% to
0.15 A˚. The maximum rmsd15 calculated for PHENAZ04 is 0.53 A˚, smaller than
the maximum rmsd15 calculated with FIT, suggesting a smaller variation of errors
in the set.
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Figure 6.5: Energy and structural performance of MP2+FIT parameters and
MP2+optimized parameters for azahydrocarbons. a) Correlation between ex-
perimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new
parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.15: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublima-
tion enthalpies of azahydrocarbons. Energies refer to the MP2+FIT and
MP2+optimized parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 3.55 1.45
DCYANM 2.60 0.65
TCYETY01 2.22 1.53
TETDAM03 1.61 3.76
HXMTAM10 5.92 2.20
PYRAZI01 0.49 2.41
TRIZIN01 3.82 1.72
PHENAZ04 1.71 0.10
BIPYRL04 1.22 1.59
MAD 2.57 1.71
SD 1.65 1.05
Max.D 5.92 3.76
Table 6.16: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of azahy-
drocarbons. Geometries refer to the MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters
models.
rmsd15(A˚)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
CYNGEN 0.529 0.520
DCYANM 0.190 0.181
TCYETY01 0.011 0.025
TCYTEY 0.240 0.276
CYCYPR 0.126 0.103
TCYCPR01 0.118 0.120
TETDAM03 0.119 0.095
HXMTAM10 0.043 0.041
PRMDIN01 0.112 0.167
PYRAZI01 0.176 0.229
NAPTYR11 0.313 0.308
TELPIJ 0.170 0.245
TRIZIN01 0.117 0.171
PHENAZ04 0.853 0.526
BIPYRL04 0.184 0.256
Average 0.220 0.218
SD 0.213 0.149
Max. 0.853 0.526
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6.3.5 Conclusions
A training set of fourteen azahydrocarbons was chosen in order to derive three
new intermolecular force fields for azahydrocarbons, HF+optimized parameters,
M06+optimized parameters and MP2+optimized parameters. The energetic and
geometric performance of the new models was compared with the performance of
the same models of electrostatics with FIT parameters (HF+FIT, M06+FIT and
MP2+FIT).
The final MAD in sublimation enthalpies obtained with the optimized models was
less than 1.7 kJ/mol. The reductions in the MAD in sublimations enthalpies were
0.7 kJ/mol for HF+optimized parameters, 2.6 kJ/mol for M06+optimized param-
eters and 0.9 kJ/mol for MP2+optimized parameters. The average rmsd15 with
experimental structures reduced by 7% in the case of M06+optimized parameters
and only 1% in the case of MP2+optimized parameters. For the HF+optimized
parameters model a better structural reproduction was not achieved and the aver-
age rmsd15 increased by 4%. The results of the HF+optimized parameters model
are associated with a very small reduction of the objective function value by 4%.
Overall, the results showed that average sublimation enthalpy errors and the av-
erage rmsd15 calculated with optimized models were sufficiently small even when
significant reductions of errors could not be achieved.
Large sublimation enthalpy and structural errors were calculated for HXMTAM10
with some of the models. HXMTAM10 is a structure observed at low tempera-
ture; 15 K lower than the average temperature of the training set. Other structures
with large structural errors are BIPYRL04, PYRAZI01, PRMDIN01, TELPIJ and
TRIZIN01. For BIPYRL04 there is a number of factors that could result in a poor
fit, such as the flexibility of the molecule (one flexible torsion), the large discrep-
ancy diffraction factor 5.32. TELPIJ is also a molecule expected to be flexible.
S-triazine (TRIZIN01) demonstrates polymorphism and with the sublimation en-
thalpy assigned to the high temperature polymorph a poor fit should be expected.
The is no straightforward explanation for the case of PYRAZI01 and PRMDIN01.
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6.4 New intermolecular force fields for oxohydro-
carbons
The next element/atom type introduced in the list of atom types used so far in this
study, is oxygen. Interaction parameters between oxygen, carbon and hydrogen,
O..O, C...O, O...HC , need to be estimated and as a result the training set that was
used for these interactions includes hydrocarbons containing oxygen.
6.4.1 Selection of training set data for oxohydrocarbons
As performed for other sets, carbon and hydrogen interaction parameters were trans-
ferred from earlier parameterizations on hydrocarbons. The compounds included in
the training set shown in Figure B.3, were chosen so that they contain oxygen atoms
with one bond or two bonds. The set includes molecules with a variety of functional
groups based in oxygen such as ethers, ketones and acid anhydrides. Hydrocarbons
with hydroxy groups and carboxyl groups were not included in the set since they
contain hydrogens bonded to oxygen, an atom type that could be fitted later on.
Regarding the flexibility of this training set, rmsd1 between solid and gas phase con-
formations were calculated and presented in Table 6.17. The average rmsd values be-
tween experimental and optimized conformations calculated at the HF/6-31G(d,p),
M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) levels, are comparable to the values calcu-
lated for the set of organosulphur compounds and larger than values calculated for
hydrocarbons. The largest average rmsd1 is calculated at MP2/6-31G(d,p) level,
0.048 A˚, followed by HF/6-31G(d,p), 0.043 A˚ and finally the smallest average rmsd1
is calculated for M06/6-31G(d,p), 0.040 A˚. The conformations of cyclohexane-1,4-
dione (CYHEXO), 1,3,5,7-tetroxocane (TOXOCN), s-trioxane (TROXAN) and rac-
3,6-Dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione (BICVIS) have the largest deviations between
their solid and gas phase conformations as shown in Table 6.17. The large devia-
tions can be due to flexibility of the molecules but also due to experimental errors
of the diffraction data. Specifically for CYHEXO and TROXAN the discrepancy
indexes are 8.1 and 6.7 respectively, suggesting high uncertainty of experimental
data.
The crystal structure data are presented in the Table A.3. Even though four of the
training set structures demonstrate particularly high discrepancy factors, above 6,
they were not eliminated from consideration since there were available sublimation
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enthalpy measurements for these structures. Room temperature structures are also
present in the set.
Two of the structures in Table A.3 demonstrate polymorphism, 1,4-dioxane and
furan. 1,4-Dioxane exists in a high temperature monoclinic phase [form I] in the
temperature region from 278 to 285 K and in a low temperature monoliclinic phase
[form II] below 133 to 278 K [139]. Only the low temperature polymorph of 1,4-
dioxane, CUKCIU03, was included in the training set. Finally furan at atmospheric
pressure is known to appear in a disordered phase I (stable between 187 and 150 K)
and an orthorhombic phase II, stable below 150 K [140]. Only the disordered phase
I with reference code FURANE10 was included in the training set of structures.
In Table C.3 is shown a set of the seven sublimation enthalpies included in the
Table 6.17: Rmd1between solid and gas phase conformations of oxohydrocar-
bons calculated at three different levels
rmsd1(A˚)
HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
CUKCIU03 0.017 0.013 0.016
TROXAN 0.049 0.037 0.032
TOXOCN 0.057 0.057 0.056
SUCANH12 0.023 0.017 0.076
PTOXEC 0.025 0.028 0.025
CYHEXO 0.180 0.187 0.182
BICVIS 0.037 0.032 0.062
BNZQUI03 0.012 0.004 0.009
FURANE10 0.011 0.017 0.021
KEMZIL 0.016 0.008 0.001
Average 0.043 0.040 0.048
training set. The measurements correspond to the crystal of CUKCIU03, TROXAN,
TOXOCN, SUCANH12, PTOXEC, CYHEXO and BNZQUI03. For each compound
there are more than one measurements available except for CUKCIU03. The stan-
dard deviation of measurements for each compound was below the threshold 4.9
kJ/mol. Furthermore TROXAN, TOXOCN, SUCANH12, PTOXEC, CYHEXO
were measured by direct calorimetry while BNZQUI03 by DSC. The sublimation
enthalpy of CUKCIU03 was calculated from vapour pressure data.
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6.4.2 HF/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
Here, the energetic and structural performance of optimized parameters and FIT
parameters for oxohydrocarbons is presented.
Figure 6.6a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with FIT parameters (empty blue circles) and optimized param-
eters (blue circles) both sets combined with multipole electrostatics fitted to the
HF/6-31G(d,p) charge density. In Figure 6.6a, FIT parameters lead to unreason-
able results for sublimation enthalpies and most systems are not bound at all to
the HF+FIT model. With optimized parameters there are three systems out of the
experimental error range. Both models, HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters
seem to poorly reproduce experimental energies.
In Table 6.18, the MAD calculated with FIT is out of the experimental error range
at 6.92 kJ/mol and the SD is 4.49 kJ/mol. The maximum error found with FIT
is 14.55 kJ/mol and corresponds to the 1,4-dioxane crystal (CUKCIU03) while the
minimum absolute error is 1.97 kJ/mol for cyclohexane-1,4-dione (CYHEXO). After
parameter optimization, the MAD reduces by less than 1 kJ/mol to 6.48 kJ/mol
and the SD increases to 5.09 kJ/mol. The maximum observed error is calculated
for PTOXEC and is equal to 15.10 kJ/mol. Sublimation enthalpy errors calculated
with optimized parameters seem to decrease only for the systems of CUKCIU03,
SUCANH12 and BNZQUI03.
The rmsd15 of experimental structures with computed crystals is presented in Fig-
ure 6.6b. The average rmsd15 produced with the two models is also given in the last
columns of Figure 6.6b. The mean rmsd15 calculated for HF+FIT model remains
the same after parameter refinement.
In Table 6.19, mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters is
0.38 A˚ and SD is 0.31 A˚. The structures of TOXOCN, CYHEXO and BICVIS are
above the mean rmsd15 with TOXOCN having the highest value of 0.98 A˚. After
optimization, the mean rmsd15 remains 0.38 A˚ and the SD increases slightly to
0.38 A˚. The maximum rmsd15 calculated for BICVIS and TOXOCN is larger than
the maximum rmsd15calculated with FIT and is equal to 1.1 A˚ and 1 A˚ respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Energy and structural performance of HF+FIT parameters and
HF+optimized parameters for oxohydrocarbons. a) Correlation between exper-
imental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new pa-
rameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.18: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of oxohydrocarbons. Energies refer to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized
parameters models
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 14.55 10.08
TROXAN 1.77 3.09
TOXOCN 7.77 8.62
SUCANH12 5.72 4.49
PTOXEC 10.01 15.10
CYHEXO 1.97 3.99
BNZQUI03 6.66 0.01
MAD 6.92 6.48
SD 4.49 5.09
Max.D 14.55 15.10
Table 6.19: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of oxo-
hydrocarbons. Geometries refer to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters
models
rmsd15(A˚)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 0.304 0.333
TROXAN 0.093 0.107
TOXOCN 0.977 1.008
SUCANH12 0.081 0.183
PTOXEC 0.135 0.099
CYHEXO 0.471 0.432
BICVIS 0.870 1.117
BNZQUI03 0.304 0.191
FURANE10 0.274 0.126
KEMZIL 0.310 0.213
Average 0.382 0.381
SD 0.310 0.375
Max. 0.977 1.117
6.4.3 M06/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
In this section the structural and energetic performance of FIT parameters and
optimized parameters combined with multipole electrostatics fitted to the M06/6-
31G(d,p) charge density is presented.
Figure 6.7a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
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calculated values with FIT parameters (empty blue circles) and optimized parame-
ters (blue circles). In the same figure, FIT parameters lead to unreasonable results
for sublimation enthalpies all the systems being out of the experimental error range.
For optimized parameters predictions seem to improve for all the systems, but there
are at least three systems for which energies are predicted out of the experimental
error range. The M06+optimized parameters models results in improved sublima-
tion enthalpy prediction but the reasons of poor performance of some systems needs
to be further investigated.
In Table 6.20, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is out of the experimental
error range at 9.46 kJ/mol and the SD is 6.36 kJ/mol. The maximum error found
with FIT parameters is 18.22 kJ/mol and corresponds to PTOXEC while the min-
imum absolute error is 0.52 kJ/mol for BNZQUI03. After parameter optimization,
the MAD reduces to 6.71 kJ/mol and the SD to 5.44 kJ/mol. The maximum ob-
served error is calculated for PTOXEC and it is equal to 15.58 kJ/mol. Sublimation
enthalpy errors calculated with optimized parameters seem to decrease for all the
systems except for BNZQUI03 that remains stable at 0.51 kJ/mol.
The rmsd15 of experimental crystals and relaxed crystals is presented in Figure 6.7b.
The average rmsd15 produced with the two models is also given in the last columns
of Figure 6.7b, in blue for M06+FIT parameters and orange for M06+optimized pa-
rameters. The mean rmsd15 calculated for M06+FIT model slightly decreases after
parameter refinement. New parameters result in improved structure reproduction
for six of the structures in the training set.
In Table 6.21, the mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters
is 0.35 A˚ and the SD is 0.21 A˚. The structures of TOXOCN, CYHEXO, BICVIS,
CUKCIU03, FURANE10 and KEMZIL are above the mean rmsd15 with TOXOCN
having the highest value of 0.79 A˚. After optimization, the mean rmsd15 decreases
by 9% to 0.32 A˚ and the SD increases slightly to 0.22 A˚. The maximum rmsd15
is found for TOXOCN which is 0.88 A˚ and is larger than the maximum rmsd15
calculated with FIT. Except for rmsd15 of TOXOCN, SUCANH12, PTOXEC and
TROXAN all other structures demonstrate improved structural reproduction.
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Figure 6.7: Energy and structural performance of M06+FIT parameters and
M06+optimized parameters for oxohydrocarbons. a) Correlation between ex-
perimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new
parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.20: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation en-
thalpies of oxohydrocarbons. Energies refer to the M06+FIT and M06+optimized
parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 11.27 10.52
TROXAN 7.20 1.79
TOXOCN 16.82 9.68
SUCANH12 6.76 3.31
PTOXEC 18.22 15.58
CYHEXO 5.44 5.59
BNZQUI03 0.52 0.51
MAD 9.46 6.71
SD 6.36 5.44
Max.D 18.22 15.58
Table 6.21: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of oxohy-
drocarbons. Geometries refer to the M06+FIT and M06+optimized parameters
models.
rmsd15(A˚)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 0.341 0.301
TROXAN 0.079 0.167
TOXOCN 0.789 0.879
SUCANH12 0.117 0.189
PTOXEC 0.147 0.153
CYHEXO 0.533 0.478
BICVIS 0.405 0.333
BNZQUI03 0.344 0.234
FURANE10 0.371 0.230
KEMZIL 0.356 0.184
Average 0.348 0.315
SD 0.211 0.221
Max. 0.789 0.879
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6.4.4 MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
In this section the energetic and structural performance of optimized parameters
and FIT parameters combined with multipole electrostatics fitted to the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) charge density is presented.
Figure 6.8a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with FIT parameters (empty blue circles) and optimized param-
eters (blue circles). In Figure 6.8a, FIT parameters lead to unreasonable results
for sublimation enthalpies and most of the systems are not bound at all to the
MP2+FIT model. After parameter refinement there is stronger correlation between
experimental and calculated sublimation enthalpies but there are still outliers.
In Table 6.22, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is out of the experimental
error range at 9.92 kJ/mol and the SD is 4.50 kJ/mol. The maximum error found
with FIT is 15.43 kJ/mol and corresponds to the 1,3,5,7,9-pentoxecane (PTOXEC)
crystal while the minimum absolute error is 3.09 kJ/mol for BNZQUI03. After
parameter optimization, the MAD reduces to 6.42 kJ/mol and the SD increases to
5.37 kJ/mol. The maximum energy error is calculated for PTOXEC and is equal to
14.73 kJ/mol, approximately 1 kJ/mol smaller than the prediction with MP2+FIT.
The smallest error calculated for TROXAN is 0.51 kJ/mol, 5 kJ/mol less than the
error calculated with FIT. Sublimation enthalpies predictions improve with opti-
mized parameters for all systems in the training set.
The rmsd15 between experimental and relaxed crystals is presented in Figure 6.8b.
The average rmsd15 produced with the two models is also given in the last columns of
Figure 6.8b. The mean rmsd15 calculated for MP2+FIT model falls after parameter
refinement. The structure reproduction of TROXAN, TOXOCN and SUCANH12
seems not to be improving with optimized parameters as shown in the same figure.
In Table 6.23, mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters is
0.38 A˚ and SD is 0.26 A˚. The structures of TOXOCN, CYHEXO and BICVIS are
above the mean rmsd15 with TOXOCN having the highest value of 1.02 A˚. After
optimization, the mean rmsd15 decreases by 10% to 0.35 A˚ and the SD increases
slightly to 0.27 A˚. The maximum rmsd15 calculated for TOXOCN is 1.05 A˚. Rmsd15
deviations are smaller with MP2+optimized parameters for all systems except for
TROXAN, TOXOCN and SUCANH12.
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Figure 6.8: Energy and structural performance of MP2+FIT parameters and
MP2+optimized parameters for oxohydrocarbons. a) Correlation between ex-
perimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new
parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.22: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublima-
tion enthalpies of oxohydrocarbons. Energies refer to the MP2+FIT and
MP2+optimized parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 12.31 10.76
TROXAN 5.01 0.51
TOXOCN 13.13 6.90
SUCANH12 11.65 1.88
PTOXEC 15.43 14.73
CYHEXO 8.81 8.65
BNZQUI03 3.09 1.50
MAD 9.92 6.42
SD 4.50 5.37
Max.D 15.43 14.73
Table 6.23: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of oxohy-
drocarbons. Geometries refer to the MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters
models.
rmsd15(A˚)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
CUKCIU03 0.330 0.286
TROXAN 0.078 0.182
TOXOCN 1.025 1.057
SUCANH12 0.279 0.298
PTOXEC 0.151 0.141
CYHEXO 0.556 0.463
BICVIS 0.400 0.344
BNZQUI03 0.295 0.287
FURANE10 0.369 0.218
KEMZIL 0.362 0.171
Average 0.385 0.345
SD 0.261 0.268
Max. 1.025 1.057
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6.4.5 Conclusions
A small set of ten oxohydrocarbons was chosen in order to derive three new in-
termolecular force fields for oxohydrocarbons, HF+optimized parameters, M06+
optimized parameters and MP2+optimized parameters. The energetic and geomet-
ric performance of the new models was compared with the performance of the same
models of electrostatics with FIT parameters (HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT).
A reduction of up to 3.5 kJ/mol in the MAD of sublimation enthalpies was achieved
with the optimized models. The smallest reduction in the MAD was observed for
HF+optimized parameters model as in the case of hydrocarbons and azahydrocar-
bons. The final MAD in sublimation enthalpies was higher than those obtained for
hydrocarbons and azahydrocarbons and they were 6.5 kJ/mol for HF+optimised pa-
rameters, 6.7 kJ/mol for M06+optimised parameters and 6.4 kJ/mol for MP2+ opti-
mized parameters. The average rmsd15 with experimental structures reduced by 9%
in the case of M06+optimized parameters and 10% in the case of MP2+optimized
parameters. For the HF+optimized parameters model a better structural repro-
duction was not achieved and the average rmsd15 remained the same. Overall, the
results showed that the average sublimation enthalpy errors are smaller than those
calculated with the FIT parameters but higher than the estimated experimental
uncertainty range. The average rmsd15 calculated with optimized models were suf-
ficiently small even when significant reductions of errors could not be achieved.
Poor overall results were obtained for oxohydrocarbons and there is a number of
systems for which predictions systematically failed to be improved. The large en-
ergy errors for PTOXEC could be due to high uncertainty of the experimental
measurements. Among the structures with large structural errors were TROXAN,
TOXOCN, SUCHN12. It should also be mentioned that TROXAN is a flexible
molecule. SUCHN12 is a molecule for which electrostatics appear to be dominant.
Finally for TOXOCN there is a possible effect of C-H...O hydrogen bonding. This
type of hydrogen bonding is weaker than C-H...O hydrogen bond and can be divided
into strength categories but there is no strong bonding for H...O distances greater
than 2.5 A˚ [74]. Among the structures considered only BNZQUI03 and TOXOCN
demonstrate C-H...O distances less than 2.5 A˚.
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6.5 New intermolecular force fields for organosul-
phur compounds
New transferable S...S, C..S and S...HC interaction parameters for the Buckingham
potential were obtained by fitting to a training set of organosulphur compounds.
6.5.1 Selection of training set data for organosulphur com-
pounds
To obtain new repulsion dispersion parameters, a training set of eleven organosul-
phur compounds containing C, HC and S was chosen, shown in Figure B.4. Molecules
with different sulfur-containing functional groups, thioethers characterised by C-S-
C bonds, disulfides R-S-S-R and polysulfides, thiophenes and the more uncommon
thioketones R-C(=S)R’, were included in the training set presented in Figure B.4.
During the refinement of S...S, C..S and S...HC interaction parameters C and HC
parameters were assumed as derived from hydrocarbon crystal structures.
In Table 6.24, the rmsd1 between solid and gas phase conformations calculated at
the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) level is given for every
compound in the training set together with the average rmsd1 for all the set. The
highest average rmsd1 obtained when using the HF/6-31G(d,p) level, is 0.079 A˚ and
is approximately seven times larger than the highest average value measured for the
hydrocarbons set, suggesting higher flexibility of the compounds in this set. These
structures were not excluded from the set nevertheless due to the lack of structures
that meet all the criteria set (e.g. low R-factor, fairly rigid conformations). The
lowest average rmsd1 is calculated at the M06/6-31G(d,p) level, 0.032 A˚. Among
the structures with the highest rmsd1 are the structures FABPON11, LEVMUU,
DTENYL02, BAHNUU and BAHNUU01. For the M06/6-31G(d,p) level one more
structure, LIQWEN, has larger rmsd1 than the average of the set. Finally the av-
erage rmsd1 for MP2/6-31G(d,p) is between M06/6-31G(d,p) and HF/6-31G(d,p)
at 0.029 A˚.
Crystallographic information for every structure in the set is given in Table A.4.
Only low R-factor structures, below 5, were included in this set. Six of the structures
are observed at room temperature and the remaining at temperatures 100 K and
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Table 6.24: Rmsd1 between solid and gas phase conformations for organosul-
phur compounds in training set calculated at three different levels.
rmsd1(A˚)
HF/6-31G(d,p) M06/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d,p)
PADQAN 0.016 0.013 0.007
LIQWEN 0.022 0.050 0.039
DITHAN02 0.008 0.010 0.007
ZAVHAF 0.017 0.021 0.017
FABPON11 0.115 0.044 0.105
DTOLTO 0.019 0.026 0.025
LEVMUU 0.517 0.064 0.218
DTENYL02 0.035 0.032 0.028
TRITAN03 0.013 0.019 0.017
BAHNUU 0.040 0.039 0.043
BAHNUU01 0.032 0.037 0.033
Average 0.076 0.032 0.049
above. Among the training set structures only pentathiepino(6,7-b)benzo(d)thiophene
is synthesised and observed in two polymorphs BAHNUU [form II] and BAHNUU01
[form I] [141] for which there are no relative stability information and which were
both included in the the training set.
Sublimation enthalpies were available for five of the compounds in the training set
and are listed in Table C.4. For all compounds in Table C.4 there was only one sub-
limation enthalpy measurement reported for each compound except for DITHAN02
and TRITAN03 for which there were more than one measurements available. The
standard deviation of the measurements for these structures was less than 4.9 kJ/-
mol. The sublimation enthalpy of DTENYL02 was measured by Knudsen effusion
while for FABPON11 and DTOLTO the method is not specified.
6.5.2 HF/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The energetic performance of HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters is presented
in Table 6.25 and Figure 6.9a, whereas the geometric performance is presented in
Table 6.26 and Figure 6.9b.
Figure 6.9a shows the correlation between experimental sublimation energies and
calculated values with FIT parameters and optimized parameters when both sets are
combined with electrostatics modelled by multipoles fitted to the HF/6-31G(d,p)
charge density. The FIT parameter set, that contains S...S interaction parameters
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not derived by a self-consistent procedure but rather taken from literature [11],
significantly underestimates sublimation energies. Some systems are significantly
underestimated by the HF+FIT model. For the new optimized parameters all
results are significantly improved but only two systems fall within the estimated
experimental error.
In Table 6.25, the MAD for energies calculated with FIT is significantly high at 19.9
kJ/mol, outside the experimental uncertainty range, and the SD is 13.3 kJ/mol.
The maximum error found with FIT is 35 kJ/mol and corresponds to 5-phenyl-
3H-1,2-dithiole-3-thione crystal (FABPON11) while the minimum absolute error is
3.7 kJ/mol for 1,4-dithiane (DITHAN02). After parameter optimization, MAD is
significantly reduced to 6 kJ/mol and SD drops to 2.2 kJ/mol. The maximum error
for 5-phenyl-3H-1,2-dithiole-3-thione (FABPON11) reduces to 10 kJ/mol. Reesti-
mation of repulsion dispersion parameters is shown to improve the description of
available experimental energies. A greater deviation is observed from the sublima-
tion enthalpy data of organosulphur compounds than from the data of hydrocarbons
but there is no information available on experimental error and so more data would
be useful in increasing the statistical significance of the model. In order to evaluate
the ability of the two models to reproduce experimental structures, the rmsd15 be-
tween experimental crystals and computed crystals with FIT parameters in blue and
with optimized parameters in orange is given in Figure 6.9b. The average rmsd15
is also given in Figure 6.9b. The mean rmsd15 increases with optimized parameters
and more than half of the structures diverge significantly from the experimental
crystals.
In Table 6.26, the mean rmsd15 of the structures computed with FIT parameters
is 0.34 A˚ and the SD is 0.15 A˚. The structures of PADQAN, ZAVHAF, LEVMUU
and BAHNUU are above the mean rmsd15 with LEVMUU having the highest value
of 0.68 A˚. After optimization, the mean rmsd15 increases to 0.52 A˚ and the SD
to 0.39 A˚. There is a dramatic increase of the rmsd15 of LEVMUU to 1.56 A˚. A
degradation of the reproduction of structures ZAVHAF, LEVMUU, DTENYL02,
BAHNUU and BAHNUU01 is observed.
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Figure 6.9: Energy and structural performance of HF+FIT parameters and
HF+optimized parameters for organosulphur compounds. a) Correlation between
experimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters and new
parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the experimental
error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed structures.
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Table 6.25: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of organosulphur compounds. Energies refer to the HF+FIT and
HF+optimized parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
DITHAN02 3.68 7.27
FABPON11 35.02 10.31
DTOLTO 20.70 0.28
DTENYL02 9.54 2.58
TRITAN03 30.52 10.00
MAD 19.89 6.09
SD 13.33 4.48
Max.D 35.02 10.31
Table 6.26: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of
organosulphur compounds. Geometries refer to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized
parameters models.
rmsd15(A˚)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
PADQAN 0.408 0.313
LIQWEN 0.216 0.195
DITHAN02 0.203 0.202
ZAVHAF 0.425 0.558
FABPON11 0.321 0.303
DTOLTO 0.348 0.254
LEVMUU 0.680 1.561
DTENYL02 0.172 0.734
TRITAN03 0.184 0.227
BAHNUU 0.519 0.842
BAHNUU01 0.257 0.530
Average 0.339 0.520
SD 0.152 0.411
Max. 0.680 1.561
6.5.3 M06/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
It should be reminded that the results presented in this section correspond to the
performance of the parameters for S...S, S...HC , S...C and S...N interactions, read-
justed to an extended training set of organosulpur compounds and organosulphur
compounds containing N given in Figures B.2 B.4. The values of the parameters
derived for the extended set were given in Table 6.3. This approach was followed in
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order to avoid overfitting the parameters for N...S interactions and to ensure further
transferability.
The performance of FIT parameters and optimized parameters combined with elec-
trostatics fitted to the M06/6-13G(d,p) charge density is presented in Figure 6.10
and Tables 6.27 and 6.28.
The FIT parameters significantly underestimate all sublimation enthalpies, with all
predicted energies being out of the experimental error range, as presented in Fig-
ure 6.10a. The same model with optimized parameters improves the accuracy of
the calculations as the computed energies are more correlated with experimental
values. Moreover, the energies of three out of five systems fall within experimental
uncertainty. There is a slight overestimation of experimental sublimation enthalpy
for the three systems.
In Table 6.27 the absolute errors in the calculated energies are presented for both
sets of parameters. Calculations with FIT parameters result in a MAD of 24.2 kJ/-
mol with a SD of 13.7 kJ/mol. FABPON11 demonstrates the highest error which
is 38.7 kJ/mol and with another two structures DTOLTO and TRITAN03 having
errors above the MAD. In the same table, optimized parameters predict the energies
with a MAD 4.8 kJ/mol and SD 2.8 kJ/mol. The new MAD is 20 kJ/mol lower
than the initial prediction with FIT and within experimental uncertainty. The max-
imum absolute error is observed for FABPON11 and is 8.3kJ/mol, 30kJ/mol lower
than the energy prediction with FIT. The absolute error in the calculated energy
for TRITAN03 falls to 6.8 kJ/mol.
The geometry performance of the two models is presented in terms of rmsd15 be-
tween predicted and experimental structures in Figure 6.10b. The rmsd15 increases
by one third on average with the new model. The rmsd15 is higher for most struc-
tures calculated with optimized parameters and especially for DTENYL02 and
BAHNUU01 it is more than twice higher. In Table 6.28, the mean rmsd15 observed
with FIT is 0.29 A˚ and the SD is 0.12 A˚. The maximum deviation is observed for
the structure of BAHNUU followed by PADQAN, ZAVHAF and DTOLTO. With
optimized parameters the mean rmsd15 increases to 0.44 A˚and the SD to 0.26 A˚.
The highest deviation with optimized parameters is observed for DTENYL02 that
climbs to 0.94 A˚, followed by BAHNUU, ZAVHAF and BAHNUU01 that are also
above the mean.
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Figure 6.10: Energy and structural performance of M06+FIT parameters and
M06+optimized parameters for organosulphur compounds. a) Correlation be-
tween experimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters
and new parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the ex-
perimental error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed struc-
tures.
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Table 6.27: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of organosulphur compounds. Energies refer to the M06+FIT and
M06+optimized parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
DITHAN02 7.36 4.66
FABPON11 38.71 8.33
DTOLTO 25.82 3.01
DTENYL02 13.43 1.18
TRITAN03 35.81 6.81
MAD 24.23 4.80
SD 13.67 2.86
Max.D 38.71 8.33
Table 6.28: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures
of organosulphur compounds. Geometries refer to the M06+FIT and
M06+optimized parameters models.
rmsd15(A˚)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
PADQAN 0.424 0.214
LIQWEN 0.168 0.220
DITHAN02 0.198 0.193
ZAVHAF 0.455 0.707
FABPON11 0.270 0.380
DTOLTO 0.361 0.360
LEVMUU 0.200 0.266
DTENYL02 0.155 0.936
TRITAN03 0.215 0.270
BAHNUU 0.512 0.727
BAHNUU01 0.237 0.596
Average 0.290 0.443
SD 0.126 0.256
Max. 0.512 0.936
6.5.4 MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The energy and geometry performance as presented in previous sections, are pre-
sented here in Figure 6.11 and Tables 6.29 and 6.30 for the two models of FIT
parameters and optimized parameters combined with electrostatics modelled by
multipoles fitted to the MP2/6-31G(d,p) charge density.
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In Figure 6.11a, as for previous models presented in Figure 6.9 and 6.10, FIT param-
eters significantly underestimate all sublimation enthalpies. All predicted energies
are out of the experimental error range and are significantly underestimated by
the HF+FIT model. The same model with optimized parameters improves the
prediction as the computed energies are more correlated with experimental values.
Moreover, the energies of three out of five systems fall within experimental uncer-
tainty. There is also a slight overbidding of experimental sublimation enthalpy for
three systems.
The absolute errors with experimental sublimation enthalpies for both sets of pa-
rameters are presented in Table 6.29. Calculations with FIT parameters result in a
MAD of 24.8 kJ/mol and a SD of 14.5 kJ/mol. FABPON11 demonstrates the high-
est error which is 41.7 kJ/mol and there are another two structures DTOLTO and
TRITAN03 with errors above the MAD. In the same table, optimized parameters
predict the energies with a MAD of 4.8 kJ/mol and SD 2.8 kJ/mol, both are very
close to the results obtained with M06/6-31G(d,p). The maximum absolute error
is observed for TRITAN03 and is 7.8 kJ/mol, approximately 30 kJ/mol lower than
the energy prediction with FIT with FABPON11 being the second largest at 7.7
kJ/mol.
The geometry performance of the two models is presented in Figure 6.11. The
rmsd15 increases on average with the new model (orange columns). The rmsd15 is
higher for most structures calculated with optimized parameters and especially for
ZAVHAF and BAHNUU01 is more than twice higher.
In Table 6.30, the mean rmsd15 observed with FIT is 0.35 A˚ and the SD is 0.15
A˚. The maximum rmsd 15 deviation, 0.64 A˚, is observed for the structure of LEV-
MUU followed by BAHNUU, ZAVHAF, PADQAN and DTOLTO. With optimized
parameters the mean rmsd15 increases to 0.42 A˚ and the SD to 0.24 A˚. The highest
deviation is observed for BAHNUU and it is 0.83 A˚ and is followed by ZAVHAF,
BAHNUU01 and LEVMUU that are also above the mean.
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Figure 6.11: Energy and structural performance of MP2+FIT parameters and
MP2+optimized parameters for organosulpur compounds. a) Correlation be-
tween experimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT parameters
and new parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes the ex-
perimental error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed struc-
tures.
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Table 6.29: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublimation
enthalpies of organosulphur compounds. Energies refer to the MP2+FIT and
MP2+optimized parameters models.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
DITHAN02 6.32 4.12
FABPON11 41.66 7.75
DTOLTO 27.00 1.16
DTENYL02 14.14 3.16
TRITAN03 34.83 7.78
MAD 24.79 4.79
SD 14.53 2.91
Max. 41.66 7.78
Table 6.30: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures with
MP2+FIT parameters and MP2+optimized parameters. Geometries refer to the
MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized parameters models.
rmsd15(A˚)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
PADQAN 0.428 0.228
LIQWEN 0.194 0.231
DITHAN02 0.195 0.154
ZAVHAF 0.444 0.739
FABPON11 0.345 0.365
DTOLTO 0.386 0.336
LEVMUU 0.642 0.581
DTENYL02 0.181 0.187
TRITAN03 0.207 0.284
BAHNUU 0.523 0.827
BAHNUU01 0.247 0.642
Average 0.345 0.416
SD 0.155 0.238
Max. 0.642 0.827
6.5.5 Conclusions
A set of eleven organosulphur compounds was chosen in order to derive three new
intermolecular force fields, HF+optimized parameters and MP2+optimized param-
eters for systems containing C, HC and S atoms. The M06+optimized parameters
were fitted together with parameters for S...N interactions on an extended training
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set and only their performance in the set of organosulphur compounds was pre-
sented.The energetic and geometric performance of the new models was compared
with the performance of the same models of electrostatics with FIT parameters
(HF+FIT, M06+FIT and MP2+FIT).
In contrast with the previous three sets, FIT parameters for organosulphur com-
pounds have not been derived in the same systematic manner. As a result initial
sublimation enthalpy errors calculated with FIT parameters were as large as 20
kJ/mol or higher. A reduction of more than 20 kJ/mol in the MAD of sublimation
enthalpies was achieved with all the optimized models. The final MAD in subli-
mation enthalpies were 6.1 kJ/mol for HF+optimised parameters, 4.8 kJ/mol for
M06+optimised parameters and 4.7 kJ/mol for MP2+optimized parameters. The
large reductions in energy errors were accompanied with a poorer structural repro-
duction. The average rmsd15 with experimental structures increased by 53% in the
case of HF+optimized parameters and M06+optimized parameters and by 21% in
the case of MP2+optimized parameters. However, the average rmsd15 calculated
with optimized models was considered acceptable as it was of the order of 0.5 A˚.
Overall, the results showed that the average sublimation enthalpy errors are sig-
nificantly smaller than those calculated with the FIT parameters and very close to
the estimated experimental uncertainty range. The average rmsd15 calculated with
optimized models was sufficiently small.
In the case of the training set of organosulphur compounds, FABPON11 was the
system with the largest relaxation errors in energy. It is possible that the large error
is due to an unreliable sublimation enthalpy measurement. Structures in this set
with particularly high structural errors are LEVMUU, BAHNUU, DTENYL02 and
ZAVHAF. These four molecules are flexible molecules. Especially for LEVMUU the
changes between the experimental and the gas phase conformations result in the
highest rmsd1 of the Table 6.24. DTENYL02, BAHNUU and ZAVHAF are also
very flexible molecules. Especially for the polysulfide BAHNUU and the disulfide
ZAVHAF, it should be added that due to their S-S bonds they are different from
the rest of the molecules in the training set.
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6.6 New intermolecular force fields for organosul-
phur compounds containing Nitrogen
6.6.1 Selection of training set data for organosulphur com-
pounds containing N
In order to derive parameters for the repulsion dispersion interactions of N and
S, the set of organosulphur compounds in Figure B.4 was combined with fourteen
compounds containing N of Figure B.2. Interaction parameters S...S, S...C, S...HC
were readjusted to this extended set of compounds together with N...S interaction
parameters. Crystallographic information for the additional structures are given
in Table A.5. Mostly low discrepancy factor structures were included in training
set except for only two structures, ISTZCN10 and TCTHPH, being reported with
R-factors 5.1 and 10.3 respectively. Training set structures Tables A.4 and A.5 are
determined at temperatures between 90 K to room temperatures.
Conformational changes between experimental and gas phase conformations are
given in Table 6.31. The average rmsd1 calculated at the M06 level of theory is
0.096 A˚, the highest average encountered among all the sets presented. Compounds
with large deviations between experimental and gas phase conformations are YI-
JGAA, GEDHAY, HELKEO, CEJSEP and TCTHPH. The large rmsd1 of 0.065
A˚for TCTHPH could be explained by the large error of crystallographic data, im-
plying that the reported conformation might not be accurate. There is no known
polymorphism for the additional structures of Table A.5 added in the training set.
Finally, the sublimation enthalpy of benzo(c)(1,2,5)thiadiazole (BETHAZ01) was
added to the list of enthalpies of organosulphur compounds and the full list is given
in Table C.5. There is only one experimental measurement of the sublimation en-
thalpy of this system based on calorimetry and DSC [142].
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Table 6.31: Rmsd1between solid and gas phase conformations of organosulphur
compounds containing N calculated at M06/6-31G(d,p)
rmsd1(A˚)
M06/6-31G(d,p)
BAWHEM01 0.008
CEBYUD 0.040
GEDHAY 0.094
ISTZCN10 0.059
TCTHPH 0.065
EWADAI 0.021
BETHAZ01 0.013
CEJSEP 0.072
DILCOS 0.020
HELKEO 0.093
DZTNON02 0.014
KAQPOH 0.015
YIJGAA 1.517
WIBWEJ 0.016
PADQAN 0.013
LIQWEN 0.050
DITHAN02 0.010
ZAVHAF 0.021
FABPON11 0.044
DTOLTO 0.026
LEVMUU 0.064
DTENYL02 0.032
TRITAN03 0.019
BAHNUU 0.045
BAHNUU01 0.037
Average 0.096
6.6.2 M06/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
The performance of FIT parameters and optimized parameters combined with elec-
trostatics fitted to the M06/6-13G(d,p) charge density is presented in Figure 6.12
and Tables 6.32 and 6.33 for an extended set of organosulphur compounds.
FIT parameters significantly underestimate all sublimation enthalpies, with all pre-
dicted energies being out of the experimental error range, as presented in Figure
6.12a. The same model with optimized parameters improves the prediction of en-
ergies as there is a stronger correlation between experimental and calculated subli-
mation enthalpies with M06+optimized parameters. Moreover, there are four out
of six systems overestimated.
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In Table 6.32 the absolute errors in energy predictions are presented for both sets
of parameters. Calculations with FIT parameters result in a MAD of 20.97 kJ/mol
with a SD of 14.6 kJ/mol. FABPON11 demonstrates the highest error which is
38.7 kJ/mol. Other structures with significantly high errors above 10 kJ/mol are
DTOLTO, DTENYL02 and TRITAN03. In the same table, optimized parameters
predict the sublimation enthalpy with a MAD 6.87 kJ/mol and SD 2.42 kJ/mol.
The new mean absolute error is approximately 14 kJ/mol lower that the initial
prediction with FIT and within experimental uncertainty. The maximum absolute
error is observed for BETHAZ01 and is 10.25 kJ/mol, 5 kJ/mol higher than the
energy prediction with FIT. The minimum absolute error in energy with optimized
parameters is calculated for FABPON11 and is equal to 3.9 kJ/mol.
The geometry performance of the two models is presented in terms of the rmsd15 of
predicted and experimental structures in Figure 6.12b. The average rmsd15 of the
training set decreases on average with M06+optimized parameters model (orange
columns). The rmsd15 is higher for some structures calculated with optimized pa-
rameters and especially for DTENYL02 and istnzcn10 that gets more than twice
higher.
In Table 6.33, is given the mean rmsd15 observed with FIT equal to 0.35 A˚ and the
SD is equal to 0.24 A˚. The maximum deviation is observed for the structure of DIL-
COS followed by YIJGAA and BETHAZ01. With optimized parameters the mean
rmsd15 drops to 0.32 A˚ and the SD increases to 0.29 A˚. The highest deviation is
observed for YIJGAA that climbs to 1.52 A˚. The rmsd15 deviations for BETHAZ01
and DILCOS drop significantly with the M06 +optimized parameters model.
Table 6.32: Absolute error between experimental and calculated sublima-
tion enthalpies of organosulphur compounds containing N. Energies refer to the
M06+FIT and M06+optimized parameters.
Absolute Error with ∆Hexpsub (kJ/mol)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
BETHAZ01 4.68 10.25
DITHAN02 7.36 8.99
FABPON11 38.71 3.90
DTOLTO 25.82 5.19
DTENYL02 13.43 7.26
TRITAN03 35.81 5.62
MAD 20.97 6.87
SD 14.60 2.42
Max.D 38.71 10.25
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Figure 6.12: Energy and structural performance of M06+FIT parameters and
M06+optimized parameters for organosulphur compounds containing N. a) Cor-
relation between experimental and computed sublimation enthalpy with FIT pa-
rameters and new parameters. The gray shading along the diagonal line denotes
the experimental error interval. b) Rmsd15 between experimental and computed
structures.
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Table 6.33: Rmsd15 between experimental and calculated structures of
organosulpur compounds containing N. Geometries refer to the M06+FIT and
M06+optimized parameters.
rmsd15(A˚)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
BAWHEM01 0.293 0.355
CEBYUD 0.097 0.112
GEDHAY 0.287 0.157
ISTZCN10 0.167 0.358
TCTHPH 0.196 0.165
EWADAI 0.107 0.204
BETHAZ01 0.749 0.140
CEJSEP 0.449 0.277
DILCOS 1.048 0.507
HELKEO 0.235 0.098
DZTNON02 0.589 0.361
KAQPOH 0.169 0.103
YIJGAA 0.841 1.517
WIBWEJ 0.278 0.274
PADQAN 0.424 0.241
LIQWEN 0.168 0.153
DITHAN02 0.198 0.130
ZAVHAF 0.455 0.532
FABPON11 0.270 0.372
DTOLTO 0.361 0.275
LEVMUU 0.200 0.310
DTENYL02 0.155 0.189
TRITAN03 0.215 0.183
BAHNUU 0.512 0.572
BAHNUU01 0.237 0.443
Average 0.348 0.321
SD 0.241 0.285
Max. 1.048 1.517
6.6.3 Conclusions
A set of twenty five organosulphur compounds was chosen in order to derive a new
intermolecular force field, M06+optimized parameters, for systems containing C,
HC , S and N atoms. The parameters for C...S, S...S and HC ...S interactions were
refitted along with the parameters for S...N interactions. This parameterization was
carried out only for the M06/6-31G(d,p) model of electrostatics due to time con-
straints. The energetic and geometric performance of the new model was compared
with the performance of the same model of electrostatics with FIT parameters,
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M06+FIT.
A reduction of approximately 14 kJ/mol in the MAD of sublimation enthalpies was
achieved with the optimized model and a MAD of 6.8 kJ/mol was obtained. The
large reduction in energy errors was accompanied with a 31% drop of the average
rmsd15 with experimental structures. Thus an overall better structural and ener-
getic performance was achieved with the M06+optimized parameters model.
However, there were systems in the training set that showed large errors. BET-
HAZ01 demonstrated a large error in energy and YIJGAA, ISTZCN10 large struc-
tural errors. For BETHAZ01 sublimation enthalpy was determined with DSC a
method known to be less reliable than methods such as Knudsen effusion as a result
large errors might be due to high uncertainty of the experimental data. YIJGAA is
a molecule with large changes between the solid and the gas phase conformation, as
can be seen in Table 6.31 which is a possible reason for the large structural errors.
Finally ISTZCN10 is a also a flexible molecule and a polysulfide and different from
the majority of the molecules in the set.
6.7 Summary and Conclusions
Table 6.34: Summary table of MAD and SD of the calculated sublimation
enthalpies from reference values for all the sets studied. Calculated energies refer
to the HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters model
Absolute sublimation enthalpy error(kJ/mol)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
Set MAD SD MAD SD
Hydrocarbons 2.56 1.77 1.62 1.38
Organosulphur compounds 19.89 13.33 6.09 4.48
Azahydrocarbons 2.06 1.37 1.39 1.00
Oxohydrocarbons 6.92 4.49 6.48 5.09
Organosulphur compounds with N - - - -
A summary of the results for the HF+FIT and HF+optimized parameters models
is presented in Tables 6.34 and 6.35. The energetic performance HF+optimized
parameters and HF+FIT is summarized in Table 6.34. The best fit is achieved
for hydrocarbons, while the poorest for oxohydrocarbons. The parameter refine-
ment led to significant improvement in energy predictions of the organosulphur
compounds set. The standard deviation decreased in every case except for the set
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of oxohydrocarbons. Structural performance is summarized in Table 6.35, where
is shown that structural performance improves with optimized parameters only for
hydrocarbons. The SD of rmsd15 calculated with optimized parameters is larger
than SD of FIT for organosulphur compounds and oxohydrocarbons and smaller
for hydrocarbons and azahydrocarbons.
Table 6.35: Summary table of MAD and SD of the rmsd15 of experimental and
calculated structures for all the sets studied with HF+FIT and HF+optimized
parameters model
rmsd15(A˚)
HF+FIT parameters HF+optimized parameters
Set Mean SD Mean SD
Hydrocarbons 0.375 0.260 0.353 0.217
Organosulphur compounds 0.339 0.152 0.520 0.411
Azahydrocarbons 0.223 0.216 0.231 0.197
Oxohydrocarbons 0.382 0.310 0.381 0.375
Organosulphur compounds with N - - - -
The summary of the results for M06+FIT and M06+optimized parameters models
is presented in Tables 6.36 and 6.37. The energetic performance M06+optimized
parameters and M06+FIT is summarized in Table 6.36. The best fit is achieved for
azahydrocarbons, while the poorest for organosulphur compounds and oxohydrocar-
bons. The parameter refinement led to significant improvement in energy predic-
tions of all the sets. The standard deviation decreased in every case. In the case of
oxohydrocarbons and oragnosulpur compounds containing nitrogen an error smaller
than the experimental uncertainty could not be achieved. Structural performance
is summarized in Table 6.37, where is shown that structural performance improves
with optimized parameters for all sets except for organosulphur compounds. The
best fit is achieved for hydrocarbons and the poorest for organosulphur compounds.
The SD of rmsd15 calculated with optimized parameters is larger than the SD of
FIT for organosulphur compounds, oxohydrocarbons and organosulpur compounds
containing nitrogen and smaller for hydrocarbons and azahydrocarbons.
Finally the summary of the results for MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized param-
eters models is presented in Tables 6.38 and 6.39. The energetic performance
MP2+optimized parameters and MP2+FIT is summarized in Table 6.38. The
best fit is achieved for hydrocarbons, while the poorest for oxohydrocarbons. The
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Table 6.36: Summary table of MAD and SD of the calculated sublimation
enthalpies from reference values for all the sets studied with M06+FIT and
M06+optimized parameters model
Absolute sublimation enthalpy error(kJ/mol)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
Set MAD SD MAD SD
Hydrocarbons 2.73 1.47 1.65 1.6
Organosulphur compounds 24.23 13.67 4.8 2.86
Azahydrocarbons 3.64 2.16 1.03 1.1
Oxohydrocarbons 9.46 6.36 6.71 5.44
Organosulphur compounds with N 20.97 14.6 6.87 2.42
Table 6.37: Summary table of MAD and SD of the rmsd15 between exper-
imental and calculated structures for all the sets studied with M06+FIT and
M06+optimized parameters model
rmsd15(A˚)
M06+FIT parameters M06+optimized parameters
Set Mean SD Mean SD
Hydrocarbons 0.340 0.237 0.281 0.210
Organosulphur compounds 0.290 0.126 0.443 0.256
Azahydrocarbons 0.223 0.183 0.207 0.168
Oxohydrocarbons 0.348 0.211 0.315 0.221
Organosulphur compounds with N 0.348 0.241 0.321 0.285
parameter refinement led to significant improvement in energy predictions of the
organosulphur compounds set. The standard deviation of energy errors decreased
in every case. The structural performance summarized in Table 6.39 improves with
optimized parameters for all the sets except for organosulpur compounds. The
SD of rmsd15 calculated with optimized parameters is larger than SD of FIT for
organosulphur compounds and oxohydrocarbons and smaller for hydrocarbons and
azahydrocarbons.
The overall performance and comparison of all six models used in this study is pre-
sented in Tables 6.40. The MAD and SD of sublimation enthalpy error calculated
for all five training sets with the models, HF+FIT parameters, M06+FIT param-
eters, MP2+FIT parameters, HF+optimized parameters, M06+optimized parame-
ters and MP2+optimized parameters is presented in the two first columns of Table
6.40. In the same table, it is evident that different models combined with FIT pa-
rameters result in different energy predictions with MAD varying from 5.78 kJ/mol
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Table 6.38: Summary table of MAD and SD of the calculated and experimental
sublimation enthalpies of the sets studied with MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized
parameters model
Absolute sublimation enthalpy error(kJ/mol)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
Set MAD SD MAD SD
Hydrocarbons 2.73 1.47 1.65 1.60
Organosulphur compounds 24.79 14.53 4.79 2.91
Azahydrocarbons 2.57 1.65 1.71 1.05
Oxohydrocarbons 9.92 4.50 6.42 5.37
Organosulphur compounds with N - - - -
Table 6.39: Summary table of MAD and SD of the calculated and experimental
sublimation enthalpies of the sets studied with MP2+FIT and MP2+optimized
parameters model
rmsd15(A˚)
MP2+FIT parameters MP2+optimized parameters
Set Mean SD Mean SD
Hydrocarbons 0.340 0.237 0.281 0.210
Organosulphur compounds 0.345 0.155 0.416 0.238
Azahydrocarbons 0.220 0.213 0.218 0.149
Oxohydrocarbons 0.385 0.261 0.345 0.268
Organosulphur compounds with N - - - -
for HF+FIT to 9.35 kJ/mol for M06+FIT. Different electrostatic models combined
with optimized parameters are in every case improving the energy prediction, with
the largest improvements being observed for M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p),
a result which is in line with the fact that the initial FIT parameters were derived
for point charges fitted to the HF/6-31G(d,p) charge density. In addition, with
optimized parameters the variation of errors in the set is also smaller for any model
of eletrostatics (HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) or MP2/6-31G(d,p)). This is ev-
ident in Table 6.40 by the smaller values of SD with optimized parameters. To
sum up, the final models with optimized parameters are of comparable accuracy all
being around 3 kJ/mol. Even though an average sublimation enthalpy error below
3 kJ/mol could not be achieved the current average error is acceptable since it is
smaller than the experimental uncertainty.
In last two columns of Table 6.40, the mean and SD of rmsd15 of all the cal-
culated structures with the models, HF+FIT parameters, M06+FIT parameters,
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MP2+FIT parameters, HF+optimized parameters, M06+optimized parameters and
MP2+optimized parameters is presented in Table 6.40. The mean rmsd15 for differ-
ent models combined with FIT parameters results in different predictions. FIT
parameters reproduce structures with rmsd15 0.33 A˚, 0.32 A˚ and 0.32 A˚ when
combined with HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p), MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics
respectively. optimized parameters reduce rmsd15 by 3% in the case of M06 and
4% in the case of MP2/6-31G(d,p) electrostatics. For HF+optimized parameters
rmsd15 has increased by 9%. The standard deviation of the training set structures is
larger with new parameters except for the case of MP2 electrostatics. The best over-
all structural performance is calculated for MP2+optimized parameters followed by
M06+optimized parameters. The overall structural reproduction both with FIT
and optimized parameters is within acceptable limits, rmsd15 < 1 A˚.
Table 6.40: Mean absolute deviation (MAD), standard deviation (SD) of the
calculated sublimation energy, mean and SD of the rmsd15 calculated for the
training set. The energies refer to the six models been used so far, HF+FIT
parameters, M06+FIT parameters, MP2+FIT parameters, HF+optimized pa-
rameters, M06+optimized parameters and MP2+optimized parameters.
Model
Sublimation enthalpy error Rmsd15
(kJ/mol) (A˚)
MAD SD Mean SD
HF+FIT parameters 5.78 7.86 0.328 0.242
HF+optimized parameters 3.17 3.59 0.358 0.298
M06+FIT parameters 9.35 10.99 0.317 0.215
M06+optimized parameters 3.47 3.6 0.308 0.243
MP2+FIT parameters 7.28 9.39 0.316 0.222
MP2+optimized parameters 3.07 3.33 0.302 0.217
6.7.1 Discussion of large relaxation errors
The parameterizations carried out so far resulted in many cases in large relaxation
errors in energy or structure. In order to gain insight, additional analyses should be
performed with outliers removed from the datasets. Here some possible factors will
be considered as causing the large errors, however reasoning may be speculative at
least until further analysis is carried out or a more accurate model is posed that
can successfully predict these crystals with greater accuracy.
The first factor is the accuracy of experimental data. Structures or energies that
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do not appear to be well determined could result in a poor fit. Related to errors
in sublimation enthalpy predictions can be the presence of polymorphism. However
there are additional factors that can result in a poor fit.
Second factor is the temperature at which crystals were observed. The parameters
fitted correspond to the average temperature of the training set. A structure whose
observed cell constants have been measured in a thermally contracted state at lower
temperature may be predicted too large.
A third factor is the flexibility of the compounds chosen in the set. The fixed gas
phase conformations used in this study may differ significantly from the experi-
mental solid conformations, either due to experimental errors or flexibility of the
molecules. These changes definitely affect the charge density of the molecule and
as a result the predicted unit cells and energy.
Finally, a fourth factor is the charge density which can be overestimated by the
level of theory. In addition it should be mentioned that systems with dominant
electrostatic interactions will not be significantly affected by changes in repulsion
dispersion interactions.
Chapter 7
CSP studies of rigid molecules
with optimized parameters
Having optimized repulsion-dispersion parameters for use in conjunction with a
DMA electrostatic model derived at the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-
31G(d,p), it is necessary to investigate the lattice energy landscapes these parame-
ters produce. Thus in this chapter global search for polymorphs is performed with
CrystalPredictor for a few well known systems and the landscapes produced get
refined with FIT and new sets of parameters.
Initially, the steps of a CSP study are summarized in Section 7.1. Then the re-
sults for three small rigid molecules, acetylene, tetracyanoethylene and blind test
molecule XXII [5] are presented in Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. Finally
results are summarized and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.5.
7.1 CSP methodology
The general methodology for Crystal Structure Prediction studies broadly follows
a three-stage process [143]:
Step 1
Identification of flexibility within the molecule based on relevant data from the CSD
database [113] and isolated molecule quantum mechanical calculations. In the case
of rigid molecules this step involves the identification of the molecular conformation
which under blind test conditions is taken as the gas phase conformation calculated
at a level of theory of choice.
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Step 2
Structure search across an extensive search space using an approximation of the
intramolecular energy based on a set of isolated-molecule quantum mechanical cal-
culations and a simple representation of electrostatics (point charges). The approx-
imation is based either on restricted Hermite interpolants (CrystalPredictor I [7, 8])
or quadratic local approximate models (LAMs, CrystalPredictor II [144]). Only
Z ′=1 structures were generated for all searches presented in this work. Structures
were generated within the 59 most common space groups.
Step 3
Refinement of the most promising structures using a local optimization algorithm:
• For rigid molecules, DMACRYS [50] is used providing an improved modelling
of electrostatics (multipoles) obtained at a level of theory of choice.
• For flexible molecules, CrystalOptimizer is used and is based on a two-level
optimization, with the flexible degrees of freedom as variables at the outer
level, and the lattice parameters and molecular position/orientation as vari-
ables at the inner level. The inner optimization is provided by DMACRYS.
At the outer level, quantum mechanical calculations on isolated molecules are
carried out on the fly and LAMs are used to approximate the lattice energy
based on these calculations.
7.2 CSP study of acetylene
Acetylene, whose chemical diagram is shown in Figure 7.1, is the simplest com-
pound with a triple bond. Its molecular structure in the gas phase has been widely
investigated and the molecule is known to be linear. Less information is available
about properties in the solid and liquid phases, possibly because of the explosion
hazard.
Crystalline acetylene is known to exist in cubic and orthorhombic modifica-
tions.The transition temperatures are reported to be 133 K in C2H2 and 149 K in
C2D2. The cubic structure of C2H2 and C2D2 corresponds to the high temperature
phase [145, 146] and the orthorhombic corresponds to the low temperature phase
[146–148]. The two modifications are very close in geometry with rmsd15=0.432 A˚
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Figure 7.1: The molecular diagram of acetylene
between the CSD entries ACETYL02 and ACETYL05. In crystal structure pre-
diction, acetylene has been already studied successfully with a lattice energy mini-
mization method based on a periodic ab initio calculation of the energy [70]. The
low temperature phase was predicted as the most stable phase and the high tem-
perature phase, 1.8 kJ/mol higher but further information on predicted densities,
structural similarities and absolute lattice energies are not reported. In the same
study the UFF force-field was also used for prediction, ranking the low temperature
phase as 12th.
In this study, acetylene is considered rigid and as a result Step 1 involves the de-
termination of the molecular conformation and the charge density calculation of
the molecule. The conformation chosen is the gas phase conformation calculated at
the HF/6-31G(d,p) level. Consequently the charge density for this conformation is
calculated at the same level. The point charges for use in CrystalPredictor I (Step
2) were fitted using ChelpG to the HF/6-31G(d,p) charge density.
During the global search of Step 2, 900000 candidate structures were generated by
CrystalPredictor I and then minimized. These local energy minima were clustered
according to their energy, density and rmsd15 difference in order to remove any du-
plicate points. Structures that are closer than 1.4 kJ/mol, have density differences
less than 0.035 g cm−3 and rmsd15=0.3 A˚ are considered the same. Finally there
were 451 unique minima within 16 kJ/mol of the global minimum. The lattice en-
ergy of all the minima within 16 kJ/mol is plotted versus packing density in Figure
7.2. The global minimum was found to correspond more closely to the experimental
structure with a rmsd15= 0.441 A˚ and lattice energy -22 kJ/mol. The rank of the
predicted structure and the rmsd15 with the experimental structure indicates that
the current model is of sufficient accuracy. However the effect of the optimized
repulsion-dispersion parameters for use in conjunction with a DMA electrostatic
model derived at the HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) on
the lattice energy landscapes needs to be investigated.
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Figure 7.2: Lattice energy landscape generated by CrystalPredictor I for acety-
lene within 16 kJ/mol. The minimum which corresponds to the experimental
structure is also shown.
As a result the 451 lowest crystal structures of Step 2 were minimized with DMACRYS
in Step 3 using the following models:
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the HF/6-31G(d,p) with FIT
repulsion-dispersion parameters (HF+FIT)
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the HF/6-31G(d,p) with op-
timized repulsion-dispersion parameters (HF+New)
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the M06/6-31G(d,p) with
FIT repulsion-dispersion parameters (M06+FIT)
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the M06/6-31G(d,p) with
optimized repulsion-dispersion parameters (M06+New)
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) with
FIT repulsion-dispersion parameters (MP2+FIT)
• Gas phase geometry and multipoles obtained at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) with
optimized repulsion-dispersion parameters (MP2+New)
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There are 134 unique structures within 10 kJ/mol found after refinement with the
HF+FIT model. The lattice energy of those structures is plotted against density
in Figure 7.3(left). The computed structure that best matches the experimental
crystal is shown by the red point in the same figure and has a rmsd15=0.432 A˚. The
lattice energy landscape of the 144 unique structures found with HF+New is also
given in Figure 7.3. The last model also predicts the experimental crystal as the
global minimum with a slightly smaller rmsd15=0.423 A˚.
Figure 7.3: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 451
lowest energy structures with HF+FIT(left) and HF+New (right). All minima
within 10 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minimum corresponding to the
experimental structure.
The lattice energy landscapes obtained with M06 electrostatics are given in Figure
7.4. There are 123 unique structures found within 10 kJ/mol for the M06+FIT
model and 109 unique structures for the M06+New (left and right respectively
in Figure 7.4). The experimental crystal was found as the most stable (rank 1) in
both cases. Slightly better structural similarity between experimental and predicted
structures was obtained with M06+New, rmsd15=0.420 A˚, while with M06+FIT was
0.446 A˚. Finally there are 155 unique structures found for MP2+FIT in a 10 kJ/-
mol energy window and 127 structures for MP2+New as shown in Figure 7.5.The
experimental crystal of acetylene was found as the most stable in the landscape ob-
tained with the MP2+FIT model. The rmsd15 between experimental and predicted
structure (rank 1) was found to be 0.450 A˚. The MP2+New model also predicted
the experimental as the most stable crystal (rank 1) with a rmsd15=0.426 A˚.
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Figure 7.4: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 451
lowest energy structures with M06+FIT(left) and M06+New (right). All minima
within 10 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minimum corresponding to the
experimental structure.
Figure 7.5: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 451
lowest energy structures with MP2+FIT(left) and MP2+New (right). All minima
within 10 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minimum corresponding to the
experimental structure.
In all the landscapes obtained, the experimental crystal was found as the global
minimum and the second most stable crystal was the same for all landscapes except
for the landscape obtained by the M06+New model. The relative stability of similar
structures was different among different models. What is clear from Table 7.1 is the
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shift of the global minimum of the landscapes obtained with optimized parameters
towards higher densities that agree more with the experimental density (0.904 g
cm−3) and lower lattice energies. There is a smaller number of unique minima
obtained within the same energy window in the landscapes obtained with optimized
parameters rather than those obtained with the FIT models. This could be due to
the fact that more structures obtained as minima of the global search stage model
may merge into the same minimum after DMACRYS minimization with optimized
parameters. In general no particular conclusions can be drawn on the accuracy
of the different models and more experimental information would be necessary for
such a conclusion. CSP results for acetylene are summarized in Table 7.1. The table
lists the models that have been used for refinement, the rank of the experimental
crystal structure according to the model, the lattice energy of the global minimum,
the density of the global minimum, the rmsd15 between the experimental crystal
and the predicted structure and the energy difference between the two most stable
crystal structures (rank 1 and 2). The shift of the global minimum and the slightly
better structural agreement between calculated and predicted structures is the most
striking result.
Table 7.1: Summary of predictions with different models for the experimental
acetylene crystal
Model Rank Lattice Energy (kJ/mol) Density g/cm3 rmsd15 (A˚) ∆U12 (kJ/mol)
Experimental - - 0.904 - -
HF+FIT 1 -24.87 0.810 0.433 0.73
HF+New 1 -25.67 0.835 0.423 0.47
M06+FIT 1 -22.58 0.791 0.446 0.52
M06+New 1 -24.10 0.865 0.421 0.63
MP2+FIT 1 -22.18 0.787 0.450 0.51
MP2+New 1 -25.94 0.914 0.426 0.63
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7.3 CSP study of tetracyanoethylene
The second molecule for which a CSP study was carried out is tetracyanoethy-
lene. Tetracyanoethylene, given in Figure 7.6, is a small molecule that possesses
a rich polymorphic landscape [94, 127]. To date, four polymorphic forms of tetra-
cyanoethylene have been reported [95, 128, 129, 149–151] but only the cubic and
monoclinic forms have been resolved. The third form (form III) which remains
unresolved, is reported [128, 152] to be obtained reversibly after pressurisation of
the monoclinic phase higher than 3 GPa. A fourth polymorph is reported to grow
from chloride/ethyl-acetate solution at room temperature [94] but its structure is
not widely accepted.
As far as the relative stability of the two resolved polymorphs is concerned, the
Figure 7.6: The molecular diagram of tetracyanoethylene
cubic form is widely accepted both by experimental and computational studies to
be the most stable at low temperatures while the monoclinic form becomes more
stable at higher temperatures [94, 151, 153]. There is no general agreement in lit-
erature on the transition temperature between the cubic and monoclinic phase but
it is expected to lie between 5 and 320 K [154].
Computational studies of the temperature dependence of the cubic and monoclinic
phases have been made using quasi-harmonic dynamical calculations with simple
empirical force fields [153]. The temperature induced phase transition has also
been studied with a periodic ab initio method (DFT+vdW method of Tkatchenko-
Scheﬄer) [94] and by a semi-empirical force field based method [154]. These studies
agreed that at 0 K and ambient pressures the cubic form is more stable than the
monoclinic form, and specifically Schatschneider [94] calculated a relative stability
of 3.8 kJ/mol. The molecule of teracyanoethylene is rigid in the sense that there
are no flexible torsions leading to changes in its planar conformation. Furthermore
the difference between bond lengths and angles of the gas phase conformation and
experimental conformation determined by neutron diffraction are up to 0.04 A˚ for
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bond lengths and up to 2 o for bond angles.
The conformation chosen in Step 1 is the gas phase conformation calculated at
the HF/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Atomic charges were fitted to the charge den-
sity of the gas phase conformation calculated at the same level. As in the case of
acetylene, during global search 900000 structures were generated and minimized by
CrystalPredictor I. Of the minimized structures only 466 unique structures were
found within 20 kJ/mol of the global minimum and the lattice energy landscape
is shown in Figure 7.7. At the end of Step 2 the cubic form was identified as the
3rd most stable, 0.3 kJ/mol higher than the global minimum and with an excellent
structural agreement, rmsd20=0.028 A˚. The monoclinic form was found with rank
5, 0.6 kJ/mol above the global minimum and with a rmsd20 from the experimental
structure 0.471 A˚.
All the 466 unique structures were reminimized by DMACRYS with the models
mentioned in Section 7.2, HF+FIT, HF+New, M06+FIT, M06+New, MP2+FIT
and MP2+New.
Figure 7.7: Lattice energy landscape generated by CrystalPredictor I for tetra-
cyanoethylene within 20 kJ/mol. The minima corresponding to cubic form (red
square) and monoclinic form (red circle) are also given.
There are 381 unique structures within 20 kJ/mol found after refinement with the
HF+FIT model. The lattice energy of those structures is plotted against density in
Figure 7.8(left). This model predicts the cubic form as the global minimum (rank
1) with rmsd20= 0.042 A˚ and the monoclinic form as the second most stable 0.7
kJ/mol higher than the cubic form with rmsd20= 0.314 A˚. Multipole electrostatics
slightly improve the structural reproduction of the monoclinic form and predict the
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resolved experimental structures at the bottom of the landscape. A different land-
scape is obtained for HF+New that contains 379 unique crystals. The cubic form
is also predicted as the global minimum with rmsd20=0.046 A˚ while the monoclinic
form is found to be the 3rd most stable crystal 0.6 kJ/mol higher than the global
minimum with rmsd20=0.271 A˚.
Figure 7.8: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 466
lowest energy structures with HF+FIT(left) and HF+New (right). All minima
within 20 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minima corresponding to the cubic
and monoclinic structures.
The lattice energy landscapes obtained at the M06/6-31G(d,p) level of theory are
given in Figure 7.9. There are 383 unique structures found within 20 kJ/mol for
the M06+FIT model and 383 unique structures for the M06+New (left and right
respectively in Figure 7.9). In the M06+FIT landscape cubic form is obtained with
rank 3 and rmsd20=0.119 A˚ while the monoclinic 0.4 kJ/mol higher with rank 6 and
rmsd20=0.305 A˚. In the M06+New landscape the cubic form is found as the 10
th
above the global minimum with rmsd20=0.141 A˚ while monoclinic form is predicted
0.1 kJ/mol higher (rank 11) with rmsd20 =0.271 A˚.
Finally there are 381 unique structures found for MP2+FIT in a 20 kJ/mol energy
window and 390 structures for MP2+New as shown in Figure 7.10. The experimen-
tal cubic crystal of tetracyanoethylene was found as the third most stable above the
global minimum with rmsd20=0.155 A˚ while the monoclinic form 0.3 kJ/mol higher
(7th) with rmsd20=0.155 A˚. In the landscape obtained with the MP2+New model
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Figure 7.9: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 466
lowest energy structures with M06+FIT(left) and M06+New (right). All minima
within 20 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minima corresponding to the cubic
and monoclinic structures.
the cubic form is found with rank 6 and rmsd20 =0.150 A˚ and the monoclinic form
7th just 0.4 kJ/mol above the cubic form with a rmsd20=0.428 A˚. CSP results for
tetracyanoethylene are summarized in Table 7.2. The table lists the models that
have been used for refinement and the rank, lattice energy, density and rmsd20 be-
tween predicted an experimental structures found for the two polymorphs according
to each model, as well as the lattice energy and density of the global minimum found
with each model. Taking into account that the sublimation enthalpy of tetracya-
noethylene is 82.2 kJ/mol, the lattice energy at 0 K is expected to be -87.1 kJ/mol.
The models with optimized parameters have global minima shifted towards lower
lattice energies that are closer to the experimental value. Furthermore the predicted
densities of monoclinic and cubic forms with new parameters are closer to the ex-
perimental densities than those predicted with FIT. The structural description of
the monoclinic polymorph improves with all optimized parameters models. For the
cubic form structural description remains of comparable accuracy. The cubic form
was found as the most stable structure by all the models used. However the rel-
ative stabilities of the two polymorphs were different among the different models
with energy differences less than 1 kJ/mol. In addition, the models with optimized
parameters predict the experimental structures with the same or higher rank than
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Figure 7.10: Lattice energy landscapes produced after the refinement of 466
lowest energy structures with MP2+FIT(left) and MP2+New (right). All minima
within 20 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minima corresponding to the cubic
and monoclinic structures.
the corresponding models with FIT parameters.
Table 7.2: Summary of predictions with different models for the tetracyanoethy-
lene polymorphs
Model
Cubic form Monoclinic form Global minimum
Rank
Ulatt ρ rmsd20 Rank
Ulatt ρ rmsd20 Ulatt ρ
(kJ/mol) (g cm−3) (A˚) (kJ/mol) (g cm−3) (A˚) (kJ/mol) (g cm−3
Experimental - - 1.383 - - - 1.312 - - -
HF+FIT 1 -82.90 1.364 0.042 2 -82.18 1.355 0.314 -82.90 1.364
HF+New 1 -84.64 1.360 0.046 3 -84.02 1.349 0.295 -84.64 1.360
M06+FIT 3 -74.86 1.320 0.119 6 -74.44 1.327 0.305 -75.18 1.375
M06+New 10 -81.40 1.307 0.141 11 -81.27 1.315 0.271 -82.59 1.411
MP2+FIT 3 -73.82 1.301 0.155 7 -73.47 1.308 0.455 -74.28 1.360
MP2+New 6 -77.49 1.305 0.150 7 -77.10 1.310 0.428 -77.62 1.356
An important point that should be made is that the energies of the predicted ex-
perimental structures found in CSP (given in Table 7.2) are not the same as those
calculated after local minimization of the experimental crystals of tetracyanoacety-
lene with DMACRYS in Chapter 6. The minima presented here differ from the
minimized experimental structures in some cases by less than 1 kJ/mol in energy
and 0.001 A˚ in rmsd15 but in many cases by more than 4 kJ/mol in energy and up
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to 0.1 A˚ in rmsd15. This observation suggests that probably CSP fails to find the
minimized experimental crystal in the lattice energy landscape or that the accuracy
of DMACRYS minimization is limited.
7.4 CSP study of blind test molecule XXII
Tricyano-1,4-dithiino[c]-isothiazole, shown in Figure 7.11, was studied for the pur-
poses of the sixth blind test organised by CCDC. Tricyano-1,4-dithiino[c]-isothiazole
was chosen by CCDC for the first category of small rigid molecules containing C, N
and S atoms and became the 22nd target in the series of targets of former blind tests
(hence denoted as XXII). XXII provided an ideal example to test the performance
of the parameters developed especially for the sulphur potential. Twenty one partic-
ipants attempted predictions for this target but only twelve successfully predicted
the crystal structure and their predictions are discussed later in this section.
Molecule XXII was crystallised from an acetone:water mixture with X-ray diffrac-
Figure 7.11: The molecular diagram of tricyano-1,4-dithiino[c]-isothiazole
tion data collected at 150 K. The observed crystal structure is monoclinic and
belongs to the P21/n space group with unit cell parameters and density given in
Table 7.3. Regarding the flexibility of the molecule and the molecular model used in
Step 1, the molecule was identified as rigid through the study of flexibility of simi-
lar molecules in the CSD (NAMSUR, ISTZCN10). The conformation was therefore
fixed to the gas phase conformation for the relevant level of theory in every subse-
quent step. Local minimizations of molecules NAMSUR, CBITAZ, ISTZCN10 sim-
ilar to XXII were carried out at HF/6-31(d,p), M06/6-31(d,p), PBE0/6-31G(d,p),
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) levels of theory and HF/6-31G(d,p) was found to reproduce the
geometry of the known crystal structures comparatively well.
The conformation chosen for Step 2 is the gas phase conformation calculated at
the HF/6-31G(d,p) level. Consequently the charge density for this conformation
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was calculated at the same level and the point charges were fitted using ChelpG. In
Step 2, 100000 structures were generated with CrystalPredictor I and 1416 struc-
tures were found within 20 kJ/mol of the global minimum. The lattice energy of
all unique minima found with 20 kJ/mol in Step 2 is plotted against density in
Figure 7.12. The experimental crystal was identified as the most stable structure
with rmsd20=0.265 A˚. The conformation chosen for Step 3 was the gas phase con-
Figure 7.12: Lattice energy landscape generated by CrystalPredictor I for blind
test molecule XXII within 20 kJ/mol. The minimum which corresponds to the
experimental structure is also shown.
formation calculated at the M06/6-31G(d,p) level. Consequently the distributed
multipoles were fitted to the charge density calculated at the same level. In Step
3, all the 1416 minima were refined with DMACRYS using the M06+FIT and the
M06+New model. The refined landscapes are given in Figure 7.13. Finally there
were 735 unique structures found for M06+FIT in a 20 kJ/mol energy window and
440 structures for M06+New as shown in Figure 7.13. The minimum found to corre-
spond more closely to the experimental structure was the 6th most stable structure
(rank 6) for both models. Even though the rank of the experimental was the same
the two landscapes were quite different with different low ranked structures in the
two landscapes. The minima obtained with the two models are summarized in Table
7.3. The global minimum of the M06+New landscape is shifted by 40 kJ/mol lower
in energy and higher in density than the landscape of M06+FIT. The energy of the
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predicted experimental crystal relative to the global minimum is approximately 2
kJ/mol different between the two models.
As far as the structures are concerned, M06+FIT predicts the structure with rmsd20=
0.290 A˚ and M06+New with rmsd20=0.306 A˚. In addition the cell density is slightly
overestimated by M06+New and underestimated by M06+FIT.
Figure 7.13: Lattice energy landscapes obtained after the refinement of the
1416 lowest energy structures with M06+FIT(left) and M06+New (right). All
minima within 20 kJ/mol are shown as well as the the minima corresponding to
the experimental structure.
Table 7.3: The rank, lattice energy, cell density, cell parameters, rmsd20 and en-
ergy relative to the global minimum of the predicted structures by M06+FIT and
M06+New are given in comparison to the experimental structure characteristics
of XXII.
Model Rank
Ulatt ρ a b c α β γ rmsd20 ∆U16
(kJ/mol) (g cm−3) (A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (o) (o) (o) (A˚) (kJ/mol)
Experimental - - 1.727 11.947 6.696 12.598 90 108.6 90 - -
M06+FIT 6 -108.29 1.696 12.438 6.642 12.231 90 74.2 90 0.290 2.28
M06+New 6 -145.51 1.757 12.203 6.595 12.100 90 74.6 90 0.306 4.40
Four of the blind test participants predicted the experimental crystal structure as
global minimum (Day et al., Dzyabchenko, Mohamed, Tkatchenko et al.), three
participants predicted the experimental crystal as the second most stable (Obata
& Goto, Neumann, Kendrick, Leusen et al, Price et al). The rest of submissions
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including the work of this thesis ranked the experimental structure higher. Among
the submissions that ranked the experimental crystal as the most stable a variety
of lattice energy models was used from generic potentials to periodic DFT methods
and as a result not allowing to have a definite conclusion on which is the best model
[5]. Many of the low-energy putative structures were found by multiple submissions
and further screening of XXII would reveal whether these structures really exist [5].
Taking into account the experimental data available so far for XXII, what can be
concluded from the comparison of M06+FIT and M06+New results is that there is
no clear benefit from the use of transferable parameters for M06 electrostatics for
this molecule. Whether a flexible molecular model and parameters tailored to the
available experimental data available for this model could provide a better ranking
and structural agreement should be investigated.
7.5 Conclusions
The CrystalPredictor I lattice energy landscapes of three fairly rigid molecules were
refined with DMACRYS using six different models, HF+FIT, HF+New, M06+FIT,
M06+New, MP2+FIT and MP2+New. The scope of these refinements was to test
the predictive abilities of the parameters developed for specific electrostatics in the
previous chapters in comparison to the predictive abilities of the models with FIT
parameters. The comparisons were based first on how well the new parameters
predict experimental crystal geometries. Second, how the lattice energies of their
minima compare to experimental sublimation enthalpies. Third, in cases of more
than one existing polymorph, relative stabilities of predicted polymorphs should be
in agreement with experimental relative stabilities. Fourth, experimental crystals
are expected to appear as global minima of the predicted landscapes unless there is
experimental evidence suggesting rich polymorphic landscapes. Last but not least
predictions with optimized parameters for different electrostatics should be consis-
tent with each other and similar results in geometry, energy relative stability should
be expected among the different models with optimized parameters since they were
fitted to the same data.
The results of refinements presented in previous sections have shown small im-
provements in geometries predicted with optimized parameters but not in all cases,
such as the geometry prediction of molecule XXII. The lattice energies predicted
with optimized parameters were in better agreement with experimental sublimation
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enthalpies. The relative stabilities of polymorphs were correctly predicted for tetra-
cyanoethylene both for FIT and optimized parameters and there was no significant
change in relative stability prediction with the optimized parameters. Finally, as
mentioned for the case of acetylene the predicted structures and energies were not
the same as the minimized experimental structures presented in Chapter 6, which
suggests that some minima might be missed and that further investigation should
be made. In conclusion, taking into account the available experimental data for the
three systems studied, the CSP results suggest that optimized models are suitable
for CSP and more consistent with energetic data. It is difficult to discriminate be-
tween FIT and optimized models here, partly due to lack of enough experimental
data for each structure. CSP studies of more systems could shed some light on the
topic.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and directions for
future work
8.1 Summary
Improving the lattice energy model for CSP using experimental data has been the
main focus of this thesis. A key aspect of the proposed approach is that the lattice
energy calculations based so far on a combination of ab initio derived intramolecular
and electrostatic energy terms with an empirical repulsion-dispersion term is im-
proved by refitting the repulsion-dispersion parameters to solid state experimental
data. Such an approach gives the ability to reparameterize the lattice energy model
whenever changes in ab initio terms are made and derive transferable parameters
that are consistent with the model. In addition such an approach makes the CSP
applicable to a larger group of systems containing atom types for which parameters
had not been derived in the same systematic manner prior to this work. Overall, the
reestimation of repulsion-dispersion parameters improves the lattice energy model
at a low computational cost. However the accuracy of the method is limited by the
accuracy and availability of experimental data, especially energetic information.
Computational CSP methods based on the minimization of lattice energy have been
successful in identifying experimentally observed crystals of an organic compound
as local minima of the lattice energy landscape but not always with the correct rela-
tive stability. This is mainly attributed to the lattice energy model. A review of the
lattice energy models that have been used in or developed for CSP, from classical
force fields to periodic fully ab initio force fields, was presented in Chapter 2. Their
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assessment through CSP blind tests has shown that periodic vdW inclusive DFT
methods are more successful in identifying the experimental crystals as the most
stable and in predicting correct relative stabilities of known polymorphs. However,
this comes at a high computational cost which makes their use for refinement of
thousands of structures prohibitive. Therefore, instead of employing such a compu-
tationally expensive model, the key idea of this work was to use experimental data to
reparameterize the current lattice energy model, specifically the repulsion-dispersion
term as the only empirical term in the current model, and develop a methodology
for estimating parameters. A detailed review of parameterization methodologies
of repulsion-dispersion potentials focusing on the models, reference data and key
assumptions used, was presented and set a good starting point for the development
of such a new methodology.
Prior to developing a new methodology, the impact of different modelling choices –
choice of level of theory for electrostatics and parameters for the repulsion-dispersion
term in the modelling of experimental structures, energies and relative stabilities
– was investigated in Chapter 3. Lattice energy minimizations of a benchmark set
of crystals using different models of electrostatics, distributed multipoles derived
from HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) charge densities, with
FIT parameters were performed by DMACRYS. The model based on electrostat-
ics derived from a lower level of theory such as HF/6-31G(d,p) combined with FIT
parameters was found to perform better for the sublimation enthalpies of the bench-
mark set with a MAE of 6 kJ/mol. Models based on higher levels of theory gave
poorer performance on the same benchmark set with a MAE up to 10 kJ/mol. The
next step was to investigate whether changes in parameters have an impact in lat-
tice energy and structure calculation and whether there are sets of parameters that
could give improved predictions. A sensitivity analysis performed for the systems of
ROY and benzoic acid showed that perturbing the repulsion-dispersion parameters
within a 10% range of the initial FIT values led to a range of lattice energies of
57 kJ/mol. Moreover, varying repulsion-dispersion parameters within a 5% range
resulted in a range of relative stabilities (differences in lattice energies) between two
ROY polymorphs of 6.4 kJ/mol. Taking into account that even differences of less
than 1 kJ/mol can be important in the correct ranking of the structures, the sensi-
tivity analysis showed that parameters have a big impact in the results we obtain
and that there are sets of parameters that can give structures and energies closer
to the experimental structures and energies.
Based on this evidence, a systematic approach for the estimation of parameters
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was developed and implemented. The problem that needs to be solved is a least
squares fitting problem where the set of parameters that minimizes the sum of
squared errors between data produced by the model and the observations needs
to be found. In this work sublimation enthalpies and experimental crystals struc-
tures were used as reference data. Therefore the sum of squared errors between the
observed sublimation enthalpies and geometric information and the corresponding
quantities calculated by the lattice energy model is minimized with respect to the
parameters. An important aspect of the problem is that calculated sublimation
enthalpies correspond to relaxed lattice energies of experimental crystals adjusted
by 2RT to the observation temperatures and the calculated crystals to the relaxed
experimental crystals as obtained after a local minimization with DMACRYS. The
lattice energy model of DMACRYS is based on a distributed multipoles represen-
tation of electrostatics that are fitted to the ab initio charge density prior to the
lattice energy minimization and an exp-6 potential for repulsion-dispersion inter-
actions. An important implication of the use of DMACRYS is that molecules are
assumed to be rigid (∆Uintra = 0) and their conformations are fixed during mini-
mization, an assumption that should probably be dropped in the future by the use
of an algorithm that allows flexibility such as CrystalOptimizer. The variables of the
problem are the exp-6 interaction parameters between the atom types considered.
Following the definition of atom types by Williams, each one of the C, O, N, F, Cl,
F and S atoms was considered as a different atom type except for H for which two
atom types were considered, HC bonded to C and HN bonded to N. Having defined
the problem, the objective function was formulated as the sum of relative squared
errors in sublimation enthalpies, unit cell parameters and fractional coordinates of
the asymmetric unit, averaged over the number of terms. Further, weights could
also be adjusted to the structural terms and energetic terms of each system based
on the reliability of the experimental data.
CrystalEstimator, an algorithm for the optimization of the objective function of
the parameter estimation problem has been developed and presented in Chapter 5.
The behaviour of the objective function as studied in one dimensional cases was
found to be discontinuous. The appearance of discontinuities led to the choice of
a global optimization approach based on the generation of multiple initial points,
the evaluation of the objective function at these points and the local minimization
of the most promising points. In the current implementation, the number of points
generated is decided a priori by the user and based on successive runs with an in-
creasing number of points in order to decide whether better points can be found
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and if more points should be generated.
As a proof-of-concept, transferable parameters suitable for modelling repulsion-
dispersion interactions on hydrocarbons, azahydrocarbons, oxohydrocarbons, organo-
sulphur compounds and organosulphur compounds containing nitrogen were derived
by CrystalEstimator. The parameterization was performed sequentially by fitting
a small number of parameters each time, transferring and keeping the parameters
fixed to the consecutive steps. Based on the initial hypothesis that the parameters
should be adjusted to different models of electrostatics, three different sets of param-
eters were fitted, suitable for distributed multipole electrostatics derived from the
HF/6-31G(d,p), M06/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-31G(d,p) charge densities. Contrary
to previous parameterizations, combining rules were not used for cross interactions
and both cross and homoatomic interaction parameters were fitted, whereas the
exponential parameter Bij was kept fixed. A challenging part of the parameter esti-
mation was the collection of experimental data, as it was not always possible to meet
all of the criteria set. An important assumption made for the training set of exper-
imental crystals was that experimental molecular conformations can be replaced by
their gas phase conformations. This assumption was considered to be appropriate
for rigid molecules due to inaccuracies in the position of hydrogens and shortening
of C=H, C≡H and C≡H bonds in XRD data. A good fit was achieved for the
classes of compounds studied with a mean absolute error in sublimation enthalpies
of 3 kJ/mol. All force fields obtained were of comparable accuracy and within the
estimated experimental uncertainty for sublimation enthalpies. The average rmsd15
achieved for M06+optimized parameters and MP2+optimized parameters was 0.3
A˚ while for HF +optimized parameters it was 0.4 A˚. The overall energetic and struc-
tural performance of the optimized sets was found to be better than the FIT for
the compounds in the training set. However, further validation studies of a broader
range of molecular crystals for the same classes of compounds is necessary. Among
the different classes of compounds the best fit was obtained for hydrocarbons and
azahydrocarbons for which FIT consisted an already good starting point. Poorer fit
but large reductions in the initial energetic errors was achieved for organosulphur
compounds and organosulphur compounds containing nitrogen. The poorest fit was
obtained for oxohydrocarbons. The large relaxation errors for some systems in the
oxohydrocarbons set suggest that the exp-6 potential might not be appropriate for
these systems. Larger errors were observed for several systems after the fitting pro-
cess and this can be attributed to several different factors that were discussed in
Chapter 6.
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The predictive capabilities of the new parameters have also been investigated through
CSP studies performed for three rigid molecules. The prediction results for acety-
lene, tetracyanoethylene and XXII suggest that there is a significant effect of dif-
ferent parameters and levels of theory in lattice energy landscapes. In the lattice
energy landscapes obtained with new parameters many structures were eliminated.
Structural agreement between predicted and experimental structures was improved
with optimized parameters in most cases. However significant improvement of the
experimental structure rankings was not observed between landscapes with the same
electrostatics and different parameters. In the case of tetracyanoethylene the level
of theory seems to have an important effect in the calculations even for parameters
adjusted to the specific electrostatic model.
8.2 Future work
CrystalEstimator is a useful tool for fitting the repulsion-dispersion parameters of
the specified rigid lattice energy model to reference energetic and structural data and
has been applied for the the derivation of transferable parameters for hydrocarbons,
azahydrocarbons, oxohydrocarbons, organosulphur compounds and organosulphur
compounds containing nitrogen. The work presented was an effort towards a better
understanding and modelling of interactions in molecular crystals and could be the
starting point for further research.
8.2.1 Extension of the parameter set
A subset of the full parameter table was fitted and it is necessary for the current
table to be extended in the future in order to increase its applicability to different
systems. The current parameter table (now including parameters for 12 interactions
between C, H, N, S and O) should be enriched with parameters for other important
interactions listed in Table 6.1. Furthermore, in future parameterizations readjust-
ing the exponential Bij parameter that was kept fixed so far could also be considered.
Along with the extension of the parameters set, it is necessary to further validate
the performance of new parameters in an extended range of systems beyond the
training sets.
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8.2.2 Tailored parameters for specific systems
In general, transferable parameters capture the average behaviour of the training
set to which they were fitted. For example, a set of parameters obtained by fitting
to a training set containing mostly high temperature experimental structures will
not be appropriate for predictions of low temperature structures. The same applies
for other assumptions made for the training set. Since it is difficult to obtain train-
ing sets with complete homogeneity, same temperatures, experimental uncertainty,
types of interactions etc., it would be worth moving towards parameters that are
adjusted to the specific system of interest. Even though the assumption in CSP
is usually based in blind test conditions, in industrial practice normally there are
some available data. These data could be used and integrated in CSP by refitting
parameters to the available data in order to get a better reliable outcome.
8.2.3 Improvements to CrystalEstimator implementation
The computational cost of parameter estimation calculations presented in the thesis
has not been addressed. The computational cost of the calculation was dominated
by the local minimization of the objective function and the cost of such a calcula-
tion was of the order of ten hours for a training set of twenty structures on a single
processor. Currently the objective function evaluation requires the local minimiza-
tion of the structures in the training set in a serial manner and the main drawback
of this is an increasing computational cost with the number of structures treated.
Thus simultaneous local minimization of the structures could significantly speed up
evaluation and consequently local minimization of the objective function.
The reduction of the computational cost would further allow a more detailed flexible
lattice energy model to be used in parameter estimation. Accounting flexibility in
parameter estimation is expected to improve modelling of flexible systems for which
the rigid assumption is not valid.
Beyond the current repulsion-dispersion model, an alternative model (Mie or Lennard-
Jones potential) could also be used in the future but it should be adopted only if
a significantly better fit can be achieved. The same applies to further classification
of atom types and introduction of more parameters.
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8.2.4 Improving experimental data set
Experimental sublimation enthalpy data and diffraction data have been used in this
thesis to fit parameters but lattice energy and structural data obtained by higher
accuracy lattice energy calculation methods could also be used to fit the current
model. Thus computationally expensive methods that are known to have greater
predictive accuracy could possibly be approximated by the current lattice energy
model. Higher accuracy methods could be also used for final structure refinement
but it is really important that the current lattice energy model predicts the ob-
served experimental structures within a small energy window so that use of higher
accuracy methods for refinement is computationally manageable.
Appendix A
Crystallographic data
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A.1 Set 1: Hydrocarbons
Table A.1: Crystal structures of hydrocarbons in the training set
unit cell lengths and angles
Refcode
Molecule Space Group, Z R-factor T(K) a(A˚) b(A˚) c(A˚) α(o) β(o) γ (o)
Hexadeutero- BENZEN06 3.6 15 7.360 9.375 6.703 90 90 90
bezene Pbca,Z=4
Naphthalene NAPHTA31 2.34 5 8.080 5.933 8.632 90 124.65 90
P21/a,Z=2
Decadeutero- ANTCEN16 3.2 16 8.370 6.000 11.120 90 90 90
anthracene P21/a,Z=2
Phenanthrene PHENAN08 4.3 283-303 8.441 6.140 9.438 90 97.96 90
P21,Z=2
Pyrene PYRENE03 6.3 113 13.532 9.159 8.387 90 100.25 90
P21/a,Z=4
Chrysene CRYSEN 8.0 283-303 8.386 6.196 25.203 90 116.20 90
I2/c,Z=4
Triphenylene TRIPHE13 3.75 173 5.269 12.961 16.715 90 90 90
P212121,Z=4
Perylene PERLEN06 5 200 9.763 5.843 10.608 90 96.77 90
P21/c,Z=2
n-Pentane PENTAN01 4.02 90 4.136 9.025 14.816 90 90 90
Pbcn,Z=4
n-Hexane HEXANE01 3.42 90 4.131 4.696 8.539 83.40 87.27 75.17
P-1,Z=1
n-Octane OCTANE01 4.64 90 4.195 4.752 10.998 85.11 83.77 74.26
P-1,Z=1
Cubane CUBANE 7 283-303 5.340 5.340 5.340 72.25 72.25 72.25
R3-r,Z=1
Adamantane ADAMAN08 2.4 188 6.639 6.639 8.918 90 90 90
P-421c,Z=2
Bicyclopropyl BCPROP02 1.94 100 8.853 5.091 11.729 90 90 90
Cmca,Z=4
1-Biapocamphane BAPOCM10 4 283-303 6.890 9.511 6.579 112.13 65.84 108.90
P-1,Z=1
1,1’-Biadamantane BADAMN10 5.2 283-303 6.531 6.577 10.457 87.50 104.58 119.86
P-1,Z=1
Dideutero- ACETYL05 3.67 4 6.188 6.001 5.546 90 90 90
acetylene Acam,Z=4
7,7-Diethynyldispiro MEYCEY 4.9 115 7.340 6.377 9.351 90 90 90
(2.0.2.1)heptane I2, Z=2
Ethynylcyclopropane MEYCIC 4.84 115 6.402 9.203 14.609 90 90 90
Pbca, Z=8
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A.2 Set 3: Azahydrocarbons
Table A.2: Crystal structures of azahydrocarbons in the training set
unit cell lengths and angles
Refcode
Molecule Space Group, Z R-factor T(K) a(A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) α (o) β(o) γ (o)
Cyanogen CYNGEN 8.65 283-303 6.310 7.080 6.190 90 90 90
Pcab,Z=4
Dicyanoacetylene DCYANM 13 278 8.930 6.040 3.860 90 99.33 90
P21/a,Z=2
Tetracyanoethylene TCYETY01 4.8 283-303 9.736 9.736 9.736 90 90 90
Im3,Z=6
Tetracyanoethylene TCYETY 8.3 283-303 7.510 6.210 7.000 90 97.17 90
P21/n,Z=2
cis-1,2,3-Tricyano- CYCYPR 2.3 283-303 9.881 9.881 10.418 90 90 120
cyclopropane R3c,Z=6
1,1,2,2-Tetracyano- TCYCPR01 5.5 283-303 6.202 6.918 16.130 90 90 90
cyclopropane P212121,Z=4
Triethylenediamine TETDAM03 - 283-303 6.140 6.140 9.460 90 90 90
P63/m ,Z=2
Hexamethylene- HXMTAM10 2.8 15 6.927 6.927 6.927 90 90 90
tetramine I-43m,Z=2
Pyrimidine PRMDIN01 4.2 107 11.555 9.461 3.693 90 90 90
Pna21,Z=4
Pyrazine PYRAZI01 4.7 184 9.325 5.850 3.733 90 90 90
Pmnn,Z=2
1,8-Naphthyridine NAPTYR11 4.8 283-303 6.170 10.485 11.454 90 90 90
P21/c,Z=4
4-Methyl-4H- TELPIJ 3.52 150 10.933 6.460 5.685 90 90 90
1,2,4-triazole Pnma,Z=4
s-Triazine TRIZIN01 4.5 283-303 9.647 9.647 7.281 90 90 120
R-3c,Z=6
Phenazine PHENAZ04 5.32 283-303 7.083 5.072 12.794 90 102.34 90
P21/n,Z=2
2,2’-Bipyridyl BIPYRL04 2.98 123 5.486 6.166 11.609 90 95.28 90
P21/n,Z=2
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A.3 Set 4: Oxohydrocarbons
Table A.3: Crystal structures of oxohydrocarbons in the training set
unit cell lengths and angles
Refcode
Molecule Space Group, Z R-factor T(K) a(A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) α (o) β(o) γ (o)
1,4-Dioxane CUKCIU03 17.84 283-303 5.659 6.410 5.892 90 98.36 90
P21/n,Z=2
s-Trioxane TROXAN 6.7 283-303 9.395 9.395 8.350 90 90 120
R3c,Z=6
1,3,5,7-Tetroxocane TOXOCN 4.8 283-303 11.455 4.160 12.232 90 108.4 90
C2/c,Z=4
Succinic anhydride SUCANH12 2.95 100 5.355 6.816 11.563 90 90 90
P212121,Z=4
1,3,5,7,9-Pentoxecane PTOXEC 4.9 283-303 8.154 10.673 7.666 90 90 90
Pbcn,Z=4
Cyclohexane-1,4-dione CYHEXO 8.1 133 6.650 6.210 6.870 90 99.82 90
P21,Z=2
rac-3,6-Dimethyl- BICVIS 3.8 283-303 8.050 9.086 9.713 90 102.86 90
1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione P21/c,Z=4
p-Benzoquinone BNZQUI03 4.29 173 5.743 6.771 6.867 90 100.14 90
P21/c,Z=2
Furan FURANE10 6.5 123 5.690 5.690 11.920 90 90 90
P41212,Z=4
Dideutero KEMZIL 3.1 15 8.483 8.483 4.459 90 90 90
formaldehyde P-421c,Z=8
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A.4 Set 2: Organosulphur compounds
Table A.4: Crystal structures of organic compounds containing sulphur in the
training set
unit cell lengths and angles
Refcode
Molecule Space Group, Z R-factor T(K) a(A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) α (o) β(o) γ (o)
Dimethylsulfide PADQAN 2.32 123 5.619 5.843 6.408 113.16 103.87 93.58
P-1,Z=2
Ethyl methylsulfide LIQWEN 2.79 128 5.262 10.724 8.386 90 101.6 90
P21/c,Z=4
1,4-Dithiane DITHAN02 1.48 100 6.753 5.383 9.974 90 129.84 90
P21/c,Z=2
3H,6H-1,2-Dithiolo(4,4-c) ZAVHAF 4.6 283-303 3.888 9.111 10.822 90 98.75 90
-1,2-dithiol-3,6-dithione P21/c,Z=2
5-phenyl-3H- FABPON11 2.94 283-303 7.562 12.197 19.944 90 90 90
1,2-dithiole-3-thione Pcab,Z=8
Ethylene DTOLTO 4.8 283-303 8.639 7.18 9.232 90 100.06 90
trithiocarbonate P21/c,Z=4
Phenyl- LEVMUU 4 150 5.744 7.527 16.01 90 94.3 90
thioacetylene P21/c,Z=4
2,2’-Bithiophene DTENYL02 4.6 133 7.734 5.729 8.933 90 106.72 90
P21,c,Z=2
1,35-Trithiane TRITAN03 2.5 283-303 5.261 7.668 14.035 90 90 90
Pcmn,Z=4
Pentathiepino(6,7-b)benzo- BAHNUU 3.21 283-303 8.997 10.115 12.116 90 93.89 90
(d)thiophene(Form II) P21/n,Z=4
Pentathiepino(6,7-b)benzo- BAHNUU01 3.01 283-303 4.467 13.514 18.049 90 94.59 90
(d)thiophene(Form I) P21/c,Z=4
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A.5 Set 5: Organosuphur compounds containing
nitrogen
Table A.5: Crystal structures of organosulphur compounds containng nitrogen
in the training set
unit cell lengths and angles
Refcode
Molecule Space Group, Z R-factor T(K) a(A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) α (o) β(o) γ (o)
[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4-C] BAWHEM01 4.79 173 3.777 10.481 6.318 90 105.76 90
[1, 2, 5]thiadiazole P21/c,Z=2
1,2,4-thiadiazole- CEBYUD 3.3 283-303 7.355 7.355 9.107 90 90 120
3,5-dicarbonitrile P32,Z=3
1-Cyanoimino- GEDHAY 3.12 283-303 5.451 8.751 11.833 90 99.57 90
14,2,44,3,5-trithiadiazole P21/n,Z=4
8-Cyanoisothiazolo- ISTZCN10 5.1 283-303 16.722 6.240 9.249 90 104.49 90
pentathiepin P21/c,Z=4
Tetracyanothiophene TCTHPH 10.3 283-303 13.420 6.560 7.070 90 137 90
Pa,Z=2
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c:5,6-c] EWADAI 2.56 173 14.217 3.681 7.820 90 90 90
tris[1,2,5]thiadiazole Pmn21,Z=2
Benzo(c)(1,2,5)thiadiazole BETHAZ01 2.94 123 12.572 12.132 3.803 90 90 90
Pna21,Z=4
1-Azathianthrene CEJSEP 3.4 163 11.774 6.027 14.150 90 108.51 90
P21/c,Z=4
[1, 3]-Dithiolo[4, 5− b]- DILCOS 1.74 150 11.696 9.793 5.857 90 90 90
pyrazine-2-thione Pnma,Z=4
3,5,7-Trithiacyclo- HELKEO 3.72 180 6.736 12.157 20.333 90 90 90
heptamaleonitrile I2cb,Z=8
3,7-Dithia-1,5-diaza DZTNON02 3.49 120 10.321 8.881 7.557 90 93.30 90
bicyclo[3.3.1]nonane C2/c,Z=4
N,N-Dimethylthioformamide KAQPOH 1.95 90 4.749 5.971 17.017 90 90 90
P212121,Z=4
2,3-Dicyano-5,7-dimethyl YIJGAA 4.2 100 4.688 14.798 7.263 90 106.87 90
thieno(3,4-b)pyrazine P21/m,Z=2
5,10-Dithia-1,4,6,9-tetra-aza- WIBWEJ 2.96 163 3.894 7.866 14.297 90 95.66 90
5,10-dihydroanthracene P21/n,Z=2
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B.1 Set 1: Hydrocarbons
Figure B.1: Molecular diagrams of hydrocarbons in training set
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B.2 Set 3: Azahydrocarbons
Figure B.2: Molecular diagrams of azahydrocarbons in training set
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B.3 Set 4: Oxohydrocarbons
Figure B.3: Molecular diagrams of oxohydrocarbons in training set
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B.4 Set 2: Organosulphur compounds
Figure B.4: Molecular diagrams of organic molecules containing sulphur in
training set
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B.5 Set 5: Organosuphur compounds containing
nitrogen
Figure B.5: Molecular diagrams of organic molecules containing sulphur and
nitrogen in training set
Appendix C
Sublimation enthalpy data
C.1 Set 1: Hydrocarbons
Table C.1: Observed sublimation enthalpies of 17 hydrocarbons
Crystal ∆Hsub T Reference
Refcode (kJ/mol) (K)
BENZEN06 44.4 298 [155]
NAPHTA31 72.7 298 [156]
ANTCEN16 97.9 298 [157]
PHENAN08 90.9 298 [158]
PYRENE03 100.3 298 [121]
CRYSEN 123.4 298 [121]
TRIPHE13 120.1 298 [121]
PERLEN06 129.6 415 [159]
PENTAN01 42.0 143 [160]
HEXANE01 50.8 178 [160]
OCTANE01 68.1 216 [160]
CUBANE 55.2 298 [161]
ADAMAN08 59.0 298 [162]
ACETYL05 23.5 145 [162]
CONGRS 95.9 298 [163]
BULVAL03 71.8 298 [164]
QQQCIS01 29.2 145 [160]
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C.2 Set 3: Azahydrocarbons
Table C.2: Observed sublimation enthalpies of 10 azahydrocarbons
Crystal ∆Hsub T Reference
Refcode (kJ/mol) (K)
CYNGEN 32.4 224 [83]
DCYANM 44.3 298.15 [165]
TCYETY01 81.2 298.15 [137]
TETDAM03 62.2 298.15 [166]
HXMTAM10 79.6 298.15 [167]
PYRAZI01 56.2 298.15 [168]
TRIZIN01 54.2 298.15 [169]
PHENAZ04 94.3 354 [138]
BIPYRL04 81.8 298.15 [170]
C.3 Set 4: Oxohydrocarbons
Table C.3: Observed sublimation enthalpies of seven oxohydrocarbons
Crystal ∆Hsub T Reference
Refcode (kJ/mol) (K)
CUKCIU03 35.6 272 [171]
TROXAN 56.6 298.15 [172]
TOXOCN 79.6 298.15 [173]
SUCANH12 80.7 298.15 [174]
PTOXEC 87.9 298.15 [175]
CYHEXO 75 298.15 [176]
BNZQUI03 66.7 298.15 [177]
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C.4 Set 2: Organosulphur compounds
Table C.4: Observed sublimation enthalpies five sulphur organic compounds
Crystal ∆Hsub T Reference
Refcode (kJ/mol) (K)
DITHAN02 63.0 298.15 [178]
FABPON11 123.3 298.15 [179]
DTOLTO 81.8 298.15 [180]
DTENYL02 85.2 298.15 [181]
TRITAN03 93.2 298.15 [182]
C.5 Set 5: Organosuphur compounds containing
nitrogen
Table C.5: Observed sublimation enthalpies of organosulphur compounds &
organosulphur compounds containing nitrogen
Crystal ∆Hsub T Reference
Refcode (kJ/mol) (K)
BETHAZ01 70.7 298.15 [142]
DITHAN02 63.0 298.15 [178]
FABPON11 123.3 298.15 [179]
DTOLTO 81.8 298.15 [180]
DTENYL02 85.2 298.15 [181]
TRITAN03 93.2 298.15 [182]
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